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Abstract
' ^ * ••
• *
In this dissertation, I as principal in the role of
participant - observer present an historical case study of The
Open-Communication Project which was conducted at Garnet-
Patterson Junior High School, in Washington, D. C, from July,
1969 through June, 1972 as a strategy for self-renewal of an
urban junior high school, A description of the social setting
leads up to the focus on The Open-Communication Project. A
part of the uniqueness lies in the fact that the Project was
funded as a process to afford opportunities for parents,
students, school personnel and representative from community
agencies and organizations to engage in dialogue and consul-
tation relative to program development.
The Project Staff which consisted of personnel from
Howard University and Garnet-Patterson Junior High School
viewed the Open-Communication Project as a strategy for bring-
ing about change and self-renewal. Yet, the nature of the
change was described by the various constituent groups who
participated in Project activities. Diagnosis of the condi-
tions of the school occurred in group training sessions con-
ducted during the summer of 1969 and the academic year 1969-
1970, Simultaneously out side change agents focused on en-
couraging participants to get to know, accept and respect
each other in an environment of positive re-inforcement.
Ever present in outside consultant and staff re-inforce-
ment efforts was the need to maintain a positive approach to
looking at the examination of the school and its community.
The Open—Coirammication Project moved away from the fragmen-
tion of efforts and the erroneous notion that the * problems of
the school rest with or can be changed by the students or the
teachers or the administrators or the parents and the commu-
riiby. This approach avoided blaming any one group for the
®^isting conditions of the school. The focus was on changing
the school and its climate through developing a sense of shar-
ing responsibilities, helping each other and working together
to formulate and carry out recommendations for action.
Virtually unheard of in a period of upheaval in schools
throughout the nation. The Project staff dared to set the
stage for parents, school personnel and students to communi-
cate with each other ^around issues of mutual concern as human
beings stripped of role categories. As threatening as the
experiences were to many, progress was made through these ef-
forts, Parents after completion of their group training acti-
vities were provided the challenge of spending three hours a
day over a defined time period working in the day to day
operation of the school with teachers and other support per-
sonnel, Teachers on the other hand willingly opened the class-
room doors and welcomed assistance from the parent aides •
Another program phase bold in its introduction into the
school, was the establishment of an advisory committee which
consisted of parents, school personnel, community representa-
tives, central administration representatives and Howard
University representatives of The School of Education, Ini-
ally, advising the principal and Project Staff, this group
over a three year period became a catalyst for effecting
change through dialogue with the committees of The Board
of Education of The District of Columbia,
Recommendations from the group training activities pro-
vided the necessary feedback for Project staff to include
others in its program planning and development activities.
The carrying out of such activities was done in such a manner
as to eirphasis parent-in school participation, curriculum de-
velopment, teacher associate activities, training through in-
structional skills workshops, dissimination of information
and evaluation.
Movement over a three year period through the self-re-
newal process took the form of shifting from a reliance on
outside consultative support to utilization Of intQr:nal':;human
resources made it possible for the school to sustain itself
during rny leave of absence for the 1972-1973 academic year.
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Introduction and Background of The Study
The Brovm vs Board of Education Decision of U. S. Supreme
A A
,
Court in 1954, triggered a microscopic viewing of educational
practices in public schools throughout the country. In the
District of Columbia, The Board of Education moved to elimi-
nate the division between categories of schools by abolishing
the stratification system by which schools for white cMldren
were assigned to Division I and schools for blade children
were assigned to Division II, Under such a system blacks vrere
automatically assigned to second class citizenship and conse-
.quently a second class opportunity for educational achievement
since as Kenneth Clark indicates "segregation and inferior ed-
ucation reinforce each other
The decade of the sixties was one in which administrative
action was taken to desegregate the schools. However it soon
becaiT© apparent that these efforts were being thwarted by
fear on the part of whites which resulted in an even more
swift and massive exodus to the suburbs. This movement was
fostered by unscruplous real estate agents who, through the
process of "block busting", evoked even more fear on the part
of whites by insisting that property values VTOuld be drastical-
ly reduced as blacks moved into foriTverly all white neighbor-
hoods,
^Kenneth B. Clark, Dark Ghetto; DileTTgMg^9^^
Power (Nev7 York, K.Y. : Harper and Row, Piiblishsrs Incorpo-
rated, 1965), p. 111.
2The District of Columbia Board of Education continued
its efforts to bring about change in the' schools. On June
17, 1964, it approved The Model School Division as a semi-
autonomous unit and charged the Division with the responsibi-
of providing invproved educational experiences for de—
P^ived students. At the time of its formation, the Division
included a senior high school, a vocational high school,
three junior high schools and fourteen elementary schools. At
the writing of this study, a fourth junior high school and
five pre-school centers, which are operated in churches, have
been added to the Division,
Within the context of a social setting which included
• problems of urbanization, desegregation, and the efforts of
the District of Columbia Board of Education to improve educa-
tional opportunities for children in January, 1966, I was ap-
pointed to the principalship of The Garnet-Patterson Junior
High School, Tenth and You Streets, N, W,
,
VJashington, D. C,
All principals in The Model School Division were expected by
the Assistant Superintendent to begin the inplementation of
experimental and innovative programs which would bridge the
educational gap between what was currently going on in schools
and a more desirable educational program for students in the
Division,
In April, 1968, we foi.ind ourselves in the center of a
riot v;hich had been triggered by the assassination of Dr,
Martin Luther King Jr,, the non-violent prophet of The Civil
Rights Miovemsnts, A little less than five years earlier, on
August 28, 1963, he had led "The March on VJashington" which
3included at least 200,000 people of all races, creeds, colors
and socio-economic stati. It was an exanple of a non—violent
approach as a strategy for calling attention to the need for
equal rights for black people. The march has been termed the
greatest demonstration for freedom in the history of our
nation.
It was exasperating to note the rapidity with which some
of our students, once dismissed from school, joined with their
friends and relatives in the rioting. The results included
destruction by fire and theft, of millions of dollars vrarth
of property, some of which was the substandard housing repre-
senting their homes. Based on this overt manifestation of
their pent up hostilities, they too must have shared many of
the feelings which had been expressed by Dr. King:
It is not surprising that I had learned to hate segrega-
tion. As a teenager I had never been able to accept the
fact of having to go to the back of a bus or sit in a
segregated section of a train. Having the usual growing
boy's pleasure in the movies, I had gone to a down town
theater in Atlanta only once. The e:>qperience of having
to enter a rear door and sit in a filthy peanut gallery
was so terrible that I could not enjoy the picture. I
could never adjust to separate waiting rooms, separate
eating places, separate rest rooms, partly because the
separate was always unequal and partly because the very
idea did something to my sense of dignity and respect....^*
Efforts to devise innovations which in some way might
alleviate some of the student frustrations and improve educa-
tional opportunities included the development and implementa-
tion of the following programs through the use of Title I of
2
Educational Development Center, Inc., Biography o_f
Martin Luther King (Cambridge, Massachusetts: "Social Studies
Curriculum Program". Education Development Center, 1968), p.3.
4the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and Inpact Aid
1, The addition to the school staff of a team of pupil
personnel workers which included a school psycholo-
gist^ an attendance officer, with a social work back—
.
ground, tvro pupil personnel workers to serve as home,
community and school counselors. The team functioned
in such a way as to assess individual student needs
and conduct the necessary follow-up to assure the
provision of adequate food, clothing and medical and
dental care,
2, Adoption of specific classroom instructional units in
science dealing with the manipulation of things,
which were developed by the Educational Development
Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
3, The development of a Cooperative Learning Program in
which white students from Bethesda, Chevy Chase High
School served as tutors to Garnet students. This
inter-action helped them to learn nore about each
other,
4, Development of a "Youth Serving Youth" tutorial pro-
gram in which Garnet Students tutored students in
the feeder elementary schools, thus functioning as
teachers in a strategic position to learn more than
the students who were being taught,
5, The development and institution of a Teacher Aide
Program which served as a pilot for the Division,
Funds from the Mott and Stern Foundations were used to
design and inplement two other types of programs,
1, A pilot junior high school Comiminity School Program,
which made it possible to keep the building available
for school and community activities from 7:30 a,m,
to 10:30 p,m,
2, An Involvement in Living Program which provided
money for field trips and admissions to special
events, thus making the entire city available as a
learning J.aboratory for students whose parents could
not provide the Irumry of such activities.
So improved v/as the learning environment after the initi-
ation and iiiplementation of the programs which have been
delineated that the climate v/as right for a conprehensive
5approach to self—renewal. This approach, utilizing the Op>en—
Coinmunication Project as a strategy was a means of looking at
the school and its relationship to the surrounding community
with a flow of information from the school to the community
and also from the community into the school.
Statement of the Problem
The major purpose of this study is to identify, describe
and analyze, from a participant-observer point of view, the
major actors, events and time frame in the development and
implementation of the Open-Communication Project and its ef-
fectiveness as a strategy for self-renewal of an urban junior
high school. To this end the study will seek to achieve the
,
following objectives;
1, Present a description and analysis of the existing
circumstances and conditions in the school and its
social setting prior to the development of the Open-
Comnumication Project,
2, Describe the inplementation and operation of the
Open-Communication Project over a three year period
of time,
3, Delineate the areas of effectiveness of the Open-
Communication Project as a strategy for self-renewal
of an urban school.
4, Present recommendations and inplications for educa-
tional leadership and administration in light of the
findings.
Definition of Terms
The following terins are defined as they are used in the study.
Open-Communication Pro 1 ect - is operationally defined as a
program v^hose components consisted of the establishment and
functioning of an advisory committee; group training activities
and awareness retreats involving teachers, other school per-
6sonn6lf students and cominunity representatives; curriculum
development activities; in-school participation of parents
and dessimination of information. Its development and im-
plementation represented the cooperative efforts of a local
school, school district personnel and a local university.
Once initiated, the program consisted of an evolving process
based on in-put and feedback from program participants. The
title of the Project was "coined" by the staff since openness
and honesty were viewed as critical to its success.
Open - as used in this study refers to the process of develop-
ing the kind of climate which encourages students, parents,
community representatives and school personnel to feel free
and comfortable in accepting and talking v;ith each other.
The process also contributes to developing a wholesome rela-
tionship of sharing, helping and working together in a direct
forthright manner.
School ' s Self-Renewal - process by which a school would have
the ability continuously to sense and adapt to its changing
external and internal environment in such a manner as to
strengthen itself and optimally fulfill its goal of providing
quality education for children.
Operational Policy - a definite course or method of action
selected from among alternatives and in light of given condi-
tions, As relates to this study, the Assistant Superintendent
^Matthew B, Miles and Dale G, Lake, Self-Renewal __in Schqql
Systems: A Strategy for Planned Qiange , in Cpncepts for
SociaJ. Change ed, by Goodwin V7atson (Washington, D,C,
.
National Training Laboratories, 1969), p, 82,
7in charge of Model School Division was granted additional
v'S. .
.. .
authority^ and reported directly to the ’Superintendent, He
gave priority to an operational policy of flexibility and
innovation in school administration,
“ The skillful eirployment and coordination of tactics
in this study the Open-CoiTuminication Project becomes the
strategy for the urban school's self-renewal.
Case Study - An intensive investigation of a particular unit.
In clinical terms it refers especially to the developmental
adjustment, remedial or corrective procedures that appropriate-
ly follow diagnosis of the causes of maladjustment or of
favorable development. For the purpose of this study the
,
essential procedure of the case study method is to take account
of all pertinent aspects of the Open-Communication Project,
Community Representatives - persons elected or selected by
organizations within the geographical boundaries of the school
attendance district together with some at-large-members re-
presenting city wide organizations, to serve as participants
on the Open-Communication Program Advisory Committee,
Feedback - a process in which the factors that produce a re-
sult are themselves modified or corrected. Responses and
reactions from Open-Communication Project participants were
activities used as a means of determining the need for pro-
gram modification and further program developiTient,
Awareness Sessions - a series of planned meetings during
which selected parents, school personnel and students talk
fi.
and v7ork together under the leadership of a behavioral scientist
8or person liaving intensified training in group dynamics,
.
Awareness Retreats — a planned series of, activities in which
teachers, other school personnel, students, parents and conv-
munity representatives spend a block of time, Friday 3:30 p.m.
through Saturday, 5:00 p,m,
,
living and working together in a
laboratory training situation, under the direction of a team
of behavioral scientists.
_Group Dynamics — the interactive forces operating v/ithin a
group. Often it is used synonymously with group work.
t*lanaqement — is defined as working with and through individ-
uals and groups to accoirplish organization goals,
^
Leadership — is defined by a number of researchers and summa—
,
rized by Hersey and Blanchard.
"According to George R, Terry, Leadership is the activity
of influencing people to strive v/illingly for group objectives.
Robert Tannenbaum, Irving R. V/eschler and Fred I4assarik de-
fine leadership as ' inter-x^ersonal influence exercised in a
situation and directed, through the communication process,
toward the attainment of a specialized goal or goals', Harold
Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell state that leadership is 'influenc-
ing people to follow in the achievement of a common goal'",^
These authors found that "most management writers agree
that leadership is the process of influencing the activities
of an individual or group in efforts toward goal achievement
4
Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Management of
Organizational Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, Inc. 1969), p, 3
5
Ibid, p. 60
9in a givsn situation, iiroin tliis dafinition, it follows tliat
.
.. .laadarsliip is a function of tlie leader the follower and the
situation. L-f (l,f,l)". ^
Change - means to modify (it inplies making either an essen-
A A
«
tial difference often amounting to a loss of original identity
or a substitution of one thing for another )
.
Implementation - the process of giving practical effect to
the process of applying in practice that which is disseminated.
School - a social arrangement which exists for the purpose of
bringing about desirable changes in children. The inplicit
features are:
The children involved are ordinarily considered to be
normal rather than ill or severely retarded.
The children are not the exclusive property of the school,
but are lent to it for varying periods of time by their
parents, who compose part of the "sponsoring public" for
the school.
7
A school usually operates in a specific place.
Parents - natural itvothers or fathers or anyone fulfilling the
role or function of the natural parent such as aunts, uncles,
cousins, or others serving as guardians.
Other School Personnel - persons whose paid positions are in
the school; namely, the principal, assistant principals,
guidance counselors, the school librarian, the school nurse,
cafeteria workers, custodians, and teacher aides.
6
Ibid,
7
Matthew B. Miles, Some Properties of Schools As Social
System, in Change in School Systems cd. by Goodwin Watson
(Washington, D.C. : National Training Laboratories, 1967), p, 2.
10
Dsvslopn^nt < as dafinsd by Sclirnuck and Miles#
•
.. .
is a planned sustained effoirt to apply beliavioiral science for
system inprovement, using reflexive# self-analytic methods.^
Paul C, Buchanan states that organization development is di-
A K
,
rected toward developing the capabilities of an organization
in such a manner that the organization can attain and sustain
an optimum level of performance; it is a problem-solving pro-
cess; it is undertaken on a collaborative basis by the mgrribers
of an organization and behavioral science practitioners and it
reflects the belief that even in organizations which are oper-
ating satisfactorily or adequately# there is room for irrprove-
ment, ^
' Diagnosis - may be considered as the analysis of difficulties
and the causes that may have produced them. According to
Good and Scates# the essential characteristics of satisfactory
diagnosis of difficulties# v;ith particular reference to educa-
tional diagnosis have been outlined at some length by Tyler
and may be abbreviated as follov/s:
Must concern itself v;ith worthwhile objectives
Must provide valid evidence of strengths and weaknesses
related to the objectives.
.
Must be reasonably objective# to permit other competent
investigators to reach similar conclusions in enploying
the sart^ diagnostic techniques.
Must be reliable# so that repeated diagnoses of other
samples from the same learners will give similar results.....
Must be carried to a satisfactory level of specificity
Must be conprehensive or coiiplete. . » .
.
8
Richard A. Schmuck and Matthew B. Mires# Orgam zation _De-
velopment in Schools (Palo Alto# California: National Press
Books# 1971)# p.-23
^Paul C. Buchanan# Tlie Concept of Organization Develop-
ment# or Self-Renewal, as a Form of Planned Change in Concepts
for Social Cliange ed. by Goodv/in VJatson (Washington# D.C.
National Training Laboratories 1969)# p. 1.
11
Must provide conparable data
Must provide sufficiently exact data fopc^iagnostic
purposes ‘ .
Must be conprehensive or conplete.
.
Must be appropriate to the desired program of instruction.
Must be practicable in terms of the conditions, time, per-
sonnel, equipment, and funds available in the particular
school or situation
Must be conducted by adequately trained students of ed-
ucational diagnosis; in increasing numbers such trained
persons are to be found among teachers, supervisors and
administrators in the field, where their efforts supple-
ment with increasing effectiveness the work of clinics,
laboratories, research
educational specialists
Curriculum - is considered to be all the experiences which
children have under the direction of the school.
Expectations of the Study
1. The Open-Communication Project will bring about a climate
of mutual respect among teachers, other school personnel,
students and parents,
2, It will facilitate the kind of leadership and administra-
tion vdiich utilizes the participation process as a means
of providing in-put for decision making.
3, It will enhance the image of the school both internally
and externally.
4. It will "open-up" the school to the community thus making
it more responsive to the needs of the students.
Limitations of The Study
1. The case study of one urban school’s self-renewal process
agencies
^
and psychological and
Ralph W. Tyler, "Characteristics of a Satisfactory
Diagnosis"; Educational Diagnosis . Thirty-fourth Yearbook of
The National Society for The Study of Education by Carter V,
Good and Douglas E. Scates, Methods of Researg.ll (New York;
Appleton-Centurey Crofts, Inc. 1954), p.742.
12
rnay result in a limited degree^ of transferability to
another school in spite of the presentation of data from
a descriptive - historical perspective which spans a
three year period.
A ^
.
2. The case study method used in the development of this
study does not lend itself to generalizability to the
world at large.
Design of The Study
The study is historical in nat\ure, in as much as it is a
descriptive analysis of the case study of the Open-Communication
Project. The Project itself was used as a strategy for self-
renewal of an urban school. The utilization of behavioral
I science teclmiques such as role playing, brainstorming and
simulations through consultative efforts, adds to the field
study of public school, university and community involvement.
Attention is given to the events and circumstances v;hich
lead to the development of a strategy to be used as a multi-
faceted approach to self-renewal. For once it was clear that
the process of v/orlcing with isolated groups or having constituent
groups blame each other for the failure of the school to meet
the needs of children was futile. I saw the bringing together
of groups of teachers, students, parents and communities repre-
sentative in order to establish mutual respect for each other
and to develop some helping relationships as vital to bring-
ing about a change in interpersonal relationships in the school.
In order to accorcplish this goal, the first phase of the study
design consists of an overview of the school as an organiza-
13
tion with a focus on the "mapping of the territory of the
/'S. .
.. .
school", its present and subsquent directions. Next 'in se-
quence is the detailed analysis of procedures initiated and
followed in the development of The Open-Communication Project
* A
,
as the strategy for self-renewal. A discussion of the fund-
ing process is also incorporated.
Project administration is summarized relative to the
nature of staffing, decision making, budgeting, reporting,
planning, organizing and coordinating the activities. The
operational design is described in terms of those components
which were maintained over a three year period, and those
which were modified for more effective inplementation.
During the study the major program components are de-
lineated with a detailed description of the modification of
these conponents over a three year period, based on the con-
tinuous use of feedback. The analysis reflects the evolution-
ary nature of the developiTient of program corponents as opposed
to the process in which a director plans a program and tells
people to implement it.
The nature of the Advisory Committee is analyzed with re-
ference to its formation function and value.
Training programs are reviev/ed relative to the objec-
tives, the manner in which they are planned and the out-
comes.
Parental participation in the school is analyzed in terms
of file role of parents and the influence of their pre-
sence on the behavior of pupils, teachers and administra-
tors.
Dissiiiiination techniques, as a part of the multiplier
effect of the program, are detailed. Multiplier efrects
14
to tlie program aspects wliicli were replicated in
otlier scliools on tlie iDasis of sliared infotmatipn#
Having had the opportunity to serve as a participant-ob-
server as welX as the principal of the school
^
I draw some con-
clusions from the point of view of leadership and management.
These conclusions are based on ny personal observations# re-
cords available to me as a participant-observer# as well as
the program evaluation conducted by an outside evaluation team
which had representatives present during major Project activi-
ties for year one# 1969-1970# and year tvjo# 1970-1971.^^ The
year three# 1971—1972# overview which was based on interviews
and a questionnaire is given some consideration. The instru-
ments are included as appendix.
I
Study Population
During the three year period of Open-Communication the
population for this study included the total student body# the
school administrative staff# teachers# other local school per-
sonnel# members of the advisory committee and parents who
were recruited for in-school training and participation. Two
factors are apparent from this design. First# although the
target population consisted of the above persons# specific se-
lection procedures had to be used for the various program con-
ponents. Secondly# the nature of the population changed as
personnel left the school and others took their places# as
students graduated or transferred and ncs^^r students moved into
the area# and as others were promoted to the school.
The evaluation team was headed by Dr, Russell Cort#
formerly on the staff of the Washington School of Psychiatry#
and ciirrently on the staff of the General Learning Corporation,
15
However, in as much as mobility is a reality factor,
with which this school has to cope, this> dissertation relates
study population to the specific program conponents which
were conducted in shorter time segments than the overall
study.
Significance of The Study
The crises in urban schools have seriously affected the
role and function of the school principal, so that too fre-
quently she finds herself in the position of reactor rather
than initiator. This study is the result of an atterrpt to
change the nature of the role and provide a type of leader-
ship based on shared responsibility with others. The acceptance
,
a leave of absence from the principalship makes it possible
to reassess the total school ' s self-renewal efforts and should
provide additional insights to be utilized when I return to
the position.
It has been suggested by James S. Coleman that it would
be a fine tonic for American secondary education if school
principals and head masters were uprooted for a fev; weeks
every year or so to attend classes and teachers' meetings in
high schools other than their o\'m. He states further that few
links separate islands, each v/ith its o\m culture and ov7n
native trying to solve identical problems.
The development of this study bridges some of the com-
munication gaps and provides for personnel in other secondary
12 f'
James S. Coleman, Adolescents and The Schools (Nev7
York: Basic Books, Inc. 1965), p. 14.
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schools a point of view relative to organizational self-re-
newal. The Open-Commonication Project is not a rnodel' to be
transplanted. Instead# it is a set of experiences from which
ideas relative to its development and implementation may be
used and modified in terms of the idividual school community.
Materials from this study are suitable for instructional
purposes in in-service training as well as graduate level pro-
fessional courses.
This study is representative of "action" research. Ac-
cording to Dwight Allen, an action research design is one
where the decision mker receives feedback on the progress of
a new program during the course of the program. With such
data, appropriate changes can be made in the program while it
is still in progress, creating a growing and learning situation
rather than a win-lose, all or nothing environment for innova-
tion, Allen's summary inplies a broad test of significance
in 'research which suggests that research is only significant
if
:
It provides ne\i insights into areas of pressing education-
al concern.
Decision makers find it useful and make decisions based
upon it.
It helps decision makers to maintain the process of
gro\^^th and renewal in their organization.^^
It is intent to develop a study which is significant to the
self-renewal process in all three categories listed above.
Dv/ight Allen "The Significance of Significance" in
Educational Leadership " Journal of The Association for Super-
vision and Curriculum Development, NEA (Washington, D, C,
:
NEA, April, 1972), p.p. 604 - 606.
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Organization of The Proposed Dissertation
This study is presented in eight chapters. Chapter I
includes the introduction, statement of the problem and ob-
jectives, the definition of terms, the assumptions, limita-
tions, design of the study and significance of the study.
Chapter II consists of a review of the related literature.
Chapter III describes the collection of data, the materials,
methods and procedures for the study. Cliapters IV, V, VI
deal with the development and implementation of the Open-Com-
munication Program for 1969-1970, 1970-1971, 1971-1972.
Chapter VII presents a discussion of the evaluation and find-
ings while Chapter VIII presents the reactions, conclusions
. and inplications for further study.
18
Chapter II
Review of Related Literature
The design of this dissertation, as indicated in the
previous chapter, is based on a combination of the case study,
liistorical and participant-observer methods. Bruyn states
that " the work of certain participant-observers is marked
concern for perfection of procedure and precision in
terminology. The work of other participant-observers is mark-
ed more by a style than by careful procedures, more by the
observer's own sensitivity to what he sees than by what he be-
lieves others will ordinarily see. More by the observer's
, special interest in studying the Social Scene than by purely
scientific interests"
.
Tlie Open-Communication Project, which operated from 1969-
1972, represented a type of "Umbrella" strategy encoiTpassing
many v/ays of looking at an urban school. A part of its uni-
queness is found in the fact that it can be viewed as a pro-
cess whereby parents, students, school personnel and community
representatives could come to know and respect each other
through activities designed to give them the opportunity to
jointly diagnose the conditions in the school and its environ-
ment. After the initial phase of the Project, program compo-
nents were essentially developed and modified based on in-put
from particii^ants and the Project staff.
14
Severyn T. Bruyn, The Human Perspective in Sociology:
The Methodology of Participant Observation (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice IIaJ.l Inc,, 1966), p.p. 201.
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As a participant-observer in the school prior to and
during the development of the Project, I» have a great need
to look back over the total process and attempt to develop, in
a meaningful way, a description of the process and program in
terms of sharing with others what occurred and of providing
some direction to my own future efforts. As principal of the
Garnet-Patterson Junior High School, on leave to continue to
develop my leadership and administrative competencies, an ap-
propriate approach for me is to establish an enpirical frame
of reference within which to abstract from rt^ personal notes
and the existing Project records that information which is
pertinent to this dissertation. To this end this chapter will
,
include a survey of the literature to be used as a guide in
the process of developing the dissertation which is a partici-
pant-observer ' s historical case report on the Open-Communica-
tion Project as a strategy for an Urban School's self-renev7al.
The development and inpleioentation of the Project necessi-
tated both leadership and management skills as well as a con-
sideration of the organizational approach to change and a
consideration of organizational development. It also seemed
appropriate to examine concepts for social change in addition
to concepts specifically related to change in school systems.
Reporting on this study from the perspective of the principal,
led me to examine some studies on the political realities in
relationship to schooling. These six areas comprise the focus
of the survey of the literature.
20
Leadership and Management.
Hersey and Blanchard discuss the results of an extensive
siirvey of the literature in leadership and managernent
.
^
^ Of
the many .books which were reviewed, theirs provided the con-
cepts of leadership and management which appear to have most
direct applicability to this study. They view leadership as
a broader concept than management and define it as the process
of influencing the activities of an individual or a group in
efforts toward goal achievement in a given situation. Leader-
ship involves acconplishing goals with and through people.
It is viewed as the process of influencing the activities
of an individual or a group in efforts tov7ard goal achieve-
ment in a given situatiorw Tlius the leader must be concerned
about both tasks and human relations.
Management is seen as a special kind of leadership which
involves working with and through people specifically to achieve
organizational goals. Basically managerial functions consist
of planning, organizing, motivating and controlling.^^
In relating leadership style to successful organization,
they concluded that eir^irical studies tend to show that there
is no best style of leadershix3. They did find that the one
attribute v/hich sets the successful organization apart from an
unsuccessful one is effective and dynaroic leadership.!^ This
T 5
Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Managen^nt of Or-
ganizational Behavior (Engiev;ood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1969), p.p* 10 - 59.
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Ibid p. 4.
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Ibid p. 80.
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Ibid p. 59,
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project utilized both leadership and management skills in
that in addition to inplementing managerial functions, I as
an educational leader felt conpelled to demonstrate concerns
about tasks and human relations in the role of a participant-
observer in the joint effort of self-renev/al.
Organizational Approach to Change
As has been stated before the Open-Communication Project
represented a type of "Umbrella" strategy for self-renewal.
It enconpassed an organizational approach which included re-
presentatives from all segn^nts of the school population as
well as parents and other persons from the community.
Reporting on educational research using the organ!zation-
• al approach, Averch et, aL^^ indicate that this approach is
supposed to produce better educational outcomes for individuals
as a result of improving the functioning of the organizations
that deliver the education. In as much as the school is seen
as having to adapt to the needs of a changing set of students
and to a changing set of pressures from the outside, the focus
on the output side is on deteriuinants of innovativeness and re-
sponsiveness and the focus on the input side is on rules, in-
centives, procedures, leverage, etc.
Tliese authors point out that although there is a large
body of literature in educational administration and organiza-
tion, it is rare to find a work that defines outcomes in a way
^^arvey A. i^*verch et. aJ., ^
Critical Revie^'T and Synthesis of Research Findincis . Roi:)ort to
the President's Conimission on School Finance, (Santa Ilonica,
California: Rand Corporation, 1972), pp. 93 - 99.
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that permits conparisons. After a general survey of the liter-
ature, Averch and his research team used> three criteria to
settle on eight studies for review;
The studies were done with an intent to compare and
generalize — to draw "lessons" rather than to make pure
descriptions
.
There was some attenpt to discern difference in outcomes—
however defined — as a function of organizational rules,
incentives or behavior.
The studies concerned important policy issues.
The eight studies selected enconpass both within -
system studies and cross - system studies. They are Anderson
(1968); Crain (1968); Gittell and Hollander (1967); Gross and
Harriott (1965); Havinghurst (1964); Leggett (1969); Rogers
, (1969); James, Kelly and Garms (1966). Only four are quanti-
tatively oriented (Anderson; Crain; Gross and Herriott; James,
Kelly and Garms) and really seek to test hypotheses in a
rigorous way. Several statements constitute the efforts of
the author to extract meaningful propositions from the studies.
Statement 1 ; There is a positive correlation be-
tween size of system and degree of in-
novation.
Statement 2 ; Large educational bureaucracies and
large numbers of rules decrease inno-
vation and adaptation.
Averch further points out that it has been known for many
years that extreme school district size has a deleterious ef-
fect on the adeq[uacy of the educational programs and on returns
for money spent. The complexities of the giant operations ap-
pear to be such that staff coiiununication, public expectancy,
and unit variability are seriously hampered.
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In analyzing the six systems listed for this study,
Gittell and Hollander find:
,
Results which support Austin Swanson's finding that
"large systems appear to have an absolute rigidity that de-
fies the forces which are so inportant in shaping the opera-
tions of small systems". How paradoxical it is that those
very school systems which face far - reaching changes in their
communities and clientele are least adaptive and are in fact
resistant to meaningful innovation. Outputs of the six Citie s
were almost non - existent in terms of tangible effective in-
novation with widespread and relevant impact on the system .
Rogers presents similar results:
Historically the system (New Yorlc) has become pro-
gressively more centralized, with central headquar-:
ter>fljr officials responsible for decisions on even the
most trivial matters ... from providing light bulbs,
door knobs, and •'erasers, to deciding on transporta-
tion facilities... and the trend toward increased
centralization, which complicates administrative
and pedagogical problems even in white middle class
areas, makes it much harder to run the schools in
the ghetto communities. It is in such areas as
Harlem, Brownsville, and Bedford-Stuyvesant that the
Gittell and T. E. Hollander, Si^L^^_Sch^^
tricts (Nev; York: Praeger, 1967), p p. 2.
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pathologies of the centralized board have become
most obvious,
,
'
Evidence for Statement 1 can also be found by putting to-
gether eirpirical findings on budget processes:
* A
«
The budget process become even more centralized... a
substantial part of the control of the budget process
passes into the hands of the bureaucracy itself, simply
because of the systems operations,
But the incentives for change are weak:
The basic structure of the budget decision in big city
school systems is to assume that existing programs will
continue and to focus budget analysis upon proposed
changes in or additions to the existing programs,
In his cross - sectional study of schools within a large
system, Anderson finds:
In general resistance to innovation increases significant
ly in large schools, As size increases so does the
inpersonal treatment of students and in general the re-
sistance to innovation,'^-’
21
David Rogers, 110 Livingston Street: Politics and
Bureaucracy in the New York Schools (New York: Random House,
1968), p. 212.
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H. Thomas James, J. A. Kelley and W, I. Garms, Deter-
minants of Educational Expenditures in The United State_s , Co-
operative Research Project 2389, U.S, Department of Health
Education and Welfare, (V7ashington; U.S. Office of Education,
1966), p. 76 see also p. 93,
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Ibid, p. 91.
Janes G, /mderson. Bureaucracy in Education (Baltimore
John Hopkins Press, 1968), p. 146.
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Ibid, p. 157
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StatsiryGnt 3 ; Rigiditiss in a scliool systam can be
partly overcome by an^^apppppriate
choice of teachers.
The present study also demonstrates that attenpts to
personalize instruction as well as interest in new teach-
ing tecxmiques and curricula decrease as the teacher
gains experience in the schools,,., Tlie impersonal treat-
ment of students and rigid adherence to traditional in-
structional practices which are characteristic of experi-
enced teachers generally, and of many teachers in middle-
class schools, may thus offset not only the value of teach-
ing experience but the educational advantages of homo-
geneous schools.
Statement 4 ; Rigidities in a school, system can be
partly overcome by appropriate choice
of principals.
In every type of school certain qualities in the princi-
pal appear to be essential to making the school operate
effectively. In the inner-city and common-man types,
the principal seems to make almost the whole difference
between a school that holds teachers and gets a fair a-
mount of teaching done on the one hand, and a school
where teachers and pupils are deriK>ralized on the other
hand.^*^
If there is no basis in fact for the widely held assump-
tion that administrators vrtio provide a high degree of pro-
Ibid p. 163
27
.
R. J. Havinghurst, T?ie Public Schools of Chic, q^
(Chicago; The Board of Education, 1964), p. 175
26
fessional leadership will have schools that are rrore
"productive" and staffs that enjoy l^ighe^’morale', it
would be a telling argument for abandoning the conception
of the principal as one who plays a leadership role,
* A
,
But if there is eirpirical support for this common as-
sumption, then to confine the principal to routine ad-
ministrative tasks would be to eliminate a force con-
ducive to improved teaching and learning. The positive
relationship between E P L (a quantitative iteasure of
executive professional leadership) and the teachers'
morale, their professional performance, and the pupils'
learning justifies the staff influence conception of the
principalship and strategies to increase the principal's
professional leadership. The findings, in short, offer
empirical support for a leadership conception of the
principal's role, and they undermine a major argument
OO
for abandoning it.
Corollary to Statement 4 ; A principal's effective-
ness in carrying out
change is positively re
lated to the amount of
support from higher ad-
ministrative levels,
A timid and unenterprising principal was described as
follows: "He operates everything by the book, without
realizing that you have to adapt the book to the situa-
tion, He's afraid to operate on his o\m because he's a-
28
N, Gross and R, E, Herriott, Staff Leadership in Public
Schools , (Nev/ York: Jolm Wiley and Sons Inc,, 1965),
p, 151,
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fraid of how it will look downtown if someone questions
him, "29 * •' '
»
The stronger the higher administration's approval of a
principal's introducing educational change the greater
his E P L, 30
Statement 5 ; Innovations in a school system depend
upon exogenous shoclcs to the system.
In reviewing the data, however, it is clear that federal
aid has in its short history influenced innovation in all
of the cities,,, for political as well as economic rea-
sons, federal funding has pushed school people to inno-
. 3
1
vation.
Agreement with the finding of a positive correlation be-
tween size of system and degree of innovation makes me believe
that the initiation of the Open-Corruminication Project in one
school setting enhanced its opportunities for effectiveness.
Included in the description of the administration of the Pro-
ject is a commentary on the process of keeping participants in-
formed of both the favorable and unfavorable program aspects,
together with a clarification of how modificiiticns \rere made.
The matter of staff replacements at Garnet over the
three year period will be addressed in terms of the statement
that rigidities in a school system can be partly overcome by
appropriate choice of teachers. Findings from the evaluation
29
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team* s report will be examined to determine if the principal
assisted in reducing rigidities in the school.
Some attention will be given to the nature of support
which the principal received from higher administrative levels
in terms of the principal's role in the re-nevml process.
Certainly statement number 5^ innovations in the school system
depend upon exogenous shocks to the system is appropriate to
the manner in v/hich the Open-Communication Project was develop-
ed.
In the meantime, in order to focus on why the Project
v;as developed, the ten criteria for judging institutional
health as enumerated by Matthev: B. Miles stimulated some
further thinlcing on part.
Goal Focus ; The goals of the organization should
be reasonably clear to those in the system.
Commu.nication Adecruacv ; There should be relatively
little distortion of communication - vertically
or horizontally - and information should travel
reasonably well.
Optimal Power Ecriialization ; Subordinates should be
able to influence upv/ard, and even more import-
ant, they should perceive that their boss can
do like v;ise with his boss. Inter-group
struggles for power should not be bitter although
conflict would be present.
Resource Utilization ; The system's inputs, especial-
ly human resources, should be used effectively.
Cohesiveness : The organization should knov; "v;ho it
is"; its members should feel attracted to the
organ!zation
.
Morale : Individuals should take satisfaction from
their v/ork, and a sense of general v/ell-being
should prevail.
Innovativeness ; A healthy system should tend to
invent nev/ procedures, move tov/ard new goals.
29
produce new kinds of products, diversify it-
self, and become more rather than -less, differ-
entiated over a period of » tine.
Autonomy : The organization should attain that de-
gree of independence from the environment but
not control by it.
' » A
,
Adaptation ; The system should be able to bring a-
bout corrective change in itself faster than
the change cycle in the surrounding environment.
Problenv-Solving Adequacy : Problems should be solved
with minimal energy; they should stay solved;
and the problem solving mechanism used should
not be weakened but maintained or strengthened.'^'^
These criteria will be examined under procedures for the
study to determine which ones are applicable to this effort.
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Matthew B. Miles, Editor, Innovation irL.
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College
University, 1964) p. 689.
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Furtherniore, the model, as developed by Miles will be
studied carefully to ascertain its relevance as a structure
for reporting the inportant steps in the Open-Communication
Project,
33
Ibid p. 691
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Orcranizat-ional DevelopirvGn't:
^
»
In tliG perccding SGction of tliis cliapter a review of the
literature based on the organizational approach to change was
suniinarized*' Tliis section of chapter two deals with organize—
development. The thrusts of the two sections are re-
lated in that the literature on the organizational approach
deals with identifying characteristics of schools and school
systeiTis which affect pupil achievement while that related to
organizational development is concerned with action strategies
for increasing the viability of schools as organizations.
Ultimately pupil achievement gets to be a concern of the orga-
nizational approach to change as well as organizational de-
velopment as related to educational institutions.
Probing the literature on organizational develox^ment, I
read Paul C. Buchanan's description of the general concept of
organizational develoiDment. It seeitK2d important to the devel-
opment of ny study to ©suiniine carefully the characteristics
in order to shar^jen iry perspective.
1, The function of organization development programs is
to help an organization improve the extent to which
it accomplishes its intended goals or carries out its
function. It also has an objective v:hich goes be-
yond facilitating inprovement to encompass helping an
organization attain a condition of "self-renewal",
vnien organization development is effective, it re-
sults in an organization v/hich has processes, norms,
X^rocedures and member skills required for continuous
adaiDtation and thereby continuous optimal fulfill-
nvDnt of its goals. It becomes "a system or framework
v/ithin which continuous innovation, renewal, and re-
birth can occur" (Garner,, 1962).
2, The . focus of develox^iment efforts is on an organiza-
tion or sonve major coiiponent (such as a single school).
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The approach differs from, in-service training of
teachers and administrators focused^dn* inproving
the shills and knowledge, and thereby the job per-formnce. Although the training of individuals is
ordinarily one part of the activity.
3. The aspects of the organization's operation v/hich
•are to be changed are determined by the members of
the unit themselves as a result of analyses and
diagnoses which they make of their operations.
4. The way the operation should work to be more effective
is also determined by the members of tie organiza-
tion. The "opportunity" aspect of the method is
particularly inportant if self-renevml is to result.
Along with freedom, there must be the obligation,
the knowledge, the skill and the organization cli-
mate to devise more effective practices.
5. The members of the organization participate in deter-
mining the rate of change and the amount of effort
to be devoted to development in light of the irtport-
ance they give to the effort and the day to day pres-
isures to which they must resjpond.
6. Members of the organization are assisted by change
agents or consultants. The change agent's job is to
utilize behavioral science lcnov;ledge and skills to
"help the members help themselves". The change agents
become temporary members of the problem-solving group
who use their expertness as the basis of their in-
fluence.
7. Following are the major kinds of work the process
seems to require
.
Team development
. Review of current practices and philosophies
of the organization in order to identify con-
ditions meriting attention. Essentially,
this means identifying areas of difficulty or
ineffectiveness, describing and diagnosing
barriers to effectiveness and determining de-
velopment needs.
.
Working out objectives (inplies how \ie think
we should operate) regarding processes, prac-
rtices, relationships and policies v;hich
seem to be the areas v;here improvement needs
have been identified.
Planning how to move from "\fhere the organiza-
tion is" toward where it should be.
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• Carrying out plans made in the above,
• Reassessing programs and modifying the
diagnoses, objectives, plans and actions
taken in light of these findings,
These seven aspects of organizational development pro-
* # A
,
vide an indepth consideration of the organizational develop-
ment process. However, I am aware that they only provide a
frane of reference for an approach which represents one of
many possible alternatives.
Concepts for Social Change
Goodwin Watson indicates that change may evolve from
within a social system or come by adoption or adaptation from
outside it. In a discussion of the resistance to change in
,
social systems he perceives resistance as moving through a
cycle. In the beginning V7hen only a few people take the re-
form seriously, resistance may appear massive but vjhen the
movement has begun it is possible to identify the forces for
and against. The third phase is likely to mean life or death
of the reform while the fourth phase finds supporters of the
change
•
His summary of reducing resistance is outlined in detail
as it seems vital in guiding the development of this study
and as it has implications for my future action,
A, \^o Brings The Change ?
1. Resistance will be less if adnu.nistrators, teachers,
__
Paul C. Buchanan, "The Concept of Organization Develop-
ment, or Self-Renewal, as a Form of Planned Change" in Concej^s
for Social Change ed. By Goodv7in Watson (V7ashington, D,C,
National Training Laboratories, 1967), pp. 1-9,
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board menibers and community leaders feel that the
project is their own - not one devise'd-'and- operatedby outsiders, .
2, Resistance will be less if the project clearly has
wholehearted support from top officials of the system.
B, What »lcind of Change?
3, Resistance will be less if participants see the change
as reducing rather than increasing their present
burdens,
4, Resistance will be less if the project accords with
values and ideals which have long been acknowledged
by participants.
5, Resistance will be less if the program offers the kind
of new experience which interests participants.
6, Resistance will be less if participants feel that
their autonony and their security is not threatened,
C, Procedures in Instituting Change .
7, Resistance will be less if participants have joined in
diagnostic efforts leading them to agree on the basic
problem and to feel its importance.
8, Resistance will be less if the project is adopted by
consensual group decision.
9, Resistance will be reduced if proponents are able to
enpathize with opponents, to recognize valid objections,
and to take steps to relieve unnecessary fears.
10. Resistance v/ill be reduced if it is recognized that in-
novations are likely to be raisunderstood and misinter-
preted and if provision is made for feedback of per-
ceptions of the project and for further clarification
as needed,
11. Resistance vail be reduced if participants experience
acceptance, support, trust and confidence in their re-
lations v/ith one another.
12. Resistance will be reduced if the Project is kept
open to revision and re-consideration if experience
indicates that changes v/ould be desirable.
D, Climate for Change
13. Readiness for change gradually becomes a characteristic
35
certain individuals, groups, organizations and
civilizations.
. .
.
Ronald Lippitt, in summarizing the ’significant differ-
ences between the problems and processes of research utiliza-
tion in the area of social research and social practices as
compared to areas of applied biological and physical science
makes six points which relate to this study.
1.
Most significant adoptions of new educational or
social practice require significant changes in the
values, attitudes and skills of the social practi-
tioners. ...
2. Most significant changes in mental health or education-
al practice really are adaptations rather than adop-
tion of the innovations of others.
3. ...The concept of "social invention" has not been de-
veloped adequately. There are no adequate procedures
.
for identification, documentary description, and
validation of new practices. This means that on the
one hand, there is often a large volume of poorly
described non-validated practices tenpting uncritical
adoption efforts by professional colleagues. On the
other hand, there is a great volume of creative prac-
tice v/hich remains invisible and inaccessible to re-
view and consideration. This means that the diffusion
of significant and new practice is a very retarded
and chaotic situation.
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4. A foiirth characteristic of the social practice
•
• .
'
.
situation is that the practitioner gets very little
feedback about the effectiveness of his adoption
effort, ,
,
5. A fifth difference is that the ways in v/hich roental
health and educational practice are organized pro-
vide very little stimulus for the practitioner to
take risks in searching for and using nev7 resources.
The practitioner remains relatively invisible to
colleagues and supervisors. There are neither com-
petitive challengesnor good communication channels
to stimulate sharing and improvement of practice.
In addition, there tends to be a high sensitivity to
the potentially negative reaction of various publics
to changes of practice,
6. A sixth critical point of difference is that our
social practice fields have not developed the networlis,
procedures and manpower resources necessary to link
basic and applied research to operating practice,
A frame work for thinking about the utilization of
scientific resources for improving the effectiveness of a given
school is essential to this study. The key challenges v/hich
should be taken into consideration are:
1. Closing the gap betv/een xj^'oblenvpain and diagnostic
sophistication. Every educational x^^'^ctitioner v/ith
some type of "problem itch" needs to illuminate and
articulate the problem by using methods of self-
37
search or self-inquiry and methods of scanning tho
experience of others and getting feedback from
others,,. This can only be closed effectively if
there is a sophisticated process of diagnosis and
determination of goals,
2, Closing tho gap between good intentions and effective
action output,,,, Basic research and evaluation re-
search tell us that the processes of linking between
intention and action are complex and frequently non
actualized. The issues of affective comi^u-tiiKjnt,
skill security and social support must bo recognized
and coped with. This requires a process of retrieved
knowledge from tlie self and external knowledge from
research on decision making and action talcing,
3. The two previously listed gaps have been problems of
individual change. There arc other gaps whicii arc
inter-individual and inter-group. One crucial gap
is that between tlic students and those adults who
work directly with them - teachers, counselors, and
others. Another gap is between the direct workers
and those in tlie school system who arc responsible
for supporting, supervising, guiding their porfornv-
ance - principals, consultants, supervisors, and tho
like, A third gap is betv/een tlie active educational
team and the policy team of sanctioners, planners,
opportunity x^i^ovidcrc - the su|:)crintendent, school
board, conuuunity resource loaders, parents and so on.,.
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4. From our inquires into knowledge utilization we have
come to believe that three typeg of training are
needed to assist the process of change:
a. Personal and interpersonal sensitivity training,
using appropriate variations of T Group training
• ^
• to create openness to seek, receive and use non-
defensivly data about one's 0;^ performance, the
context of inter-personal relations and conflict-
ing role pressures and expectations.
b. Conceptualization training, for achieving av/are-
ness of concepts and theoretical frarnev/orlcs for
using external and internal loiowledge to diagnose,
derive goals and develop plans.
c. Slcills training for developing an enriched and
more differentiated "language of behavior" to ex-
press one's intentions through appropriate inter-
personal actions. VJe are freer to practice
"thinking new and different thoughts" than v:e are
to risk experimenting with nev; behavior. There-
fore our intentions are much more informed and in-
novative than our behavior. Interpersonal skill
training is a much needed and largely neglected
area of knowledge utilization.^^
All three types of training, v;hich according to Lippitt
are iriportant to the change process v^ere utilized to some ex-
tent in the OiDen-Communication Project. A11 overview of the
nature of the training activities V7ill therefore be included
in the description of the Open-CoiTuriunication Project program
corfiponents.
Clianqe in School Systems
I'liles deals V7ith properties of schools as social systems
by considering five general features of the American school.
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Ronald Lippitt, "The Use of Social Research to Improve
Social Practice" in Concepts for Social Cnange ed. by Goodwin
\7atson (V7ashington, D.C.: National Training Laboratories,
1967), pp. 71 - 80.
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!• It is a social arrangement which exists for the pur-
pose of bringing about desirably change's' in child-
ren, who are ordinarily considered to be normal
rather than ill or severely retarded and who are not
ttie exclusive property of the school, but lent to it
for varying periods of time by parents who con^ose
part of the "sponsoring public" for the school.
2. Most Americans operate from the belief that schools
not only "ought" to be, but are locally controlled.
Most school decisions are made on a community—by-
community basis—often in response to similar national
pressures — rather than at the state or national
levels.
3. American public schools, are compulsory up to a cer-
tain age, an aspect which makes for problems in
learner motivation and teacher attitude.
4. As presently arranged, American schools appear to be
disconnected from other institutions which also have
the function of bringing about changes in children.
Local horizonal linlcages are not well developed.
From the point of view of the child, the socializing
agencies are not emotionally separate which may pro-
duce personal conflicts in coping with the varying de-
mands from different socializing agencies,
5. The An^rican School is tied to a number of other in-
stitutions and organizations by vertical linkages.
These include colleges and universities, a wide
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variety of cortirnerical structures such as the mass
mcsdia# materials vendors, equipment manufactures
and research and consulting organizations.
Genotypical properties of today's schools as summarized arc
those dealing with its task acconplishment methods; those
which relate to the organization's goal; those relating to
its integrative or internal managcn^nt efforts; and those deal-
ing with its adaptation skills in relation to the broader en-
vironment. Since public schools are supposed to bring about
desirable changes in children and exist in an environment of
so-called local control and a host of other sub-systems, all
with esqxictations for the school, educational goals are usual-
. ly vaguely stated and multiple in nature. Tl-*o school is ex-
pected to do many different things to meet the demands of its
many publics.
Upon examining the characteristics of the school, enumer-
ated by Miles, it became clear that the first characteristic is
not totally appropriate for this dissertation, however, the
other fovuT are. Tlie student population at Garnet-Patterson does
include some children who because of their socio-economic condi-
tions have many health problems. Tlie need to pay particular
attention to these problems as a nK3ans of enhancing learning
opportunities is fulfilled by the inclusion of guidance coun-
selors, pupil personnel worlcers and tlie school nurse in sonv3
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of the Open-Communication Project activities.
On the other hand# the total involvement of parents
through the Project speaks to their importance as a sponsoring
pxablic in line with the second characteristic. Sarason# in a
report on ihe Dewey School stated that "for Dewey, parental
involvement or "community participation" was a necessity dic-
tated by theory and not political considerations, and precise-
ly because it was so dictated, issues of professional pre-
ciousness and boundaries v/ere, if present, certainly not
thorny."^®
The third characteristic of the schools, which speaks to
the compulsory aspect of schooling, has significance for this
study. The inclusion of students in Project activities V7as
considered essential in order to give them specific opportuni-
ties to discuss the routine of the school in terms of modifi-
cation which would come closer to meeting their needs. Since
exhaustive administrative procedures were followed as a means
of getting many students to attend school, the problems of
learner metivation and teacher attitude were central to the
program components of the Open-Communication Project.
Certainly, the fourth characteristic has been found to be
related to the efforts of the school to provide supportive ser-
vices for students in the areas of the basic needs for food,
clothing and sometimes in the area of shelter. Avfare of the fact
^
^Seymour B. Sarason, Tlie Culture of The SchoQl_^nd,^he
Problem of Change (Boston: Allyn and Bacon Xnc,, 1972), p.l99.
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tliat tlie scliool is not tlie institution wliicli ordinarily ad—
dresses itself to these functions, we nevertheless found it
necessary to deal with conditions which made academic achieve-
ment a secondary and in some cases a tertiary consideration.
In a subsequent chapter, attention will hs given to the for-
mation of the advisory committee. Having read that descrip-
tion, the reader will observe that the developmental strategy
was intended to inprove the local horizontal linkages as dis-
cussed by Miles,
Lastly, the turning to the university for assistance did
provide us a form of vertical linkage. As is illustrated in
the development of the Open - Communication Project, a new
,
set of concerns is examined in terms of vertical linkages with
the university in keeping with charateristic nuiiiber five.
Political Realities
The final area of concern in the review of the literature
is that of political realities in relation to schooling.
Booth (1965), an associate professor in Political Science at
the University of Kentucky, cited four developments vmich
signaled a new era in public education, T\jo of those develop-
ments are significant to this study. They are the role of the
federal governnvent in education and the decision of the supreme
court relative to segregation. In developing his discussion
of the political realities for educators, he utilized findings
of many researchers,
Dodson (1962), as interpreted by Booth, suggests that
the pov/er structure exerts considerable influence upon the
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educational power of a local school system and that the latter
"is the hand maiden of the power group in the community,
"
This conclusion is coirpatible with the findings of several
studies / such as those of the Lynds, although it is
not corrpatible with more recent studies such as the Syracuse
study by Linton Freeman and his associates (1960), the New
Yorlc study by Sayre and Kaufman (1960), the Cliicago study by
Banfield, (1961) or those made by Dahl, Vidich and Bensman,
and by Rosenthal, Tliese authors have suggested "that far
from being monGlitliic^ the power structure of the local commu-
nity is plviralistic. " I4any leadership groups exist. The
theory of pluralism has developed out of the study of decisions
and issues rather than out of the study of decision - makers.
Professor Dahl (1961) in his study of policy formulation
in several key areas of the life of the city of New Haven,
Connecticut arrived at a conclusion that "the individuals who
sedm to have the greatest direct influence on decisions are
themselves influenced in their choices by the need to gain and
retain popular support.
"
In Rosenthal ' s unpublished study of the relationship be-
tv/een the community power structure and education in two Nev/
Jersey cornn^unities, he found that "although state aid, laws
and regulations have some effect on how local school decisions
are made, wide scope for decision making is left to individual
actors within the communities". The influence varied accord-
ing to the interest each had in a x^articular issue, and the in-
fluence of the power structure, upon education vras not great.
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The school administration was found largely to determine
•
.. .
curriculum and personnel policies. The group identified by
the author as the pov/er structure did have influence on school
budgets and school bonds, but even in these matters the school
administration gave supervision and behind - the - scenes
assistance. Decisions on school issues were "made primarily
by professional educators, especially the school superinten-
dent". Other community decisions were made by other local
actors.
Booth indicates that some answeriS;- to the question of
who runs the schools can be found in the literature. His first
proposition based on a review of the literature, despite limi-
^
,
tations, is "that educational decision - making is sufficient- |
ly different from all other areas of coiTimunity decision-making I
and that it normlly engages the attention of a separate group f
of decision-makers." 1
Tlie second proposition which he makes is that many de-
cisions about public education can be grouped in one of five
categories. Tney are curriculum, facilities, internal organi-
j
zation of the student body for teaching x^urposes, personnel
j
and student affairs.
Essential to his v/riting is the concern relative to the
extent to vrtiich the princiiaal can become a catalyst for change
and in v/hich of the five naiTvsd areas he can be most effective.
He expresses the oxjinion that the administrator is the key
decision maker in the area of curriculum or instructional
change, v;hile some influence may be exerted in tTie other cate-
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gories. He iirplies that principals are in a strong position
to promote educational change, but they seldom do so iDecause
factors surrounding the circumstances of their positions act
on them in such a way as to restrain and curtail their actions.
* «
In discussing the factors surrounding the circumstances
of the principal ship, he indicated that the tasks and respon-
sibilities of the schools are considered to be irrportant to
politicians who find that control of the school is v/orth
fighting for. Secondly, the school as a social institution
thrives on stability. There are intrinsic forces which resist
attempts to restructure it. Tlius the principal is a highly
visible and accessible target on which all sorts of pressure
groups can focus their attention. If he yields to any force,
he is likely to yield to those bringing the greatest i^ressure.
In all probability, these pressures will be at variance v;ith
his values as a professional educator and vrith his felt needs
to' conform to the otandards of his profession. Frequently,
the strategies employed are to delay, postpone resolution and
maintain the status quo.
Other factors which Booth identifies as documented in
some of the literature relate to role changes for school per-
sonnel. Tne transition from college student to teacher en-
tails a role reversal for the individuals involved. 1-Iany
changes are inplicit for the adniLnistrator \7ho moves from
teaching to administration, from the "comfortable situation of
the staffroom" to the "lonely eminence of the principal's
f
.
" V7ithin the school hierarchy, he v^ill be first amongoffice
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equals. Social or friendship bonds with teachers may be un-
wise and difficult. Professional activities and values dif-
ferent from those of the majority of teachers may foster feel-
ings of insecurity and inadequacy. He is alienated from ad-
ministrative superiors in the school hierarchy - may shun re-
lationships to avoid "eating cheese," Unless a product of
the community he is unlikely to become quickly assimilated in
social life. Strong tradition of local determination of ed-
ucational policy means that the comraunity v/ill most readily
accept educational decisiore that are compatible with community
values. It goes without saying that these don't necessarily
coincide with those of the professional educator.
Lastly, according to Booth, recent studies have shovm
that the key to decision-making in public schools is quite
likely to lie in the informal influence structures of the in-
dividual school, many of which may predate the principal in
39his assignment.
In the role of principal prior to the development of the
Open-Communication Project, I v/as aware of some of the factors
entailed in the political realities of the principal's role in
bringing about change, I have included a reviev; of some of the
literature in this dissertation as a means of helping me to
identify other such factors. It vras obvious that the infoniTal
structure of Garnet-Patterson \7as such that a faction among
^^David A. Booth "Change and Political I7ejy,nJ;.d^
_
In
I-Iultidiscinlinarv Focus on Educational, .a^gnge ed. by Aichard
I, id-ller. Bulletin of the Bureau of School Service, yo±.
I-CIXVIII, Ho. 2 (Lexington: University of Kentucy, 1 j <3 o ) ,
p p, 56 - 69.
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the faculty would be more responsive to outside change agents
than to direct suggestions from the principal. Some of the
school personnel are particularly subject matter oriented and
as a result have found it difficult to accept children and
* A
,
their learning styles. These persons, \^ho in terms of their
services, pre-dated my arrival at the school, having been ac-
customed to other leadership personalities and styles, found
it difficult to assist in bringing about the shift in ertphasis,
which V7as necessary for re-newal. Tlius the global nature of
the Open-Communication Project V7as a part of a deliberate de-
liberate design intended to reduce the tensions in a situation
in which many school personnel, students and parents felt
,
threatened. Tlie attention v/as focused on organizational
change rather than individual change.
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Chapter IV
•
..
.
>
Development and Inplementation
of The Open-Communication Project From 1969-1970
'
* ^ •
The historical method is heing used to relate the events
in this study. The procedure is to elaborate on the conditions
existing in the school and indicate the manner in which the
Open-ComiTiunication Project was developed. Attention will then
be directed to the implementation of the Project for 1969-1970.
Recommendations which are developed in the first year of Pro-
ject inplementation will provide the data to be considered as
a basis for the modification and development of the Project
for the next year of program development and inplementation.
Overview of The School
The Garnet-Patterson Junior High School, a part of the
Model School Division since its formtion in 1964, is locat-
ed at Tenth and You Streets, N. W.
,
Washington, D. C, In
1967, a school attendance boundary change was made by the
central administration as the new Lincoln Junior High School
was opened to relieve over-crowding in the secondary schools
in the Model School Division. Even though the student popu-
lation was reduced from 925 to 800, over-crowding remained a
factor v/ith the school having a capacity for 650 students but
servicing 800 students in grades seven, eight and nine. The
building, which vms opened in 1929, is Ixjunded on the sout}i
by You Street, on the North by Vee Street, on the east by
Vermont Avenue and on the west by Tenth Street.
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The students live within the geographical attendance
y'S. .
area which begins at 13th and Florida Avenue, N, w.
,
extends
North on Florida Avenue to Fairmont Street, N. w,. East on
Fairmont Street to Shermn Avenue N. w.
,
South on Shermn to
« 4
,
Barry Place N, W.
,
East on Barry to Georgia Avenue N. W.,
South on Georgia Avenue to Bryant Street N. W. and East on
Bryant to First Street, N. W,
In 1967, several elementary schools, Cleveland, Bundy,
Gage, Harrison, Lewis, Meyer, Mott served as feeder schools
to Garnet-Patterson. Some of them provided more modern faci-
lities than our school which was opened in 1929 and has two
of its exits* located on Vermont Avenue and You Streets v/hich
,
are major traffic arteries.
The limited playground area in back of the school is
closed in by a ten foot brick wall which was designed as a
safety feature, but has since been labeled by the students as
the prison wall. High land costs have prevented the expan-
sion of the physical facilities even though I spent a great
deal of time with the Building and Grounds Department, devel-
oping ways of re-designing the structural facilities in order
to accommodate a more adequate instructional jDrogram. Tliese
efforts were not all futile because some important renovations
were made. Tine first \-fas a conversion of tvro classrooms into
a library which can be used by thirty-five students at one time.
This facility replaced the previous library which could be
used by no more than five students at one time. Secondly, a
conpletc electrical modernization was inplemented, during v/hich
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the incandescent lighting system was replaced with floures-
cent lighting and electrical outlets were installed in all
classrooms in order to make possible the use of hardware.
Next/ the health suite which could only accommodate one bed
i A
,
and which provided no privacy for a student who needed to use
it was replaced by one which meets the standards of the school
system. Lastly, the heating system was converted from one
which used coal to one which used oil, thus improving the air
quality of the environment.
The all black student population brings v:ith it the fru-
strations, hostilities and negativism associated with the
societal conditions under which many of them are forced to
live. Domiciled in the thirteenth police precinct, now the
third district, with one of the highest crime rates in the
city, many of the students are not only the victims of the
crimes but are often perpetrators of them. Forced to live in
overcrowded substandard housing, unable to find privacy in
which to think, wrorlc or study, they spend a great deal of
time in the streets; some looking for part time jobs, others
making a hustle and many playing in the streets because of
inadequate play ground and recreational areas. In spite of
all of these negative conditions, I found the children to
have the capacity for warmth, sensitivity to the needs of
others and what appears to be an unsatiable desire for atten-
tion and affection, Tliey ere skilled at survival techniques,
v/ith their intelligence manifested in the tremendous respon-
sibilities which they assume in caring for themselves and
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younger brothers and sisters, under the most trying circum-
stances. The fact that many of them do exceptionally well in
terms of academic achievement is nothing short of miraculous
and is a tribute to their efforts and to the concern dedica-
tion, attention and hard work provided by school personnel.
On the other hand, from 1965 until now, the school has
continued to be classified as a Title I School, having met
the requirements in terms of a high percentage of families on
welfare with incomes below the poverty level and with mere
than fifty per cent of the students performing tv;o or more
years below grade level in reading and mathematics on stan-
dardized tests which are administered in spite of their limi-
,
tations for measuring achievement of inner city children. A
real challenge even for the best educators, we decided to test
the ability of the staff to develop a renewed interest and
commitment to the innovations which have been addressed in
chapter one. But, what about the staff? It seemed as if v:e
had the perfect ingredients for an excellent school; students
who needed to be taught and a staff v;hich was vfilling to ac-
cept the challenge of finding ways to be successful in teach-
ing them. Tlie teacher turnover rate had fluctuated over a
period of years. In 1965-1966 out of 45 teachers who began
the school year, there had been a 35% turnover. In 1966-1967,
out of 47 teachers who began the year, there v;as a 21% teacher-
turnover. In 1967—1968, out of 45 teachers wno began the year,
there was a 29% turnover. Tlie increase for 1967-1968 resulted
from the transfer of six, of the thirteen teachers who left.
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to go to the new Lincoln Junior High School, in the meantime
tniTO© liQd tQlcon ©ducQtioriQl Igqv© for* fuirtliGir study cind fouir
had resigned. Thus the 1968-1969 school year was begun with
a staff which consisted of a principal, two assistant princi-
pals, a clerical staff, three counselors, a team of pupil
personnel workers, one school nurse, one librarian, thirty
-
three teachers, six teacher aides, nine interns from the
Urban Teacher Corps, a custodial staff and cafeteria staff.
In the summer of 1968, contacts with Dr. Walter Daniels,
chairman of the Department of Education of Howard University,
began to result in some specific actions. As principal, I had
approached Dr. Daniels to determine in what ways the universi-
,
ty, located in the same geographical school attendance area as
Garnet-Patterson, could utilize its expertise and resources in
such a way as to assist us in our efforts to improve the learn-
ing environment for students. Several inportant developments
took place after our conference. He made it possible for
students enrolled in the Education Department at Howard Univer-
sity to receive credit for supeirvised field exx^crience which
consisted of tutoring Garnet-Patterson students. The response
from Howard students was rewarding. Secondly, a total of six
student teachers from that University were assigned to our
school for the fall semester thus providing sonwe first hand
experience for students having exipressed a desire to teach in
inner city schools as v/cll as n>ero personalized attention for
our students. Lastly, I was referred to Dr. Irene Hyi^ps, who
was retired from the position of A.ssistant Superintendent of
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Pupil Personnel Services in the D. C. Public School System
and Q part tin» faculty momber at the university.
During a conference with Dr. Hypps in tlio late fall of
196U, wo discussed the general school and community environ-
4 A
,
ment with concern for the lack of parental involvenvont in
school sponsored activities, the blight of the neighborhood
and the multiple needs of students with particular reference
to their expressed need for moro indiviudalizod attention.
We discussed the egnuT^nts of studonts which had been given
during meetings of the Student Advisory Conuuittoo to The
Principal, and the comments of teaclioro, which had boon re-
quested from teachers on a somoster basis. Those suggestions
,
are nvido in terms of inproving tVio efforts to nk>ot tljo chal-
lenge of enhancing learning opi^ortunitios for children. It
was apparent tliat nvmy students felt that they had no one who
would listen to thorn. Tliis Included, in winy instances, par-
ents and teachers. It was obvious that we were faced with
the task of closing some gaps. Miles refers to thorn as
first, closing the gtip between problom-pain and diagnostic
sophistication; tliat is the need to articulato the problem,
Secondly, closing the gap betwoon good intentions and effec-
tive action out-put. Thirdly, closing tho gaiuj which are
inter-individual a;»d inter-group. In tho Garnet situation,
^
^Matthew ) J • Mi 1 os
,
.Svstoni;-. in Cliango in School System:! od. liy I'oodwin Wai.son
(Wasiiington, 1), C. : National Training baboratorlos, 1007)
p. 1 - 29,
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these gaps v;ere perceived as those between the students and
those who work directly with them; teachers, counselors, sup-
port personnel and others, as well as the gap between these
persons and the principal, assistant principals and supervis—
* •
ing directors of subject matter areas. Next, the gap between
the active educational team and the policy team of superin-
tendents and school board members. Lastly, it was deemed nec-
essary to close the gap between students and their parents
and the educational team and parents.
Never doubting the concern of each of these groups for
the other, it was necessary to move in some forward direction.
Dr. Hypps arranged a meeting for us with Dr. Robert Karvanas,
Director of the Washington School of Psychiatry, and three
members of the faculty of The Howard University Department of
Education to discuss soma of the concerns which had been ex-
pressed by the teachers, administrators and students. During
that conference an idea was developed for a small pilot pro-
ject to explore ways of involving parents in the school and
establishing a dialog among parents, students, teachers and
other school personnel.
It was agreed that a first step ndght be to try out such
a plan by arranging a marathon awareness session for represen-
tatives of the two collaborating institutions, Howard Univer-
sity and Garnet-Patter son. Tlie Desegregation Unit of The D.
C. Public Schools was asked to sponsor the sessions with
group leaders and consultants provided by The Wasiiington
School of Psychiatry. As a result, sessions were help in
January, 1069 at Ihe Washington School of Psychiatry
beginning
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on Firday afternoon and continuing on Friday Evening, Saturday
from 9:00 a.m, to 9:00 p,m. and Sunday from 9:00 a,m. "to 9:00
p.m.
The participants consisted of the administrative and
counseling staff of Garnet-Patterson Junior High School with
the addition of two teacher interns and four faculty members
of Howard University's Department of Education*
So enthusiastic v^as the group that the carry-over was
immediately evident in their expressed desire to be able to
engage in similar activities on a school wide basis with the
entire faculty* Thus the notion of having people consciously
function together in planned activities as a means of organiza—
,
tional renewal was established*
Efforts to Obtain Funding
Subsequent university - school activities took the form
of appealing to funding sources such as private foundations
and the Office of Education in order to be able to iirplement
some group training sessions on a school wide basis. The re-
sponse in March, 1969 from the EPDA Division of The Office of
Education seemed encouraging even though proposals for fund-
ing were already being reviewed. A program director invited
a university representative and me to come in and discuss a
general plan with the field readers. It was during this inter-
view that we confirmed the motion of designing a Project v/Mch
would permit x^«ii^ents, students, teachers and other school per-
sonnel to engage in a series of group awareness training acti-
vities during which they would assess the existing, :
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conditions of the school and its community, make recommenda-
tions to be carried through the cooperative effort of' all
constituents and develop the affective skills necessary to
work together in a helping, sharing manner for iirprovement of
Garnet, In essence the process for a school's self-renewal
would be planned and carried out by the persons being affect-
ed by the activities of the school.
Having missed out on the lead time for a participatory
process to be utilized in the development of a proposal, the
planners drew up a design which was devoid of .specific pro-
gram activities. This process allowed for the program to
evolve.
The proposal was accepted in principle, but the EPDA
Policy of funding institutions of higher education v/as such
that the Washington School of Psychiatry was ineligible to
serve as a fiscal agent. It was at that point that Howard
University officials accepted the function of fiscal agent and
the Washington School of Psychiatry agreedto provide some
consultant services to the program. The management of the ef-
fort become two-fold in nature.
Central Administration and School Board Support
Activities up to this point had been conducted with the
full knowledge, approval and support of the school facuJ.ty and
the Assistant Superintendent of Tlie Model School Division, Mr,
Norman Nickens. It was prior to the submission of the final
proposal to the EPDA Division of The Office of Education that
a request v/as made of the Assistant Superintendent to seek
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approval and sanction from the Superintendent, Dr. William
Manning and the District of Columbia Board of Education.
Both were enthusiastically granted and the green light was
given for full program operation to begin on July 1, 1969.
Establishment of An Advisory Committee
Simultaneous with efforts to obtain funding, the other
planners and I, having broadened our numbers to include all
school pairticipants in the pilot program, conducted by The
Washington School of Psychiatry, developed a strategy for
establishing an advisory committee. A survey was made of all
organizations within the geographical school attendance area
of the school. These organizations were categorized and list-
’ ed according to function such as religious institutions,
social service organizations and business establishments. The
directors of the sixteen organizations and agencies selected
at random were asked to elect a representative to an advisory
committee designed to assist in the school's self renewal
efforts. Ijetters sent to each selected group inviting their
participation were followed up by telephone calls from a mem-
ber of the planning coiTitnittee.
Organizations and agencies sent representatives to the
school for the first neeting on July 12, 1969.
Management Design of The Open-Communication Project
1969.-.1970
The Open-Coimminication Project headed by a director Dr.
Howard Cameron from Howard University v;as divided^ into three
over V7hich a co-director assumed responsibi-different areas.
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lity for the decisions relating to her area. The plan for
•
.. .
dealing with problem areas was worked out in the initial
phases of the program. We agreed that if questions arose
relative to what was going on in a given area, the matter
would bebrought to the leadership team composed of the Pro-
ject director, the three co-directors, and the chairman of
the Advisory Committee for resolution. The overall respon-
sibility for Project management and reporting to the Office
of Education was assumed by Dr. Hypps. The Project office
was housed in Founders Library at Howard University because
the university assumed the responsibility for serving as
fiscal agent.
The personnel representing
Director
Dr. Howard Cameron
Co-Director
Irene Hypps, Ph. D.
Margaret Labat
Everetta Rutherford, Ph.D.
Evaluation Specialist
Dr. Russell Cort
Group Leaders;
Charles Fields
Wendell Hipkins
Dr. Sandra Smith
Valerie Green
Project Staff
Patricia Jones
Stanley Perelman
Joan Tillery
Elaine Jones
Project staff are as follows:
Acting Chairman - School of
Education
Howard University
VJashington, D.C.
Training and Operation
Community, Parent &. Student
Relations
Teacher Preparation & Curriculum
Field Coordinator, Curriculum
Field Coordinator, Garnet-
Patterson
Administrative Aide
Secretary
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Open^Ctoinmunication Program Operation 1969-1970
.
.. .
The leadership team agreed to meet once a month on a
regular basis at the Howard University School of Education
schedule additional meetings according to need* We
also decided to prepare a monthly Newsletter to be sent to
students, parents, teachers and other school personnel, conv-
munity organizations and agencies, other schools in the D. C.
^^^lic School System, members of the Central Administrative
Unit including the Superintendent of Schools and members of
The Board of Education of The D. C. Public Schools. A mail-
ing list of fifteen hundred was used as a basis for distribut-
ing the- Ne\^»sietters• Additional means of dissimination were
developed with input from the training groups.
The Advisory Committee participants which met at Garnet-
Patterson designed a meeting schedule for the third Thursday
of each month from 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Open-Communication Program Components July. 1969 - June# 1970
The specific purpose of this program as a means of self-
renewal, is to make the Garnet-Patterson Junior High School
more relevant to all its students and the comtmunity through
improving the total communication process. Though global in
scope, this objective is in keeping with the proposal's
structural design for opening up lines of communication between
an institution of higher education; Hov;ard University's School
of Education and public education; Garnet-Patterson Junior
High School and its immediate commiunity. It is also in keeping
I
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with the philosophy of the school which is stated as follows:
We believe that our school must provide the kinds of ex-
periences which will help boys and girls develop to the maxi-
mum of their capacities in the direction most beneficial to
themselves and to society.
We believe that learning takes place because of, and in
spite of teachers, but the challenge lies in structuring ex-
periences in order to foster learning which is meaningful in
a democratic society.
We ^lieve that each child is entitled to assistance in
developing a feeling of acceptance, of security and a sense
of responsibility^
We believe that knowledge must be transmitted in such a
manner that its acquisition will be reflected in changed be-
havior on the part of individual students and in the develop-
ment of a continuous desire for learning.
We believe that we must accept each child as he is and
help him to move forward through providing
ful esqperiences
.
We believe that learning is an individual process vrhich
is greatly affected by group influence
We believe that a successful educational program can be
accorrplished only through the participation and involvement of
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parents, teachers, students and community representatives.
^Margaret G. Labat, et al, "Torch of Learning " ; Garnet-
Patterson Parents, Teachers and Students Unite in Striving for
Opimuin Performance through Involvement (Unpublished Program
for the year 1969 — 1970, Washington, D.C., 1969) p. 2,
(Mineographed
)
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Group Training Sessions
0
»
The co-director of training and operation Dr, Irene
Hypps, was directly responsible for the leadership of the
group efforts relating to planning and carrying out the group
training sessions, I assisted by coordinating the develop-
ment and in^lementation of a process for selecting program
participants, A description of that process is elaborated,
1, Selection of Participants
Teachers and school personnel were asked to select
one of the three phases of group training sessions - July,
1969, October, 1969 or March, 1970, After choices were made
I held individual conferences with personne]. in order to
equalize the number for each session with a minimum of 12
school personnel in each of the three training sessions.
Participation was on a voluntary basis. As principal I did
not participate in the group training sessions as requested
by the leadership team who expressed the opinion that my pre-
sence might inhibit the freedom of discussion.
Parents of students enrolled in the school were nominated
by teachers based on the criterion that they imist be the ones
whose involvement was most needed in terms of poor pupil per-
fornmnce and behavior. From a consolidated list of twenty -
five names, efforts were made to obtain participants, letters
were mailed explaining the nature of the activity. These
were followed up by telephone calls and home visits made by
the field coordinator and me. We were successful in getting
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twelve parents signed up for the July session.
Inasmuch as this session included 8th and 9th graders,
only parents of incoming seventh graders were considered for
the October session. The names of parents were selected at
random from the official records of in-coming seventh graders.
The only criterion \ias that they were not employed. Twenty-
five parents were contacted in the came manner as those for
the July sessions. Thirteen, of the twenty-five parents select-
ed at random from the official records of incoming seventh
graders .participated in the October training sessions. The
parental ^^lection for the February session was made by
sending letters, requesting parent participation to those
parents referred by parents who were already involved in Open-
Communication and by accepting and application of parents who
had heard about the program and vmnted to be allovied to talce
part. Tv7enty of the forty parents who were contacted partici-
pated in the February training sessions.
The exciting feature in this process was that when parents
v/ere contacted personally, they ejq)ressed a great appreciation
because we had taken the time to show that we cared enough to
go to their homes to extend the invitation for their participa-
tion in the program. Again as a participant-observer I shared
in making hoi-ne visits and telephoning parents. 'ri:ie process
resulted in a decrease of natural uneasiness and suspicion
which peop3.e liave when they are asked to enter unfamiliar
situations.
Students for the July sessions were selected from among
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tlie eightli and nintli graders whoso names had been submitted
by teachers as students whom they thought would 'benefit by
participating in the program. Tlie field coordinator and I
held individual conferences with each of the fifteen students
to be sure of their availability during the specified time.
Of that number eleven were available. We sent letters re-
questing parental approval for student participation to each
parent and asked students to return them to the scliool.
Eleven students participated.
Students for the October group training session were
selected from seventh graders who were new to the school as
of September, 1969. Each of seven seventh grade homerooms
elected one representative and an alternate making a total of
fourteen students. Mter the individual pupil conferences
relative to participation, permission slips wore obtained from
twelve of the fourteen students and they wore included aiivong
the participants.
For the February session, increased interest on the part
of students, together witli an expressed need to increase the
nuniber of students, resulted in our asking each of the tv/onty-
ono homarooms on all grade levels to nominate a representative
and an alternate making a total of forty-two nominees. From
that number, after individual student conferences relative to
their availability, the twenty representatives who returned
parental permission slii^s were selected for participation,
2 , Scheduling of Tlie Group Training Session:; ^
The group training was planned in two phases. Phase
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I consisted of a series of three different group training
sessions. The first of the series was scheduled, "during the
day in the month of July, 1969
, with the second series schedul-
ed in the afternoon from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. and on
Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m, in the month of October,
1969
. The" third series of sessions was scheduled during the
month of February, 1970 in the afternoons from 4:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. and on Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Each
of the three different series of sessions consisted of thirty-
two hours of meeting time. Each meeting was conducted in the
school under the direction of several consultants who had re^
ceived additional training in group skills. Generally each
consultant worked with a small group of participants.
Phase II of the training program consisted of the assign-
ment of parents who had participated in the training sessions
to assist one of the school personnel, who had also participat-
ed in the training sessions in the school for three hours a
day. Schedules for parents were made on the basis of two
factors, first their area of interest and secondly their choice
of person with whom they wished to work based on their group
training session esiperience. Where neither preference could
be inplen^nted, the parent was given the right to decide V7hich
other factor was more inportant in the developiiient of the
schedule, I V7as able to make acceptable assignments in indi-
vidual conferences with parents,
3 . Natxire of The Training Sessions
The grouj^ training sessions were designed to malce it
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possible for parents, students and school personnel to get
to know each other better and to work within the general theme
of "Improving the Learning Enviornment for Garnet-Patterson
Students", A number of group process techniques such as role
playing, viewing and discussing film, ruiior clinics and others
were used to assist the participants in communicating with
each other on a personal basis rather than according to speci-
fic roles. At the end of each group training period the parti-
cipants made recommendations about changes which they wanted
to see relative to the school operation, organization and pro-
gram, These recommendations will be discussed in Chapter 7,
The second phase of the training program was task orient-
ed, It consisted of assigning parents to the school as teacher
assistants and school assistants for two and a half months
subsequent to their phase I participation. On this basis, I
assigned the first group of parents on September 2, 1969 and
thereafter functioned in the school through June 5, at which
time the closing activity was held. Each of the thirty- five
parents who participated in Phase II worked directly under the
supervision of a teacher or member of the school staff, each
had a first hand opportunity to understand some of the fail-
ures and successes of the school as an organisation and request-
ed to assist us in increasing the munber of successes,
4 • Group Training Session* s Participant Travel
Particix:>ant Travel was an important phase of the
1969-1970 program activities, Tvra field trips for Open-Corn-
f
munication participants v/ere designed to:
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• Broaden their background for making recommen-dations for irt^jroving Garnet-Pa;tterson
• Inform them of special community educational
services available to them and their families
The first tri|j was on May 26, 1970. a total of 71
parents, school personnel and students, v/ho had participated
in the group training sessions, visited three innovative pro-
grams in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
. The Pennsylvania Advancement School, an experi-
mental curriculum development and staff develop-
ment institution working with 7th and 8th grade
under-achievers
• The Instensive Learning Center - an exploratory
program in curriculum development for children
aged 5-12. The school is ungraded
. Spencer-Miller School - a junior high school
working with slow learners and retarded child-
ren in vocational education
On June 3, 1970, sixteen parents visited Project Call
at Armstrong High School in V/ashington, D, C. This project is
an adult education program using corrpletely individualized in-
structional materials to improve basic skills and to prepare
persons for the high school equivalency examination.
5. Group Training Session Recommendations
Recommendations for improving the cliimate of the
school were formulated during the final meetings of each of
the three group training sessions. At the end of the spring
group training sessions, all recommendations were consolidated
by the Project staff and submitted to me. As has been stated
before, functioning in the role of I bad not partici-
pated in the group training sessions as requested by the Uni-
versity staff. In as much as the original idea was to find
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ways in which representatives of all of the constituent groups
could diagnose the problems and arriva at a process for
developing solutions, the recommendations were shared with the
advisory committee in order to obtain in-put from them. In
addition, I suggested a three day workshop to be conducted at
the end of the school year as a strategy for obtaining sugges-
tions from the participants in terms of iirplementing the re-
commendations. The plan was accepted by the Advisory Conv-
mittee and the workshop was scheduled.
According to the Project staff report, the recommendations
were grouped in the following categories:
Topic Number
Materials and Physical Facilities 25
Students 23
Parents 22
Classes and Instruction 21
Curriculum 20
Teachers 16
School Procedures 14
Community Advisory Council 12
Group Training Sessions 11
Administration 10
Teacher Education 6
Activities 0
Student Affairs 4
Substitutes 2
Too numerous to be included in the body of this study a sanple of
recommendations with listed outcomes is reported in Chapter
seven. Hovrever the conplete list of reconwnendations was dis-
tributed to participants to be read prior to the workshop.
The schedules for the three day workshop are presented in
appendix H. A brief overview of the three day workshop plann-
ed in conjunction with The Open-Communication Leadership Team
and The Garnet-Patterson Staff Development Committee seems
to
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be in order at this point.
During the initial orientation session/ participants who
included parents and school personnel (teaching and non-teach-
ing) were asked to share in the review of operational proce—
* A
,
dures, and administrative guidelines and bulletins relating
to the daily '.Yo\itines of the school. This review process was
carried out to determine what desirable changes should be
made in order to implement recommendations from the group
training sessions. Working in small groups for a two day
period, June 16, 17, 1970 with appropriate breaki^ each group
accepted the major tasks and also agreed to prepare v/r,itten
reports to be verbally shared with the total group and to be
left with me for further action by the school ‘s administrative
staff during the summer.
The content addressed during the first two days of the
workshop covered building regulations with specific attention
directed tov;ards cafeteria and auditorium procedures, supervi-
sion of corridors and procedures relating to entering and leav-
ing the building (students, staff, parents, outsiders or in-
truders); classroom management with emphasis on individual
teacher classroom routines as established with students; re-
cord keeping procedures; instructions and materials for sub-
stitute teachers; attendance of school personnel, students and
parents; and the instructional program with emphasis on curri-
culum, planning, instructional activities and teacher-student
evaluation.
On the third day of the workshop, time was provided for
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tlie sliaring of and reaction to reports of the previous day's
working groups. Participants then divided themselves into
interdisciplinary content groups to discuss student perfornv-
ance and agree upon necessary subject area revisions for the
next school year 1970-1971. The final activity was a large
group discussion which provided an opportunity for further
give and take needed to reach agreement on specific ideas and
practices to be carried into the next school year.
I would like to have had the privilege of including stu-
dents in the three day workshop, but adult participants (par-
ents and school personnel) received a stipend and no source
of funds was available for student stipends. In order to hon-
or and carry out the principle of equal treatment, it wasn't
fair to expect students to participate on a voluntary basis at
a time which was critical for obtaining suirnmer employment,
which was a much needed break between the regular school ses-
sion and the summer session and during which students had ar-
ranged to give voluntary service to other community agencies
and organizations. Students not sharing these or similar con-
cerns were not available in sufficient numbers to provide some
in-put into the group's activities.
At the end of the workshop, I was convinced that persons
had taken advantage of the opportunity to review the previous
diagnostic efforts of the group training sessions relative to
the existing conditions of the school and to add some specific
clarification "I can do", "I will do", "We can do", "We will
do" to the nanner in which recommendations from the group
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s0ssi.ons would Idg carxi©d ou't* Anotlicr way of stat—
ing that which took place is to say that many prople
'
provided
a great deal of information to be used in finalizing the de-
cisions relative to the Project of>eration and administration
of the school for 1970—1971. An inportant process for parti-
cipation and sharing had been formulated.
School - Community Relations
In the role of co-director in charge of the Open-Commu-
nication school community relations program conponent, l p>er-
ceived it to be vital to the outcome of the Project. Infor-
mation concerning activities in the school and the community
needed to be communicated to all who were involved. The role
of the field coordinator, Stanley Perelman was to assist in
developing this phase of the Project. All persons involved
at Garnet-Patterson needed to feel that their actions and de-
sires would have a direct influence on the actual procedures
and operation of the school. The specific objectives of the
school-community relations conponent were to inprove the teach-
ing-learning process; to increase the aspiration of the stu-
dents through the involvement of parents in feeling more com-
fortable with school personnel and students; to provide op-
portunities for persons preparing to teach to receive enough
school based experience to make an early determination rela-
tive to whether they wished to remain in teaching; to assist
teachers and school personnel in understanding and accepting
parents and students and to provide an environment which is
conducive to learning.
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It was inportant to attenpt to develop activities to
foster the inplementation of these objectives in orddr to move
in the direction of providing equal educational opportunities
for students who live in a deprived environment. At the out-
set the school—community relation coirponent of the program
was broadly defined. I felt it necessary to involve as many
people as possible in the operation of the Project and to de-
velop programs to more fully use the resources of Garnet-Patter-
son and the community at large. The first specific task was
to mke the necessary contacts to obtain participants for the
group training programs. The field, coordinator and I made a
number of home visits and personal contacts. The objectives
of the in-school participation of parents were to enable a
parent to observe the activities of the school; to narrow the
psychological distance between home and school; to provide
additional support for children, to assist teachers and other
school personnel and to build a core of parents who could work
together to participate in the process of influencing and sup-
porting the policies and programs of the school and to help
parents develop a broader understanding of the school and ac-
quire some additional skills. During the course of the parent
activity in the school, we worked to provide a situation where-
by the school staff members were challenged to provi,de a good
deal of the support parents might need as they entered an un-
familiar situation. 7\lso through periodic meetings v/ith par-
ents, we tried to cement their relationships as d group to
make it possible for them to provide feedback to each other
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and to keep channels of communication open with my office,
•
.r
.
The student follow-up, as other program components, was a
developmental process. There was no built-in mechanism for
follow-up and as the group finished the awareness sessions we
realized the need to continue the group concept with student
participants. In the October group follow-up we involved
students who participated in the awareness group into the
school counselor’s buzz session program. After the February
session we made an attempt, based on student requests, to form
a special committee composed primarily of Open-Communication
student participants, so they might have a continuing channel
of communication for their suggestions and desires to affect
change in the school. The Student Open Beautification Com-
mittee developed as an out growth of that effort became so
popular that other students were allowed to participate.
The second specific task of the school-community relation
component was to establish and work with the Community Advisory
Committee. In as much as I viewed the Project as developmental
in terms of its activities, the Advisory Committee was design-
ed to suggest, review and provide input into Project activi-
ties. It had few defined tasks. Our purpose in the beginning,
was sinply to bring together people from the community who
were interested in positive change in the school. As is in
any activity which involves organizing people, there vrere and
still are problems.
Bringing together a number of people and working to devel-
op a group which can mintain itself beyond a limited time
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period takes time. We encouraged school personnel and parents
who participated in phase I and 2 of the^ Project "to hecoms a
of this group. The Committee has developed to the point
where we can say that it has a piirpose other than being a re-
ceiver of ' information about school activities. It has been a
supjport mechanism and a guiding force for the school. During
the course of the year instructional units on lead poisoning
were coordinated among the teachers of English, Science, Art
an foreign language at Garnet-Patterson. The idea was initiat-
ed by Mrs. Dorothy Miller, of the Child Health Center of
Children's Hospital, an Advisory Committee Member. We spon-
sored a Career Day which was directed by an Advisory Committee
sub-group in connenction with the school's guidance department.
Mrs. Lauretta Jackson, PTA, Dr. Anita Austin, School Physician,
and Mr. Lawrence Go.ffney from D. C, Recreation formed the sub-
committee. Through Mr. Goffney's help, the school has been
able to receive additional athletic equipment. The intiation
of the requests v/as a follow-up to one of the student recom-
mendations made during the group training session. 7U.so, on
the basis of Advisory Committee recommendation we have had
two Outward Communication Days v;hich have involved a sharing
of activities, ideas and concerns between Garnet, The Senior
High School and ElenKintary School in the school attendance
zone
.
The school has also provided services to various agencies
and organizations represented by the advisory committee. On
the basis of information received from Mr. Don Murray of UPO,
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we, with the help of another member of the Advisory Committee,
Mr. Sterling Tucker, were able to obtain* increased Food Stanp
Certification Service at The Neighborhood Development Center
located at 13th and Euclid Streets, N. W. The school has
given support to the Teeny-Bopper's Center, directed by Mrs,
Louise Thomas, another member of the Advisory Committee. We
have provided tutors from the faculty to Mrs, Thomas for after
school programs, acted as a channel of communication between
the Teeny-Boppers and the community and have generally been
able to foster a closer relationship between them and the Conv-
munity School Program at Garnet-Patterson.
We see the Advisory Committee as a mechanism for "opening-
,
up" significant channels of communication between people and
organizations which are working to raise the level of service
to members of our community.
Implicit in the desire to "open-up" channels of communica-
tion between people is the feeling that people need to know
what is happening if they are to remain enthusiastic about
their participation. Consequently, each month Garnet-Patterson
has been publishing a Project newsletter as a means of helping
to fulfill these needs. School and community activities are
reported along with providing recognition to those individuals
who are making significant contributions to the school and
community.
The remaining activities for the field coordinator were
determined as needs and situation of the Project 'developed.
For example, I thought it valuable in terms of pupil-school-
community relations for the field coordinator to teach one
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class. -It helped him to establish credibility with teachers,
students, and parents; and it was valuable for him to have
the opportunity to use the classroom as a laboratory for one
period a day to explor the usefulness of closer ties for the
i A
,
teacher to home and students and to have more time for student
follow-up. The classroom es^rience was another v/ay of de-
veloping significant relationships between the school and
community.
Curriculum Improvement and Teacher Preparation
Special attention was devoted to the irrprovement of curri-
culum and teacher preparation, the program coirponent co-direct-
ed by Dr. Evaretta Rutherford. The curriculum activities were
geared to:
. Using new learning materials in either traditional
curricula or in new curricula
• Introducing relevant materials into existing
courses
.
Combining materials from several courses into
meaningful course content
.
Carrying on some of the usual activities in a
different or innovative vray
, Introducing new or innovative activities in the
usual curriculum
, Extending the use of new media in the classroom
.
Affording in-service training for teachers.
In seeking to faciliatate curriculum in^rovernent, teachers
were able to place orders for additional curriculum materials
which vrere not available within regular school budget. Hate-
rials ordered included supplies for music, home economics,
science, reading and art. The availability of these supplies
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possible for* teachers to have adequate materials with
which to work# Over and above the basic, necessities were
kinds of materials to enhance the relevance of
course offerings,
* « A
,
In several cases, notably in physical education and home
economics, teachers worked together to combine methods and
materials to produce meaningful units on "good grooming."
Working with-in the framework of the usual subject matter
curriculum, several teachers tried interdisciplinary approaches
to presenting subject matter. In addition, of special inter-
est was the use of a mathematics workbook as programmed mate-
rial by one teacher and the introduction of the cycle approach
by another teacher as an analytical tool for the study of U, S,
history. Another teacher incorporated the use of transparencies
as a basis for making the teaching of science more realistic.
Through the experiences in English, several teachers were able
to' improve their efforts to make curriculum come alive, by
expanding their use of newspapers, paperbacks and magazines as
instructional aids. Still another teacher was able to assist
students in developing some creative poetry (see appendix E).
To help teachers maintain their enthusiasm, some in service
training was offered as needed with regard to skills and in-
formation necessary to keep the curriculum lively,
1, Inservice Training for Teachers
Two workshops v^ere held during the school year as a
result of a specific recommendation from the group sessions.
These workshops covered techniques in the use of materials and
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methods of teaching reading in subject matter areas. The
•
..
.
first workshop was on the use of audio-visual equipment,
1. Audio-Visual Workshops
Garnet-Patterson as a part of the Model School Division
has many resources available to its teaching staff including
an adequate quantity of audio-visual hardware. The Open-
Communication Audio-Visual work was designed to help teachers
gain maximum effectiveness in the use of audio-visual supplies
and equipment already available to them. Planning by Miss
Patricia Jones, curriculum coordinator, with the assistance
of Mr. Rufus Cannon, of the District of Columbia Public School
Educational Media Center included a review of the audio-visual
equipment inventory records at Garnet-Patterson, Arrangements
were made at this time to repair items not in operating con-
dition. Mr, Cannon presented demonstrations to interested
teachers on the use of several recentJ.y purchased items, A
questionnaire was then circulated to determine the number of
school personnel interested in participating in the major
workshop. The areas of interest as determined by the results
of the survey were in the general use of the overhead pro-
jector and the making of slides. The Howard University Audio-
Visual Center and the District of Columbia Public Schools
Educational Media Center facilities were used cooperatively
and staff menbers of both units served as consultants for the
activities. The workshop objectives were:
, To inform teachers of audio-visual equipment readi-
ly available in the school or that can be made
available through the Educational Media Center
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• To provide teachers with some experiences in the
effective use of media' materials,/and..equipment
>
• To inform teachers of services in the making of
classroom audio-visual materials available through
the Project and Howard University,
. , ,
To assist teachers in the making of slides and
transparencies
•
The opportunity for participation in the v^orkshop was ex-
tended to other school personnel, parents, and a few students,
over and above those ^who had indicated a definite interest in
audio-visual equipment. Two students, one parent, and 100%
of the teaching staff including math interns, teachers associ-
ates, and professional aides participated in at least one of
the two workshop phases. The first included a series of four
work sessions conducted by Dr, Edwin Foster, Director of Edu-
cational Systems and Mr, Edgar G, Sanford, Supervisor of Audio-
Visual Services, both of Howard University. These sessions were
concerned with helping the teacher increase their expertise in
the use of various audio-visual hardware and the making of
audio-visual materials such as the 35mm slide and the color
transparency.
Phase two consisted of a one day exhibition and learning
center demonstration conducted by Mrs, Marjorie Brooks and Mr.
Rufus Cannon, from the D. C, Public School Educational Media
Center, Garnet-Patterson staff members and parents were at
liberty to visit the center during their unassigned periods to
view and use a v/ide variety of audio-visual equipment available
through the Educational Media Center, After participants de-
veloped some skills in media techniques the curriculum conumittee
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focused on the Reading Development Program,
2, Reading Development Program
Reading iirprovement was considered by the participants
to be one of the major areas of need at Garnet-Patterson.
This errphasis on the teaching of reading was based on the phi-
losophy that the development of reading skills is a major
part of learning in all subject matter areas and that all
teachers who desired it should have some training in the teach-
ing of reading in their subject matter areas. The Reading De-
velopment Program was designed' to orient teachers towards a
greater eitphasis on reading in all subjects and to initiate a
more extensive reading program to be conducted in the second
year of the Project, The planning and operation of the pro-
gram \ms carriedout in conjunction with Mr, Robert Ambrose,
Science Research Associate, Mrs. Elaine Zweben, Coolidge Senior
High School Reading Center, Mrs, Nellie Lewis and Mrs. L,
Trawrick, D, C. Public Schools Reading Center, and Mr, Robert
Steptoe, D, C, Public Schools Department of English,
The program consisted of a series of work sessions and
classroom demonstrations on reading in subject matter areas.
The work sessions on skills in reading and approaches to read-
ing instruction in subject matter areas were conducted as an
orientation to classroom demonstrations. These demonstrations
included one on the SRA reading lab for developirtant of listen-
ing skills, and a series of four on reading readiness, develop-
ment of comprehensive skills, vocabulary building and teacher
and student evaluation of individual growth.
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3. Special Programs for Students
•
.. .
A major desired multiple effect of the Project was the
expansion of services for pupils with special needs through a
wide focus on the individual. In addition to the enphasis on
reading in the group sessions, special services for students
in the area of developing study skills, and increasing read-
ing skills through reading for enjoyment were provided. These
provisions for students represented the combiDed efforts of
resource persons from various institutions. They were Mrs.
Elaine Zweben, of Coolidge High Reading Center, D, C, Public
l^chools Reading Center, Mr, Kistler Farmer, the Garnet-Patter-
son Junior High School librarian and teachers of English and
social studies. Parents, Mrs, Arie Harrington, Mr, Consuela
Boone and Mrs, Ruth Jackson, assisted in these efforts. In
addition tv/o students, Odessa Bynum and Claudia Berry, wore
also very much involved.
The outgrowth of which was the Reading Center located in
the school library for the purpose of providing students with
individualized attention in the development of specific read-
ing and study skills. The center was open during the first,
second, and third periods of each school day when the Project
coordinator and one parent were available to provide some
assistance to students. Teachers were invited to send students
to the center if they needed assistance in classwork witli
homework as well as research assignments. Students who wore
not functioning \;ell in class on a given day and Nvanted to
f
come to the center to read were allowed to do so. Because of
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limited space teachers were asked to limit the number of stu-
dents per period. The center operated for the following pur-
poses.
. To make available to students various levels of
* '
• reading materials a diversity of topics
-. To provide individualized attention to students
with reading problems
.
To place a greater enphasis on literature by and
about Black people in America
.
To assist students with classroom and homework
assignments.
The Student Paper Back Book Sh^lf, a collection of paper-
back books on a variety of subjects and reading levels geared
toward the particular interest of our studentis was another
• special program for students. The paperback shelf v/as an out-
growth of concern expressed in the fall group training sessions
for high interest reading materials at varying levels of dif-
ficulty. To determine student interest t\-ra student participants
in the fallgroup sessions, surveyed a random sanpling of 63
Garnet-Patterson students. The books ordered by the Project
were selected on the basis of the results of this survey,
recommendations from participants in the group sessions, and
the school librarian. The paperback collection includes books
by and about the Negro in America from the fictional Soul
Brothers and Sisters Lou to the documentary Fialcolm X Speaks;
from the exciting Adventures of the Negro Cowboy to the humor-
us Not Without Laughter. Other selections include stories of
adventure, mystery, monsters, love, animals, and great heioes,
fiction and non-fiction. Books available on the shelf were
ordered through the Project or contributed to the center by
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staff members and the Garnet-Patterson English Department.
v'S* .The efforts symbolized a growing concern and involverrent of
many adults,
4. Library Open House
“Fun and Facts" was a special week long activity held
in conjunction with National Library Week under the direction
of the Garnet-Patterson librarian. The objectives of the Open
House were;
. To enhance teacher and student awareness of the re-
sources and services of the library
. To increase the students’ knowledge of and use of
the library
. To make the library a more interesting place to
visit.
The activities for the week consisted of the following;
. Instruction on the use of the library and develop-
ing better study habits with classes in English
and Social Studies
. Students who visited the library were given free
book covers and book markers
. An evening at the movies-when a double feature
was shown after school in the library; Tlie Ov^l
That Gave A Hoot, and Black Povjer.
Our library at this time also circulated a listing of new
additions to the library, in the form of books and film strips,
which were made available tlxrough the Open-Communication Pro-
ject.
5. Special Services for Teachers
Special services for the teachers were provided through
the efforts of Departments at Howard University hs well as of
the national and local consultants. Tlie Curriculum Bulletin
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was developed as a means of reporting annotated bibilographies
of recently published boolcs thought to be of particular inter—
the inner city youth# sharing a listing of recent ma—
hsrials (boohs# games# films) and audio-visual materials for
* ^ «
use m the classroom# and serving as a resource for teachers
and other school personnel. The bulletin' once was distributed
a month with other bulletins prepared and distributed in con-
junction with special activities at the school. For exattple#
two bulletins were prepared and dissiminated as a part of the
audio-visual materials workshop. Several of the monthly bul-
letins focused on subject matter areas which frequently were
not represented in other bibliographies. These subjects includ-
ed family living# home economics# art# and music. Bibliogra-
phical entries were based on suggestions from the staff of
Garnet-Patterson. The listing vjas of materials available at
The D, C. Public School Curriculum Library# The Garnet-Patter-
soh Library# The Howard University Curriculum Laboratory and
The Howard University Library. Many copies of bibliographies
from professional organizations and private and public communi-
ty agencies located in Washington were made available to part-
icipants.
Included among the resources made available through the
Open-Communication Project were the services of national,
local and special consultants. By appointment special arrange-
ments could be made for individual participant conferences
v/hich provided assistance in curriculum viork or special problems.
Under this program the services of Mrs, Eva Nash, Project con-
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sultant from Coraraunity Services Office, U. S, Department of
Housing and Urban Development were available to the Guidance
Department in their group counseling student buzz sessions
Project and Special consultant Dr, Edwin Foster, Director of
n <
.
Education Systems at Howard University assisted in the prepa-
ration of instructional materials.
As a follow-up to a request of the curriculum co-director
of the Project ; the staff of the Howard University Curricu-
lum Labortory made their services and resources available to
all Garnet-Patterson staff. The Howard University audio-
visual center staff also assisted in the /preparation of 35mm
slides and overhead transparencies. The equipment of the
audio-visual center was used extensively throughout the year.
The Garnet-Patterson staff resource corner was set up
to keep the teaching staff abreast of the most current materi-
als methods, and theories of teaching and learning. It con-
sisted of books and materials to increase their general Icnow-
ledge of the coirarainity and world in which they live. Books
and articles on the shelf were recommended by school adminis-
trators, Project staff, department chairmen and individual-
staff members, and parents,
6, Curriculum Projects
Faculty members after involvement in group training ses-
sions spent fifty-six hours working in the area of curriculum.
Curriculum Projects to a large degree represented a unit of
v7ork in greater community involvement, the development of new
r
materials, changes in ways of presenting materials, changes in
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ways of presenting materials and revisions in subject matter
‘
.
.
content. Some of these Projects will be. included in 'the appen-
dix E of this study.
7 . Teacher Associates
* 4 < «
Two teacher associates, candidates in the Master of Arts
in Teaching Program at Hov/ard University, played an integral
part in the curriculum .aspects of the Project. These persons
functioned in a two-fold manner; (1) to receive .intern ex-
perience as Master of Arts in Teaching candidates in the area
of educating the disadvantaged, and (2) to examine innovative
methods and try out new materials in the classroom. The teach-
er associate as an additional staff person in the subject mat-
,
ter areas of history, English and French shared in all the
curricular responsibilities of the faculty. They taught a
full program and particixoated in comimmity activities. The
major community concern of the teacher associates was the
"Teeny-Bopi>er Center" vjhere they were volunteer tutors. The
"Teeny-Boppers Center" is a block club which serves the Garnet-
Patterson community. It was started by a Garnet-Patterson
parent who also participated in the Open-Communication Project
training sessions and later became a member of the Advisory
Committee.
One exciting innovation ejcplored by a teacher associate
was the cycle approach to the teaching of American History.
This method \;as designed logically and consistently to enable
the student to use the acquired facts to draw generalizations
and from their involvement in the investigative process. This
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research was the subject of this teacher associate's thesis
submitted in the spring of 1970 to Howard University 'in par-
tial fullfillment for the M. A. degree. Other activities of
teacher associates included the planning of reading materials
for individual tutoring and the development of units in Black
literature.
8. Statement of Teachers' Curriculum Projects
As has been stated before, the teacher participants in the
Open-Communication Project, after participation in the group
sessions, conpleted an additional fifty-six hours in the area
of curriculum. Curriculum change is a continuous goal of 'ed-
ucators yet little change in teaching methods and instruction-
al materials filter into the classroom. Often this failure to
bridge the gap between educational theory and classroom presen-
tation is blamed on the rigidity of the school system, the un-
willingness to accept change on the part of administrators
and teachers, and the lack of funds. It was felt by the Pro-
ject staff that the climate v?as right for significant curricu-
lum revision to be initiated and accoitplished by the teacher
with a limited amount of assistance. Thus, the Project has
emphasized teacher initiated changes in subject matter areas,
assisting the teacher with materials, providing consultants,
services and other special services to the school and by the
University. Each teacher was asked to attempt to revise one
curricular unit of a class which he or she taught. I felt
that the results were encouraging.
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Culminating Activi-ty
-
On June 5, 1970 an awards program was held in the school
auditorium. Certificates of participation (see appendix I)
were presented to all program participants, of particular im-
portance was the announcement that parents receiving certifi-
cates would be able to use them for credit, as a verification
of one year's participation in a school, if they applied for
and were appointed to positions as school or teacher aides.
The awards program was followed by a buffet supper in the
school cafeteria for which participants provided both the food
and the service.
Prior to the beginning of the 1970-1971 school year, two
of the parent program participants v^ere hired as G. S. - 4
aides for Garnet-Patterson.
Statement of Progress
In this chapter, I have reported on the conditions of the
school and its community from 1954 up to the initial steps
which led to the development of The Open-Communication Project.
The important persons, places and events have been discussed
as each relates to the manner in which the program was started
and conducted during the first year of program operation 1969-
1970. To be highlighted is the fact that the beginning of a
change strategy was initiated under my inpetus as principal,
but in conjunction v/ith representatives from Howard University's
School of Education, The Washington School of Psychiatry, re-
presentatives from the local school community anci representatives
from the District of Columbia Public School System's Central
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Administrative Staff, ' Although a leadership team was involved
in leadership and administration, the change strategy was de-
veloped in the manner which involved participants in the
diagnosis of conditions, search for solutions and the provi-
if A
.
Sion of feedback. Personal commitmant was evident.
Crucial to the program development and iniation was the'
cooperation and support manifested by the Central Administra-
tion of The District of Columbia Public Schools. The confi-
dence of the principal, because of this support was verbally
transj:nitted to participants in the Open—Communication Project.
It is ny feeling that the fact that we were a part of Tlie Model
School Division did much to establish a positive improvement
•of morale. Something was happening and it was great to be a
part of the total effort.
In spite of the great enthusiasm, it was necessary for
Project staff to be patient in its efforts to stiimilate the
effective operation of the Advisory Committee. Simple ground
rules stated that its members needed as interest in making a
contribution to the school's attempts to establish a climate
of sharing responsibility in order to becoime more responsive
to the needs of all. Participating groups and imembers of the
committee should dialog and share e^iperiences until they could
determine their reason for being and thus develop purposes re-
levant to their participation. It was clear that The Advisory
Committee v/as not manipuJ-ated into cariying out the wishes of
the staff. Tlius the struggle for identity and purpose continued
for much
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of the first year of program operation.
Each member of the leadership team xesponsible for Project
management/ obviously had some reservations about the ability
of the team to function smoothly in a tripod co-directional •
leadership arrangem3nt. A specific exanple of one of the
difficulties was the problem in getting the team together on
short notice to deal with Project needs which surfaced unex-
pectedly. An illustration of such a need was the necessity
to respond to requests of the Federal Programs Office. Al-
though Dr. Hypps was responsible for the overall management of
the Project she did not choose to make unilateral decisions
and it was necessary to call the team together other than for
regularly-scheduled meetings.
The supervision of curriculum activities posed no real
problems in spite of the fact that Dr. Rutherford attenpted
to coordinate Project curriculum activities/ and I found it
necessary not to abdicate my overall responsibility for the
irr^rovement of instruction. Very close coordination of ef-
forts was absolutely essential to the carrying out of this
phase of the program.
Group training sessions were coordinated by Dr. Hypps,
but again the leadersTiip team worked very closely in coordina-
ting the scheduled activities with regular school activities.
The follow-up to these sessions was of necessity one of ny
functions. Parent-in school participation required the avai-
lability of school staff to support, re-inforce and encourage
the efforts of parents and teachers in the working out of
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satisfactory relations in a new situation
.
....
As enthusiastic as we were about the first year's program,
it was apparent that we were dealing with the need for a long-
er period of time in order to move through the self-renewal
* < •
change cycle. The evaluation report for 1969-1970 substantiat-
ed the need for additional time. Thus we were fortunate to
receive financial assistance to move into the second year of
program operation.
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Chapter V
Modification and Development of The
1970-1971
0
Opeh-Coirarainication Project
‘ '
’ Basis for Program Modification
Five’events necessitated changes in the Open-Cornmonication
Program corrponents for the 1970-1971 school year. Prior to
the close of 1969-1970 program activities, I was informed by
the Office of Education program specialist that the Open-Com-
munication Project would be discontinued in the department in
which it was funded, however we could negotiate to have the
program funded in another department. We were also advised
that the new deputy associate commissioner was in favor of
funding the school system for a school based program rather
than funding the institution of higher education. Negotiations
to obtain continued funding were successful with second year
funding at two-thirds of the first years funding.
Next in the series of events the Department of Education
at Howard voted to discontinue its affiliation v/ith the pro-
gram on the grounds that it did not have enough in-put into
the program development. For once it appeared that the impe-
tus was coming from the persons who were being affected by the
program; school personnel, parents and students. As a result
of this action, assistance was sought from Dr. Paul Cooke,
president of the D. C. Teachers College. He agreed to serve
as fiscal agent for the Open-Communication Project by means of
t
a sub-contract, and to provide the necessary support for
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program activities. Again the central administration support-
ed this action as well as the idea of continuing the program
activities. In the interim, Mr. Gilbert A. Diggs, the new
assistant superintendent of the Model School Division who was
If
.
appointed after the promotion of Mr. Norman Nickens the former
assistant superintendent, offered his support.
In August of 1970 the District of Columbia Board of Ed-
ucation adopted the Clark Report, later to be named The Acade-
mic Achievement Plan, as the direction for the entire school
system. It was therefore necessary to utilize the Open-Com-
munication Project in such a way as to directly relate the
nature of some of the activities to this new school system
effort. Indeed there was found to be little inconpatibility,
for atterrpts at self-renewal as well as all school efforts
were ultimately geared to\-;ard improving the educational op-
portunities for students, and Open-Communication was viewed
as a direct route to this end.
Of major inportance to the modification of program was the
fact that the recommendations made in the group training ses-
sions were utilized as a basis for program modification. Tl^us
the idea of using feedback to alter the direction of activities
was a viable one.
Lastly, the information contained in the June, 1970 re-
port v/as considered as a basis for decisions relative to
school rules and regulations, all of which were outlined in a
hand book and distributed to school personnel at Nche beginning
f
of the school year of September 1970.
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Project Leadership and Manaaemant 1971-1972
V 'S. ....
The second year's Open-Coinmunication Project was directed,
under rny leadership as principal, in conjunction with a Garnet-
Patterson planning committee, the Advisory Committee, the
4 A
,
reading mobilization team, the mathematics mobilization team
and a number of outside consultants. As participant-observer,
I assumed the responsibilities for management of Project opera-
tion and supervision of the Project staff. For this year's
operation, the Project office was moved from Howard Universi-
ty to room 220 at Garnet-Patterson Junior High School. Tlie
personnel organization was expanded and is indicated below.
Personnel Organization
Director
Margaret G. Labat
Field Coordinator
Stanley Perelman
Planning Comndttee
Norman Haley
Sylvia Jones
Charles Epps
Stanley Perelman
Katherine Latney
Ernestine Craft
Margaret Labat
Reading Mobilization Team
Sylvia Jones
Myrtice Tobias
Olivia Dixon
Evelyn George
Bettye Topjjs
Drittania Capers
Thelma Jones
Susan Rosenbaum
Jacqueline Terrell
Evaluation Specialist
Dr. Russell Cort
Administrative Assistant
Catherine Thompson
Garnet-Patterson, Administra-
tive Assistant
Cliairman, English Department
Chairmn, Science Department
Open-Comnumication Field
Coordinator
Parent
Parent
Principal and Open-Communica-
tion Director
Team Leader and Chairman of
The English Department
Counselor
Teacher of English
Teacher of English
Teacher of Social Studies
Teacher of English
Teacher of English
Teacher of Social Studies
Teacher of Fjpench
.Mathematics Mobilization Team
Grace McDowell
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Eugene Randolph
Charles Epps
Dorothy Hampton
Clifton Rov/ls
Mohinder Singh
Anne Montgomery
Team Leader and Chairman of
The Mathematics Department
Counselor
Teacher of Science
Teacher of Mathematics
Teacher of Mathematics
Teacher of Mathematics
Teacher of Mathematics
(
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Open-Communication
Program Conponents July, 1970 - June, /197I,
1* Advisory Committee
The ongoing Advisory Committee, established during the
previous 'Open-Communication Program, was composed of parents
and representatives from various community organizations which
provide services to the school community including students,
parents and Garnet personnel. The group, at its first maeting
in August, voted to keep its meeting date the same as for the
previous year which was the third Tliursday of each month.
However, they also voted to extend the meeting time for at
least a half hour with meetings scheduled to begin at seven
p.m. and end at eight-thirty p.m. or upon the completion of
the scheduled agenda. It was agreed that function and purpose
would remain developmental in nature.
2. Training Activitj.es
Two basic types of training activities \rere conducted dur-
ing the year. They were *'Ox>en-Co]mmunication Awareness Retreats"
and "Instructional Skills Workshops" designed to cover the af-
fective and cognitive domains.
Group Awareness Retreats
Three "Group Awareness Retreats", v;hich replaced the pre-
vious year's group training sessions, were scheduled to provide
eight hours each or a total of twenty-four hours of working
time in the areas of improving communication skills, developing
a greater awareness of one se’lf and the contrxbui^ions which
individuals can make to the collective organizational effort.
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Each of these activities was inplemented under the leadership
of one or irore behavioral scientist, serving as a catalyst or
catalysts for change. These consultants utilized in-put from
the planning committee as a basis for structuring the group
activities while the Project staff assumed the resjxDnsibility
for preparing and disseminating reports on each program.
The scheduling of these activities was planned in such a
way as to illicit renewed cooperation from the group and ac-
quaint new school personnel, parent and students with the
thrust of the organizational re-newal process. Thus the first
"Retreat" V;as sponsored in Septeiiniber, with the second "Retreat"
sponsored in December as a means of re-inforcing the initial
,
efforts and th^ third or May 'Retreat?' designed to n^intain a
high level of motivation for concluding the school year which
is frequently a period of low energy levels for employees.
Selection of Participants for Group Awareness Retreats
School Personnel were invited to participate and the re-
sponses were on a voluntary^” basis. Parents already recruited
for in-school-participation were invited to attend and students
were elected through their homerooms with the same parental
permission approval process being followed as in the previous
year • s program.
Description of The September Group Awareness Retreat
The first Open-Communication Awareness Retreat of the
1970-1971 school year consisted of a series of activities held
at the National 4-H Center in Bethesda, Md. Activities v;ere
designed by the trainer to achieve the goals set up by the
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Open-Coinmunication Planning Committee, which included parents,
school personnel and Advisory Committee representatives.
The general goals included promoting a sense of unity
and commitment among the people involved in the educational
4 A
,
process at Garnet-Patterson, strengthening positive attitudes
towards Garnet students as a means of improving educational
opportunities for them at the school, and improving the abili-
ty to work cooperatively, constructively, openly and with a
greater degree of trust.
Eighty three parents, students and school personnel arriv-
ed at Tlie 4-H Center by bus at 5:00 p.m.
,
September 11, 1970.
After checking into dormitory living quarters and having dinner
,
in the cafeteria* The entire group assembled in the large con-
ference room which was to be the center of structured activities
for the session. Upon reporting to the room one noticed that
chairs had been arranged in groups of threes. What people did
upon their arrival was a movement into the activities for the
evening.
Friday Training Activities
The opening activity demonstrated the degree of freedom and
flexibility the participants used as they found the room arrang-
ed in an unusual fashion.
The groups of tliree joined another group and formed a circle.
In the center of the circle the group was to imagine a sphere
existed and was instructed to do something with it and them
pass it on
After this activity the groups were encouraged to discuss their
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responses and feelings
•The groups were then called upon to imagine spheres in the
center of the circle and deal with them. This activity served
to initiate group interaction and prepare people for the risk-
*
,
taking involved in Open-Communication
Each participant was asked to answer the following questions:
• What do you want to learn in the next two days?
.How do people behave when there is Open-Communication?
.V^at skills do you need to develop to promote better communica-
tion?
.The culminating activity of the evening was a discussion of
some of the conditions for learning and the problems a teacher
^
can create when he is -unaware of some of the dynamics of be-
havior in the classroom
After the session the group leader, nvembers of the Open-
Communication Evaluation team and the Planning Committee met
with the Open-Communication Project Staff to critique the
evening's activities and plan the events for Saturday.
Saturday Training Activities
The results of the questions asked on Friday evening were
posted and became the guide to activities for the rest of the
session. The questions and responses helped to clarify the
level at v/hich individuals were functioning during the Retreat.
V/hat do you want to learn in the next two days?
.To improve discipline
.Better education
.To find out what Open-Communication is '
.Hov/ a Retreat helps
.How to recognize feelings of others
•How to help others
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• How to understand others
• How to express myself better ,
• How to let others help me .
• To find out the role of the staff
• How to bridge the gap between the staff roles and the
community aides
• Getting to learn about people
. Understanding people and accepting them as they are
• How 'to better the communication and interaction between
the home - school and church
• Does -Open-Communication really work? If so for how long?
• Parents, students and teachers want better communication
In addition, cooperation from everyone
• How do we improve our relationship with each other
• Caring for each other
How will people behave when there is Open-Communication?
Each member will have:
, Participated
, Contributed
• Talked more openly with at least one person from each role
• Developed one technique to help others become more com-
fortable with him
. Recognized if he has "difficult" feelings toward others
, Gained one new approach to handling communication
difficulties
• A greater commitment to Garnet-Patterson.
What skills do you need in order to improve your communication?
.
Listening
, Friendliness
, Empathy
.
Tolerance
• Understanding
, Spelling
. Patience
, Better relationships
, Resolve conflict
.
Self confidence
.
To develop the ability to rolerate and respect opinions
and actions of other people with whom I do not agree
, Self expression
, Relaxing
, Warmer-up
Group Activities
Saturday's opening activity focused on the problems of
adult-child relationships. Two adults participated in separate
They played the role of misbehaving children withsituations.
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the trainer roleplaying as the adult. As the activity pro-
ceeded a pattern of responses for promoting effective' and
positive relations between adult and child was portrayed.
. Let the child identify the problem himself
.
.
Let ^the child form the value judgment, not the adult
. Let the child set up an action plan to solve the problem
. Let the child set up a program to avoid the re-occurence
of the problem.
The next set of activities necessitated forming groups
of four people each. The sXills identifies in these activi-
ties involved learning to be open and to understand the feed-
back process.
Each per^son in the group was directed to tell the others
about himself and some successful experiences he has had in
his life. This exercise in openness and revealing something
of one's self to others led to the introduction of the Johari
Window.
The next activity was an extension of the previous one:
each member told the group something that v/ould help them to
understand him better.
Then we moved towards consideration of the building of
trust between people in groups of fours. Two were considered
a team. One was directed to lead the other, whose eyes were
closed, around the room. Their roles were reversed and the
individuals then discussed their feelings.
The activities relating to openness and trust led to a
consideration of the nature of a person. The leader suggested
that "We are the result of that which we feel". 5Ie suggested
f
also that levels of acceptance and rejection, which are the
determination of human interaction can be seen on a continuum.
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Levels of acceptance and rejection were discussed as detailed
in the following manner*
,
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The quality of the interaction between tv;o is never the
responsibility of one.
The importance of using feedback effectively was discuss-
ed in the group with the following information being consider-
ed,
"Feedback is a way of helping another person to consider chang-
ing his behavior. It is comiminication to a person (or a group)
which gives that person information about how he affects
others. As in a guided missile system^ feedback helps an in-
dividual keep his behavior "on target" and thus better achieve
his goals of significance to all participants -was the opportu-
nity to review some criteria for useful feedback. The
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criteria were discussed in each
Project staff as follows:
group and summarized by the
1,
It is descriptive rather than evaluative. Describing
one's own reaction leaves the individual free to use
it as he sees fit. Avoiding evaluative language re-
.duces the need for the individual to react defensive-
ly*
2,
It is specific rather than general. To be told that
one is "dominating" will probably not be as useful as
to be told that "just now when we were deciding the
issue you did not listen to what others said and I
felt forced to accept your arguments or face attack
from you,
"
3, It takes into account the needs of both the receiver
and giver of feedback
. Feedback can be destructive
when it serves only our own needs and fails to con-
sider the needs of the person on the receiving end,
4, It is directed toward behavior which the receiver can
do something about . Frustration is only increased
when a person is reminded of sonve shortcoming voer
which he has no control.
5,
It is solicited# rather than imposed. Feedback is
most useful when the receiver himself has formulated
the kind of question V7hich those observing him can
answer
,
6. It is well-timed . In general# feedback is most useful
at the earliest opportunity after the given behavior
(depending# of course# on the person's readiness to
hear it# support available from others# ect),
7. It is checked to insure clear communication. One way
of doing this is to have the receiver try to rephrase
the feedback he has received to see if it corresponds
to v/hat the sender had in mind.
8. Wlien feedback is given in a training group# both the
giver and receiver has opportunity to check with
others in the group the accuracy of the feedback. Is
this one man's irrpression or an inpression shared by
others?
Feedback# then is a way of giving help ; it is a corrective
mechanism for the individual who wants to learn how well his
no
behavior matches his intention; and it is a means for esta-
blishing one's identity-for answering who am I?
The next activity focused on the developing of a high
level of trust between individuals. Partners of. two in the
groups of four were directed to sit in fromt of the others.
The person in front told his partner about himself and after a
few minutes the partners reversed positions. After this ex-
change, the groups reformed, at this point each person assumed
the role of his partner and told the group about "himself".
The feelings of trust, openness, listening and enpathy were
all a part of their exercise in Positive Feedback.
As the level of involvement in. the group grew, the leader
I moved the discussion to anticipate the closing activity. En-
couraging people to think positively of each other in order
that they understand qualities to be measured up to. The .mem-
bers of each group of four gave each other slips of paper on
which were written strength of character which the person wa^
seen to possess. Each person then had been given six cards he
taped accross his chest. At this point everyone participating
got up and walked around the room, displaying his strengths
and admiring others.
The final activity, "Tl'ie Bear Hunt" offered Mr. Gant the
opportunity to both state his own personal feeling to the large
group and leave it with a thought. "People generally find
what they are loolcing for". If we look to find children,
parents and staff at Garnet-Patterson v/ho are v^o^ are fine
capable people, then nost likely that is what v/e will find.
Ill
The session ended on this note of togetherness and unity,
*
Description of The December Group Awareness Retreat
The second Open-Communication Awareness Retreat was held
December 11, 12, 1970, at the National 4-H Center in Bethesda,
i A (
Md, This activity was designed as a continuation of the first
"Retreat" and its follow-up activities in the school. Another
influence on the Planning Committee's approach to the Retreat
format v/as the need for group planning and demonstration of
skills relating to the implementation of the Academic Achieve-
ment Project. Finally it was the general feeling, based on the
ejqjerience of the past Retreat, that students needed to have
some time together as a group, to develop their o\«m plans to
' improve the learning environment at Garnet-Patterson.
In addition to lir. Jack Gant, who led the activities at
the first "Retreat", we v;ere joined by four other consultants
with expertise in group process skills, Mrs, Eva Nash for
HUD; Mrs, Pearl Brackett, As^, Supt. Community School Divi-
sion of the Baltimore Public School System; Dr, Stanley Jacob-
son, Washington School of Psychiatry; and Dr. Herman Dorsett.
Temple University.
The 81 participants; school staff, parents and students,
left Garnet-Patterson by bus at 3:30 p.m. on Friday, December
11, 1970, After arriving and checking into the 4-H Center,
the participants had dinner and prepared for the evening session,
FRIDAY EVENING
We assembled, were introduced to our consultants for the
"Retreat" and began activities designed to help us to meet
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each other across our designated roles of parent, school staff
V'S. ....
member or student; and discover one another as human beings.
We also worked on particular personal goals we had in mind
for the weekend,
i t
Group Activities
, The participants were asked to get up and walk around the
room. There was no talking. We were just looking at the
other people,
. We chose as a partner someone whom we did not know well.
We were asked to talk to each other about ourselves but not
mention any school connected activity,
, The partners were then asked to find another group of two.
Each person introduced his partner to the group and told
what he had learned about him. Each person told the group
what he thought was inportant about people when they could-
n't discuss work-roles,
, The group (4 members) discussed what they wanted to learn
during this weekend "Retreat",
, IVo groups (8 members) met and wrote on newsprint the goals/
needs each member had for the "Retreat", The sheets were
posted. Groups walked around reviewing the goals as stated
by others.
Some of these goals/needs were:
I
How to meet people easily
How to listen, when to listen, to whom to listen
How to gain trust and confidence of others
To speak more freely with others
How to find topics of interest common to all
How to get along with people
How to adjust ourselves to the topic of conversation
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How to gain confidence in one's self so as to give ad-
vice to others when asked
Understand students ' >
Meet people
,
Learn to love one another
When we talk to each other# we understand how each other
feels
How to love and understand teachers
To learn more about each other
We obey a teacher
We are to do work the teacher tells us to do
How to communicate with the teacher when there is a pro-
blem between two students or between teacher and
student
Tolerance
Self-confidence
Listening
Being interesting to others
Seeing yourself as others see you
Empathy
Being yourself
Being cool
Learn to understand our behavior and how it affects others
What do we want; good grammar or good taste or both?
Learn to listen well in all situations without imposing
our own biases and prejudices
Learn to understand children's reactions to different
situations
Learn to stimulate and motivate effectively (reaching the
goal set).
How to get to know people# how to go about doing it
Hov; to relate a person's feelings and meaning to his words
How to build rapport through listening# talking and work-
ing V7ith students
Why are some students anti-school# and what are their
real interests?
How to convey my ovm honest feelings to others; and re-
ceive and accept others' feelings even when they are
negative
How to be less critical
To cope with "know it alls" in an intelligent# calm v;ay
How to understand people who speak before understanding
what is to be spoken about
How to teach values
How to accept people as they are
How to understand the misunderstood
Learn to listen
Learn to express interest
Learn to express care
Learn how to understand teachers
Learn to talk to teachers freely ^
To improve a sense of humor
Overcome syhness with older people
Patience
Understanding other people ' s problem
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Teachers to express their thoughts to children
How to support each other '
.
How to share responsibility
,
•'
' >
Learn more about school activities ‘
How to help others to become nore open
How to improve English skills
•How to get kids to come to school
How *to love everybody
Accept adults as they are
Help .others forget their problems
Respect and understand others values
Understanding others
Working well, with one another
See me as I am
Be more tolerant of others
Self control while communicating with others
Develop self-expression
Understanding
Trust
Self-confidence,
These lists were consolidated by the consultant team and
planning committee who arrived at five major areas of concern
to seirve as the basis for the activities.
To learn to listen to each other
To learn to say what we really feel
To learn to understand and accept ourselves
To build trust
To loiow one's self.
As the groups were looking at the various expressed needs,
which had been posted around the room, the consultants were
readying another activity. This one was designed to help us
look at ourselves in our particular roles and to share what we
saw with others,
A series of role designations was posted around the room.
Father 1 Teacher -
VTliite 5 Wife -
Athlete 10 Short -
Sister 4 Cook 2
Homemaker 1 Husband -
Brother 6 Man 4
Student 1 Janitor
Teenager 2 Boy 3
Old 1 Fat 8
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Friend lo
Nothing 7
Aide 2
Black 8
Baby Setter 5
Woman 11
'Girl y'w,.
Mother -
Boss -
. Participants were asked to
Which best described their
that time.
stand by the role designation
feelings about themselves at
Participants were asked to share reasons for choosing aparticular role with others who had similar roles chose.
Participants were asked then to choose a second role whichdescribed their working situation at Garnet-Patterson.
. People in the different roles were asked to write those
activities which were part of their school roles and thoseintangible gualities which made them feel good at Garnet-
Patterson.
Some of these items included:
TEACHER RESPONSES
Hours 9:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.
Colleagues — very co-operative, friendly
A "new" calm in the building
Love for children
Sharing knowledge - concern
Seeing youngsters grow into fine adults in spite of
seemingly impossible odds
Tlie challenges of the Inner City
Ability to share esq^eriences so that the student will
be more prepared for the future than I was
Ability to help kids who really need help
Being able to gain confidence and trust of so many kids
Ability to teach required topics interestingly
Being able to get relevant information
Working with good people
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Ability to be aware and alert to changes and problems
We are the most involved teachers
We are abreast of current trends in teaching
We have near total togetherness among the staff
We share ideas for innovative nethods
We have one common goal - to teach the whole child
We like our children
We like each other
Everyone is helpful
Relaxed atmosphere
No "meanness"
Busy, challenging day
Wit! VJitl Wit! what a day!
A deep involvement
Appreciation of each other
Chance to express yourself (soul)
Kind, Kind children
We meet each day as a challenge
Excellent support with all staff
Never a dull moment
Students often showing appreciation of faculty
Variety and involvement in Projects for inprovement in
curriculum
Children are very friendly
The communications are open among all people at Garnet
People outside Garnet view teaching at Garnet as a posi
tive thing
Good publicity
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Much involvement of students and parents in all acti-
vities '
.
-
Teachers have academic freedom
Convenient
A lot of dedicated and well prepared colleagues
Things are always interesting - never a dull moment
Congenial faculty,
VOCATIONAL AIDE AND ECONOMIC AIDE RESPONSES
Help a child to help himself
To expose youth to the world of work
Servicing children
Corarnunicating with children
Alleviating or softening problems which deter learning
Working with parents
Working with Administration and Teachers
Being able to help teachers, students and parents
STUDENT RESPONSES
Helping you to get a good education
Interesting clubs
Devoting their time and energy to help us
Try to communicate
Respect us
Learn how to v;ork with others
Feel needed
Understanding others
Good hot lunches
Pretty hallways
Pretty and nice teachers and aides
Good football teams
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Teachers aides to help and please the Students
We have extra nice principal and’ assistants
Equalized and listening participation,
SATURDAY
i < 1
Saturday morning the total group divided into five groups
for the day's activities: Group I Reading Mobe Team, Group II
Math Mobe Team, Group III Math Support Team, Group IV Reading
Support Team, and Group V Students. The groups were establish-
ed by previously stated areas of interest, particular school
roles, and in some cases simple assignments for balance. The
^groups were charged with the task of worlcing on some of the -
goaJ^'needs expressed on Friday evening.
After a couple of hours together, the group re-assembled
to share their initial experiences with the total group. In
the adult groups,, the concerns which permeated the whole of the
day's activities centered on problems of getting to laiow one
another in the groups, getting to know one's self in the group
and developing enough trust in the group for it to function
effectively. Reports to the total group ranged from list of
goals and activities to a skit illustrating the problems and
progress of the group at work.
The students got right into the task of developing per-
sonal time tables relating to their plans to inprove the at-
mosphere and communication system at Garnet-Patterson,
, V7e talked about the things we would like to do.
i.
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• Til© plac©s where we were born
• We talked about discipline
• Class cutting
. Why students don't take books home
< •*
•
• l*/hat we think makes a good teacher
. How to express ourselves.
OUR TIME TABLE - of things to accon^lish between now
and January 12, 1971
• Barbara will tell her class facts about Garnet-Pat-
terson that gives Garnet-Patterson a "better" look.
. Cecilia will tell her students in Philadelphia about
the Retreat.
. Mr. Devoe will help students share their messages
with the rest of the school.
.
Billy says ho will share several facts he has learn-
ed here about Garnet-Patterson (Fact Sheet).
.
Gloria is planning to make up a skit to present in
the auditorium telling the story of "learning to
listen"
.
.
Darryl is planning to write an article for the
school newspaper. He is forming an editorial com-
mittee.
. Pearl will write a letter to each person on our
"mailing list" sharing the plans of the group. (Mrs.
Pearl Brackett
)
.
Michael will answer the letter and tell how he used
our "listening steps" in his school work or at home.
.
Henry is planning to share what we've done with
other Jr. High Schools by having neighborhood meetings
advertise the plans in a paper.
.
Cynthia is planning a lunch talk session with some of
her friends about facts about Garnet-Patterson.
.
Lorraine will help display the pictures^ taken by Mr.
Perelman and add captions to put on , front bulletin
board.
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• Jackie will see that the news and the ideas and the
meetings are open to all^ .
»
. Distribution will be made to all.
• Janine plans to work with a team of people/ students
and adults, to help them become interested in making
i Garnet-Patterson better.
After, lunch the groups re-formed and worked on their
• needs until the middle of the afternoon. Groups negotiated
with each other when they needed students, parent or other
cross—group consultation. The activities of the groups varied
according to the perceived needs with which the groups operat-
ed.
The students had, in addition to the further discussions
of ideas relating specifically to themselves at Garnet-Patter-
son, the chance to get to know Mr. Robert Hill, our chief
engineer, a bit better. Mr. Hill, an avid outdoorsman, taught
the students some woods-lore and Indian dances of which he is
a student. The young people were enthusiastic to the point
of planning their own camping experience with Mr. Hill, Mr.
Devoe and Mrs. Green as guides.
After the total group came together on the last afternoon
and presented their reports, Mr. Gant proceeded to have us
come together for the closing activity which those of us who
had been on the previous Retreat remembered with pleasure. The
total group arranged themselves in a large circle and he took
us on a "Bear Hunt". The activity was designed to bring us
together and to demonstrate the idea that people generally
find what they set out to find. He called upon all the partici-
pants' to look for positive situations at Garnet-Patterson. For
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if we do, we shall certainly find them.
Description of The May Group Awareness Retreat
The third Open—Communication Awareness Retreat, which re-
presented the final such activity for the school year, was de—
signed to • acconplish a set of goals which had been pre—deter-
mined by the Planning Committee and the staff consultants.
The specific goals are indicated below.
• The participants will have the opportunity to share in
a discussion of their feelings about the positive as-
pects of the Garnet-Patterson Junior High School Pro-
gram for the school year 1970-1971.
. The participants will make preparations for a positive
and successful closing of school.
. The participants will have the opportunity to make sug-
gestions for a successful school year, 1971-1972.
This Retreat was held on Saturday, May 22, 1971 at The
National 4-H Center in Bethesda, Maryland. The program design
differed from the two previous Retreats in that it was schedul-
ed as a one day marathon, from 8:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m.
Consequently at 8:00 a.m.; two busloads of Garnet-Patterson
parents, students, other school personnel and staff, left the
school building and arrived at the 4-H Center at 8:30 a.m.
After reaching the Center, the group assembled in the
main meeting room and immediately began some warm up activities.
• People were asked to look argund and find someone they
didn't know, go over to that person and begin a conver-
sation.
.
People were asked to v;alk around the room and meet
someone v/hom they didn't }oiow.
, Each person was asked to select someone his opposite
and discuss their different personality characteristics.
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• People were asked to greet someone, whom they didn't
know in a non-verbal manner;
.
>
. These pairs of opposites were asked to share survival
skills for a desirted island,
• Each person was asked to find someone whom he did not
know, and introduce that person to someone known,
After„ this series of exercises the participants moved in-
to smaller (Like) groups with a particular consultant; Parents
and Advisory Committee with Jack Gant, students with Pearl
Brackett, and school staff with Herman Dorsett and Cecilia
Tyler, Their task for the morning was to find out what good
things happened to them or what good things they did at Garnet-
Patterson Junior High in the school year 1970-1971, A list
of the responses from each group is stated.
STUDENTS
, Science Week
, Science Fair
PERSONAL SUCCESS
, Behavior (Lilly)
, English (Ronnie)
, Better grades (Gwen)
, Algebra (Hough)
, Math (Roberta)
,
Attendance (Gerald, Hough, Gwen, Lilly, Roberta, Cynthia,
Natalie, Cheryl, Ronald)
.
Developed hobby ~ designer fashion (Martha)
,
Painting (a hobby) (Ronald)
, Drawing (Ronnie)
,
Softball (Nat)
(Gwen, Ernest, Denny, Gerald)Dancing
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• Singing (Ernest)
PARENTS
• Child became a part of Garnet-Patterson and likes school
• Children are not as disobedient as they once seemed
* A r
• Child is adjusting
• Suggestions from the first retreat were carried out
• Children better understand teachers,
.
PTA is more functional
. Parents got a better understanding through the retreat
. Teachers appreciate students and parents more respect
. Parents in school are helpful
• Teachers seem to care more
#
.
Parent's help in community with attendance and class cutting
•
_
Parents can help interpret subculture and neighborhood to
new teachers
• Teachers and aides know how to talk to the students now
, Some parents take more time with children
• Parents are becoming a friend to their children
• Children once considered bad - really only wanted love and
understanding
, Parents have a better understanding for teacher ' s problems
, Students seem more open
.
Students have begun to learn to accept different ways of be-
havior in different situations
.
Parents are learning to accept differences in their children
, Students respect parents on hall duty
• Teachers get more time for teaching with parents^ in hall
.
Parents in school can talk students language
.
Parents and adults are learning to talk to children with re-
spect
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• People care about me as a parent
• Son>e students call parent helpers "Mother "
• Kids say teachers no longer have "'Picks"
• feeling parents get from knowledge that children missthem - know them
• We have begun to develop a Garnet-Patterson, "Little TownCommunity In A Big City",
a. Dram
b. Camera Club
c. Track Team
d. Black History
e. Dance Club
f • Tutoring Club
g. Helped with income tax
forms.
STAFF PLUSES
. Good personal relations with students, support with staff
, Student respect has increased
. Cooperation with staff and parents
• Teachers have worked hard
. Kids buckling dovm
, Kids felt they did better on tests
• Personal grovrth
• Positive attitude of students
, Staff and students help keep building clear
, Increased participation in Youth Serving Youth Tutoring
Program
, Student togetherness
.
Presence of parents.
Individual responses to the question "\'\fhat can I do so
that others can communicate better with me", appeared to stimu-
late each discussion. Some of those responses are quoted as
follows,
, I can now accept others as tliey are
, I can now talk more openly about myself
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• I can now accept help from others with more ease
• I am now more confident
• I can communicate better with others
• I now care more for others and their feelings
• I am now more patient
• I now trust others more
• I now understand others and myself better
• I now know what Open-Communication means
• I am now more positive
• I am more aware of the needs of others
• I can now listen better
• I can now relax better with others
• I now understand students better
. I believe there is togetherness at Garnet-Patterson
After lunch the groups got together again and reported on
their activities. Miss Maxine Thomas acted as the announcer
for a group skit by teachers showing the "real" and "ideal" at
Garnet-Patterson. Parent groups reproduced their session on
how it felt to be a part of Garnet-Patterson. Students present
ed a tape recording, which delt with personal inprovement over
the past year. Finally a school-staff group under the direc-
tion of Norman Haley sang an adaption of "Certainly, Lord",
which served as their report.
When this series of reports was completed, persons were
asked to assemble in (mixed) groups. The groups were asked to
address themselves to the question "^•fliat v/ill we have to do in
order to be better in 1971-1972"? These groups worked on
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observation and Feedback Skills
signment.
as they responded to the as-
Observation Guide
Things to look for ;
i A •
• Who seemed to be the leader? Did the leadership rotate?
. Is everyone participating? Do a few members do most of the
talking?
.
Do people feel free to say what's really on their minds?
• Are there many interuptions?
• When an idea is presented to the group, is it evaluated ,
explored further or dropped?
• Who do people look at when they speak? Do they look at
anyone?
• What kinds of non-verbal cues are given-off? What are the
non-verbal messages?
, Is there any atterrpt to pull ideas together?
.
Do people try to clarify and interpret suggestions and ideas?
FEEDBACK
In order for feedback to be helpful, it must be:
• descriptive (not judgmental or evaluative)
• specific (not general)
• solicited , asked for
• well - timed
, able to take into account the needs and feelings of the re-
ceiver
, relatively "clean"
.
directed tov/ard changeable behavior
• checked with others
Concerns for a movement toward an even more successful year
in 1971-1972 are indicated in specific categories.
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• Recreation facilities
. More student participation, student control?
. Class Attendance, making subject more interesting, more
student * responsibility
.
"Buddy" system, more help for new students
. Relationships "TRY A LITTLE TENDERNESS"!
• Rewards for activities that students want (Praise through
conpetition)
. More encouragement for students
• Get students and teachers together outside of school
(Neighbor-friends-trips
)
, Party for students who have perfect attendance every to weeks
or once a month
.
Teachers and students spend time in class getting to know
each other
, Lady teachers as well as men should get out and play with
students ( sports
)
, More parents in the school (attending classes)
. Vary the schedule
, Allow students chance to conduct class
.
Change absentee recording system
, Should PTA be redesigned?
. Is homeroom necessary? Are there alternatives?
.
Student newspaper
PFL started in 7th grade
, More relevant programs
.
Let people at "Grass Roots" develop programs
, Warmer, more personal, caring relationship between students
and teachers
•
Achievement Award Program to iirprove attendance
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, Open-Communication Day on a regular basis
•
.. .
• At least 3 or 4 times a year have some .fitting recognition
made of those who help.
SCHOOL STAFF
• Leadership
• Participation
. Listening
• Non-Verbal
s
. Claridying, Interpreting
• Summarizing
, Leveling (being honest)
• Freedom to say v;hat one really feels
. Increase student and staff responsibility for facilities
, To try to reach more children
, Continue to build relationships
. More activities to build esprit de corps in classroom—to
reach everyone
sports - activities
achievement iTiotivation (competitive)
. Increase efforts to improve attendance
. More attention to meaningful learning activities
.
More personal contact between staff and students
.
Plan of motivation for attendance
, Personalized experiences
, Utilization of MODE Team support
, Cross-fertilizetion of ideas
.
Utilizing available resources
.
Students can set an example of prompt attendance
• Teachers can set an example of prompt attendance
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• S'taff can sat an exan^le of prompt attendance
. Provide better supplies and equipment .
. Build a list of possible expectations
. Increase the opportunities for people at Garnet-Patterson to
get together like this (4—H) to evaluate and measure what is
really being done
• Little more togetherness in cleanliness
. Students to be more responsible for school property
.
Total involvement by all students and staff
• Correlated subject matter
. Reward a whole class in which everyone passes
• More shops
• More trips - classroom trips.
From 4:00 until 6:00 the participants relaxed, played
baseball, badminton and walked around the grounds of the 4-H
Center. The groups then had dinner and recovered at 7:00 p.m.
At this time people assembled in (like) groups, students,
parents and Advisory Committee, and school staff. The question
they worked on was, ";>]hat can each role group do for the others?"
PARENTS TO CHILDREN
.
Wlien students can rap
. \^en we are real and hones
.
\*7hen we let children enjoy themselves (homes)
.
Doing things with children
, '['ftien we trust them and share with them
.
When the child is in a school activity and the parent is pre-
sent
.
\Jhen you praise them
, Listen to them with understanding of their world and feelings
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. When you can help them with their problems (homework) on
their terms '
.
>
.
By not setting unrealistic goals for children (expect too
much)
• Praise good behavior
* < <
. Speak to and reach out to students - smile at students
. To encourage them to try in classes, clubs and activities
, When we are positive, patient, and on their side in helping
them with their problems • Don ' t accuse or condemn
r
• Ask them what happened good to them during the day
, Eat together and let children talk about good things
. Talk about what makes us a family
,
Talking about the good thing about children
PARENTS TO TEACHERS
, Listen with a pleasant air - smile
• I can talk better over the phone
, Show interest in my child
.
When I do not prejudge before getting the teacher's point of
view
, \'?hen I show that I want to help
, li-Tlien I consider the teacher's problem (grading system)
.
When the teachers loiows that she can depend on me
, When I talk about the good things in the school to my neighbor
.
When I make teachers welcome in home
, When I go to teachers during breaks and leisure
Talk or write about good things which are happening to
children
Helping the teacher understand the hon^ schedule or problem
Sharing upsets, V7hich children are facing, medical, personal,
home
.
Participate in outside school activities - listen to our child
ren.
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STAFF TO STUDENTS
. .
. Recognize, Respect, and Listen to students
• Awareness of student individuality
• We are all learners
4 *
,
• Plan for intercommunication
• Cercorn for total student (home life, parents, interests)
• Emplasizing strengths rather than recognized weaknesses
(accentuating the positive)
4>
. Accepting students as they are
TEACHERS TO THE STUDENTS
• Say something nice
• Smile
. Say hello
• Listen with concern
• Identify more vj^ith children
. Accept children more as they are, not as I think they should
be
, Continue to be fair
. Learn more about children's extra-curricular activities
• Seek students' help about school and or non-school related
activities
, Respect the children
, Respond to the needs of the children as soon as possible
, Send more time with the children
. Keep your cool under stress
• Ansv/er specific questions quickly
, Precede punishment with counseling all the time
, Become aware of student ' s barriers and try to solve them
. Be available to the children
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• LISTEN and HEAR what children are really saying
• Admit rry mistakes ...
TEAQIERS TO THE PARENTS
. Keep the parents up on students' progress
i
,
. Put parents at ease
• Introduce myself to parents at beginning of year
. Discuss and share student problems with parents
• Talk more with parents
• Listen more to what parents have to say
• Be cool
• Relate to parent experiences
• Don't judge parents
• Offer alternatives to the ways parents do things concerning
various problems
• Don't talk down to parents
• Admit my nu.stakes
, Don't let irr^!^ professionalism interfere with rr^ relationship
with parents
• Be myself
. Recognize, ask for, and use parent in-put
• Don't put parents or children do\^m,
STAFF TO PAREOTS
• Parental awareness of staff's concern for students
, Increase opportunities for staff to communicate with parents
, Utilize opportunities that are available for communication
, Do unto other as you have them do unto you
At this point all participants circulated ar6und the main
room reading the responses of the other groups, ^’Then the
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people had finished, we began a "snake dance'i, which stimulat-
ed the enthusiasm of the group,
,
The final activities involved the setting up of eight
chairs in the middle of the room. Six of the chairs were oc-
i A
,
cupied by consultants and Open-Communication Staff members.
Two of the chairs remained open to anyone who wished to sit in.
The people discussed their feelings about the Retreat, about
Open-Communication in general, and just about anything else
that came to mind. After this sharing activity, once again the
whole group sang the Garnet-Patterson rendition of "Certainly
Lord", to climax the third Open-Communication Project Retreat,
The lyrics to this song are shared because it was used so
•• frequently as a means of helping students, school personnel and
parents to maintain a positive approach to their change efforts.
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CERTAINLY LORD
1. Do you love Garnet-Patterson? - Cettainly Lord
Do you love Garnet-Patterson? - Certainly Lord
Do you love Garnet-Patterson? - Certainly Lord
. Certainly, Certainly, Certainly Lord
2. Do you work with your teachers? (etc.)
.3. Do you work with your pupils? (etc.)
4. Do you keep your rooms clean? (etc.)
5. Do you go to school daily? (etc.)
6. Do you do your work? (etc.)
7. Do you give your best? (etc.)
8. Do your children get lunch? (etc.)
1. Will you love Garnet-Patterson? - Certainly Lord
Will you love Garnet-Patterson? - Certainly Lord
Will you love Garnet-Patterson? - Certainly Lord
Certainly, Certainly, Certainly Lord
2. Will you work with your teachers? (etc.)
3. Will you work with your pupils? (etc.)
4. Will you keep your rooms clean? (etc.)
5. Will you go to school daily? (etc.)
6. Will you do your work? (etc.)
7. Will you give your best? (etc.)
8. Will your children get luncli? (etc.)
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Instructional Skills Workshops
>
Instructional Skills V7orkshops were conducted in October,
January, February, March, April and June.
These. workshops which had been requested by teachers,
were scheduled in such a way as to provide a total of twenty-
four hours of training time. Some time was provided through
the Project with the remainder of the time provided by the ef-
forts of the Superintendent, Dr. Hugh J. Scott, who initiated
Board of Education action and approval for released time for
staff development as a means of enhancing the inplementation of
the system wide Academic Achievement Plan,
The Open-Communication Planning Committee v/ith the assis-
tance of the reading and mathematics mobilization teams devel-
oped the format for all workshops. Out side resource persons
were frequently used as consultants but a heavy enphasis was
placed on utilizing the skills and talents of members of the
staff.
Selection of Participants for Vforkshops
All school personnel v;ere invited to participate in
skills workshops. The Planning Committee assumed the responsi-
bility for contacting parents and students based on the format
of each workshop. The number of participants varied with the
nature of the activities.
Nature of The Instructional Skills Workshops
The instructional skills workshops were staggered with
the Awareness Retreat Sessions as I deemed it important in
scheduling these activities to concentrate on both the affective
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and cognitiv© domains* Summary reports of eacii workshop were
made available to all school personnel* information Relative
to goals and plans was available to the plarining coiRiriittoe*
Dissemi.nation Efforts
^ «
A Monthly Newsletter describing program operation and im-
portant school and community activities was circulated to
students, parents, schools, the staff of the central adminis—
bration and to area universities* Copies were also distribut-
ed throughout the city of Washington to agencies and organiza-
tions having functions relating to providing services for
children* They were of course sent to the Office of Education
as a part of the reporting process*
Instructional learning packages which were developed by
school personnel in conjunction with reading and mathematics
mobilization teams, were distributed by the associate superin-
tendent in charge of instruction, to other junior high schools
in the city* Copies of these materials were placed on file in
the office of The Assistant Superintendent of The Model School
Division and the Assistant Superintendent in charge of Plann-
ing Innovation and Research*
Organization for Cu.rriculum Development
The bell schedule for the school was modified to make it
possible for the reading mobilization team to meet during a one
hour homeroom period each Tuesday morning to plan and develop
materials as well as strategies for sharing information with
other teachers. The mathematics mobilization team was able to
meet during a one hour homeroom period each Thursday morning
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to carry out similar kinds of activities. At a special work-
shop, the school staff developed a list of activities' suitable
for extended homeroom periods. These days were also set a-
side for school wide assemblies which did not necessitate the
presence of team members on the given day set aside for their
snd work time. In addition, scheduling of student
and teacher programs were developed in such a way as to make
it possible for most homeroom teachers to teach their first
period classes. Thus on days of extended homeroom periods,
when no school wide activities were scheduled, teachers, other
than team members, whose homerooms were covered by non—section
teachers on a regular basis, utilized the period for addition-
al instruction time.
Parental Participation
Parents were assigned to function in the school on the
basis of three hours a day for a full semester with a differ-
ent group of parents being assigned for the second semester.
This procedure was adopted as a means of bringing into the
program as many different parents as possible, on the assump-
tion that the greater the number of different persons involved,
the greater the number of persons to carry feedback concerning
the school into the total community. I viewed each parent in
a two-fold manner. First, I saw them as consultants, who
brought into the school ideas relative to the culture, habits
and life style of the various neighborhoods and secondly as a
change agent who was in a strategic position to utilize feed-
back to help change the attitudes of non-participating parents
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relative to the inportance of education. Lastly, l saw them
as being in a position to provide first hand information on
the efforts of the school to better serve its constituents.
Our concern was to expose parents to the kinds of situa-
*
«
tions and conditions under which professionals were attenpting
to provide the best possible educational opportunities for
children and to help them understand that they were the posses-
sors of the real power. The kind of power which if utilized
appropriately, could increase their hopefulness and optimism
about the benefits which their children could receive from the
education process, which could be utilized to inprove the
teaching environment for their children, which could be uti-
lized to inprove the conditions under which they live and which
could help them move into the arena of those making a signifi-
cant contribution to society rather than remaining victims of
society. Regular parent msetings were held on a bi-weekly
basis with the field coordinator. As director, I was able to
meet with them on a monthly basis. We geared our efforts to-
wards helpingthem to understand the importance of the educa-
tional process in such a way that they could translate their
understandings to their children.
Statement of Progress
In this chapter, I have described the five events v;hich
formed the basis for program modification for the second year
of operation of the Open-Comnranication Project. A report of
the activities of the awareness retreat sessions has been in-
cluded as taken from the summary reports which were distributed
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as a mechanism for sharing information relative to the Project,
That which may appear cumbersome to the reader of a narrative
description takes on a different meaning to me as I reflect on
the personal responses and reactions of participants, Hope-
f educators will find some value in this form of report-
ing.
The instructional skills workshops informed major pro-
gram coirponents for 1970—1971^ however the reports were so
detailed that they are reported in terms of a general descrip-
tive statement. Other program components were discussed.
One of the events which caused me some anxiety was the
necessity to find a new fiscal agent for the Open-Communication
Project, Again the support of the Central Administration of
» •
.
The District of Columbia Public Schools was exhibited in their
efforts to expedite the transfer of funds to The District of
Columbia Teachers College inorder that they might provide
specific services to the Project,
Utilizing the assistance of a planning committee of school
personnel and parents, it was possible to develop a process for
carrying out the recommendations to provide more cognitive and
affective skill training for participants. The probability
of greater effectiveness of activities existed because they
were designed for the expressed needs of participants, A
concentration on instructional skills workshops which utilized
the expertise of school staff together with occasional outside
consultants iivoved us along in our self-renewal efforts. Beau-
tifully coordinated with the system wide goals of the academic
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achievement plan, it was possible to increase the anount of
time for workshops. We were also able to, reduce the teaching
load of all English and mathematics teachers from five to
four teaching periods daily. The energy released through re-
distributing class assignments was expended in Reading and
Mathematics Mobilization team planning and development efforts.
An excellent illustration of cooperation^ sharing and
helping was exhibited by the willingness with which other
school personnel assumed the responsibility of working in a
supportive team arrangement with the Reading and Mathematics
I4obilization Team members. These roles clearly inplied that
every staff person, parent and student was irtportant to the
• successful conpletion of Open-Communication Program activities
and achievement of the ultimate goals of student growth and
achievement.
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Chapter VI I
Modification and Development of The Open-Communication Project
1971 - 1972
Basis for Program Modification
The funding level for the third and final year of the
Open-Communication Project operation was seven-tenths of the
second years level. Operationally all program conponents were
maintained but on a reduced time in-put basis. The exceptions
consisted of the parental in-school-participation, the News-
letter and Advisory Committee conponents. Much attention was
given to the feedback from the activities of years one and
- two. Inplementation of regular as well as additional program
conponents involving larger numbers of students will be dis-
cussed in this chapter.
The Project leadership team was the same as for year tv;o.
I continued a direct leadership role in serving as a change a-
gent. School personnel and community representatives assumed
increasingly greater responsibilities and thus provided a
catalytic function through their seirvices as consultants to
the total groups and as internal change agents. The movement
took the direction of a gradual withdrawal of the behavioral
scientists \iho had consistently served as stimuli for foster-
ing self-renewal and the replacement of those persons with
others in the school.
Advisory Committee
t
At the August meeting the Advisory Committee scheduled
its meetings for the third Tliursday of each month, agreed to
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maintain the extended meeting time from 7:00 p.m. until agenda
items had been conpleted. During the course of the year the
committee met according to its schedule with no meeting last-
ing less than one and a half hours.
'
*
t
The group utilized the opportunity to share in a discus-
sion of information which members felt was pertinent to the
school and community* Action on items discussed was taken as
the groups saw fit and will be detailed later” in this study.
Little discussion was devoted to role or function for the
group. Instead they concentrated their time and efforts on
matters which were of consequence to the school together with
each men^r having the right to present and have the group
discuss issues of concern to him.
Ongoing in nature, this committee has provided a mecha-
nism whereby a cross section of the forces in the school com- -
munity: businessmen, church, social service and community
organizations, parents and school personnel could discuss and
take action on the inportant issues which affect the Garnet-
Patterson school community.
As a result of having the freedom to evolve into a real
working group, much official support was given to programs at
Garnet-Patterson in the form of letters to The Superintendent
and presentations to The District of Columbia Board of Educa-
tion. This Advisory Committee has grown from a loose affilia-
tion of individuals, serving as organizational representatives,
who had an interest in the operation of the educational pro-
cess but were sometimes limited in know how to a vibrant, ef-
fective community pov/er structure.
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I shall include some of the specific activities spear-
headed by the Advisory Committee as a means of%roviding the
reader with a knowledge of this groups' expanded involvement.
They are as follows:
• Provided recreational equipment for the Open-Communi-
cation Awareness Retreat,
• Specific members of the group participated in the "Open-Communication Awareness Retreats"
• Sponsored a Career Day Program for all ninth grade
students in the school
• Sent delegates to The Board of Education Ward I Advisory
Committee Meetings
• Sent a delegate to The D. C. Government's Pilot Distric.t
Project Seminar
• Sent representatives to the Open House for "Efforts for
Ex Convicts"
• Provided representatives who served as tour guides for
a school sponsored community tour for guests from
Atlanta University
• Sent a letter to The Security Office requesting the con-
tinuation of the services of the Garnet-Patterson Com-
munity Aider (The request was granted)
. Conducted a survey of school building needs and submitt-
ed a report to the principal which with additions was
used by the principal as the basis for the School '
s
Capitol Outlay Requisition
, Representatives assisted with the planning and supervi-
sion of The Ninth Grade Leap Year Dance and the other
ninth grade activities during the last week of school
.
Representatives made a presentation to The District of
Columbia Board of Education's Budget Committee relative
to the "Maintenance of the I'todel School Division Con-
cept." This presentation, together with those from
other school comrinmities, influenced the committee to
restore to the budget funds for positions which had been
deleted
• Several representatives made a presentation on Commu-
nity Involvement at Garnet-Patterson tor-principals of
the Model School Division during a> Division scheduled
meeting
• Representatives prepared a statement to be presented to
the D, C. Board of Education's Budget Committee relative
to i maintaining Garnet-Patterson' s status as a Title I
School, Other members of the committee engages in a
telephone canpaign to encourage parents to attend the
public hearing. Still others provided transportation
to the meeting
, Presentations were made at the meeting, even though
the administration restored the school to the Title I
list prior to calling of persons whose names appeared
on the document. The committee had seen fit to have
it known that they were £)lnnning to react to the pro-
posed administration action
, Representatives sponsored a monthly Parent's Day with
Open-Communication Parents serving as hostesses.
The meeting schedule with the number in attendance is:
August - 12 January - 15
September 14 February 7
October - 13 March - 14
November - 12 April - 11
December - 7 May 17
June - 15
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Program Conponents 1971-1972
.
Open-Communication Workshop Retreat
The number of "Retreats" was reduced from three to one,
which was planned in such a manner as to crowd eight hours of
participation time into a Marathon workshop session which last-
ed from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p,m. on April 22, 1972 with appro-
priate breaks for meals and recreation. Operationally, the
cost of staying over night vjsas eliminated for budgetary rea-
sons. Although, the specific goal and objectives are stated,
it is inportant to point out that- the three consultants were
requested in a general meeting with The Planning Committee to'
arrange some activities in such a way as to have some teachers
assume the role of trainer for a number of specific assignments.
Eighty-six parents, school personnel, students and Advisory
Committee members arrived at the National 4-H Center, this time
by car pool. Mter the conpletion of registration the members
of the group gathered in the conference room for a 9:00 a.m.
opening session.
Goal
To involve parents, students and school personnel in the
kinds of activities which will make the school more respon-
sive to the needs of students, school personnel and the
community, through the improvement of communication skills.
Objectives
1. Given a group consisting of school personnel, students,
parents and community representatives, each person will
participate in activities designed to increase his/her
knowledge of specific communication skills. The specific
skills to be improved are:
.
Telling • Training »
.
Showing . Interviewing
.
Helping • Listening
.
Involving • Observing
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2. Having participated in these activities some partici-pants will have the opportunity to identify, with the role
of trainer in terms of his own performance in con-ducting specific activities.
The Marathon Workshop opened with a discussion of the tasks
at hand, ^ese were to provide a series of learning techni-
gues which would facilitate the understanding of the communi-
cation process. The tasks were to be conpleted in time seg-
ments which V7ere equivalent to the 50 minute class period. In
order to reinforce the feasibility of having teachers assume
the role of trainer in the classroom, five Garnet—Patterson
faculty members, were designated as co-trainers for the days'
activities.
The consultant staff of three organizational development
,
trainers directed the opening activity which was designed to
help people learn about each other and increase the informality
of the group. Participants were asked to place their name on
5x7 cards along with various symbols which they felt helped
to define them. While milling around wearing theAtags, people
were asked to interpret others' name tags with no feedback al-
lowed. Afterwards, triads were formed in which the name tags
were interpreted by the group members.
At 10:00 a.m. the large group divided into three smaller
heterogenous classroom sized groups. Each consultant had two
faculty members as co-trainers in each group. T\^;o communica-
tion process teaching lessons were presented in the following
hours by the teacher co-trainers with consultant assistance.
f
After each lesson was presented, the groups discussed its inv-
plications and feasibility for use in classroom and home en-
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vironment. At 12:00 noon the groups broke for iunch, .
At 1:30 the large group re—convened ^for the afternoon's
activities, A consultant led a demonstration in one-way,
two-way communication* Two participants were seated at a
table with* a partition separating them from each other. Each
one had ah“ identical set of wooden blocks (two by fours) which
were eighteen inches long. Each board had words printed on
all sides. All the boards were alike except for the fact that
they were numbered from one to four. The consultant arranged
the "teacher's" boards in a particular configuration. The
"teacher's" task was to give instructions to the "student"
sitting next to him in order that the "student" might set his
- boards in an identical configuration. The rule was that
communication was one way only, from "teacher" to "student".
No questions or feedback were allowed. Needless to say the
"teacher" was not very successful, \*Jhen two-way communication
was permitted (question and answer) the results improved mark-
edly. Three sets of participants were involved. The outcomes
were similar for each group. The large group concluded that
two-way communication often takes much longer but is consistent
ly more accurate. Implication for family and school v/ere
stressed.
The consultant then discussed the communication traps in-
to which people often fall in conflict situations. He present-
ed three parts to a conflict situation: self; other; and con-
tent, He suggested that many people tend to "wipe—out" one or
the other of the components thus resolving the problem, but
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only on tlie surface* For a real solution to the problein the
three components all need to be dealt with^ as parts of 'the
whole*
At 2:30 p.m, the large group was divided into the three
* t
groups which worked together.
-in the morning sections. Each
"classroom" group broke into a group of five to make a picto-
rial essay of Garnet-Patterson* During this activity, in
which the groups constructed their symbolic representations
on paper with magic markers, members were stopped periodically
to discuss their own behavior. The "essays" were then posted
and shared with the group*
The next activity was a "trainer of trainers" design
which was not to be seen as transferable to the classroom.
Each member was asked to write a problem which he had in work-
ing with groups. The large group broke into triads with menv-
bers alternately serving as helper, helpee and observer. Guides
for' each of these roles were posted.
HELPEE :
.
State real problem
* Avoid defensiveness
, Listen carefully
HELPER ;
.
Ask
;
clarifying questions
* Reality test communication
, Check' feelings about problem
.
Help. him see the real problem
.
Be open and accepting
.
Do not give advise
OBSERVER ;
.
Did they listen'?
.
Did helper give advice?
.
Did they accept the feelings and opinions?
.
Did helper care?
From 4:30 - 7:30 p.m., the group recessed for recreation
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and dinner. Recreation kits were provided through the efforts
of a representative of The Advisory Committee, who was eitploy-
ed by the D. C. Department of Recreation while the Garnet-Pat-
terson staff provided records and a record player.
i < *
The evening's activities consisted for the first hour and
one half, of more classroom oriented techniques to better under-
stand the communication process. One group had a quiet time
in which participants were encouraged to relax, think and share
with the members. During the last activity of the evening the
total group was brought together. Participants were asked to
look through the past school year and share special and im-
portant events relating to Garnet-Patterson. The faculty co-
' trainers were ^sked to share their feelings relating to the
%
experience of the day and Project. outcomes at Garnet-Patter-
son.
i.
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instructional Skills Workshops
Four Open-Communication Instructional Skills Workshops
were scheduled with the format and plan for each workshop hav-
ing been developed by the Planning Committee* Outside re-
source persons were included in the workshop only when request-
ed by school personnel* Most of the responsibility for irrple-
raentation rested with school personnel who as members of the
organization were intent on creating a positive learning en-
vironment for students in an urban setting* Thus these work-
shops were peer oriented and carried out on the assunption
that school personnel and parents having reached a state of
togetherness can learn much from each other*
Oben-Communication Instructional Skills Workshop
November 20* 1971
Rationale ;
The overall concern of the workshop was to analyze the
factors which can be used as a basis for iirproving pupil per-
formance* Iri-adepth consideration was given to the effective
interpretation and use of the results of the California Test
of Basic Skills which was administered to all of our students
in September, 1971* This testing program was a part of the D*
C* Public School Systems focus on Academic Achievement* In
addition to fostering an understanding of test results and the
effective use of such information, attention was devoted to an
understanding of other factors which affect pupil ^performance*
Objectives
1* To assist teachers and parents in the understanding of test
results and their inplications by providing an inservice
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program utilizing paar rasourca paopla witli axparianca in
tasting. *
.
..
.
>
2. To provida suggastions for the use of test results in theimprovement of classroom instruction utilizing small and
large group techniques for discussion.
3. To provide the opportunity for participants to become
familiar with successful teaching techniques being used bv
others*
4. To improve communication among school personnel and parent
participants by providing an opportunity for sharing of
ideas.
5. To assist parent participants in the development of a bet-
ter understanding of test results and the ways by which
they can be used to improve pupil performance.
Follow Up Activities
Mathematics Itobilization Team Members prepared classroom
profiles. Reading Mobilization Team Members prepared classroom
profiles. Each of the Mobe team members was assigned to a
group of teachers to provide classroom assistance in planning
based on the level performance of individual students.
The planning committee reviewed the responses and reactions
from workshop participants as a basis for developing the sub-
sequent workshop, which v;as held on March 4, 1972.
Open-Communication Instructional Skills V7orkshop
March 4^ 1972
Rationale
The overall concern of the workshop was to develop a more
thorough understanding of the Sequential Inventory of Reading
Skills and the Specific Objectives in Mathematics. The philoso
phical and background information was provided by outside con-
sultant.
In-depth consideration of strategies for the developnvent
of concepts and practical application was provided by the imem-
bers of the Garnet-Patterson Reading and Mathematics Mobiliza-
tion Teams with appropriate in-put from other school personnel
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and parents.
Content teachers presented demonstrations relative to the
development of reading skills in the areas of Science, Music
and Social Studies,
Objectives
i A
1. Teachers and parents will better understand minimum floors
in reading based on the Sequential Inventory of Reading
Skills:
2. Teachers and parents will better understand the Specific
Objectives in Mathematics,
3. Participants will have been given additional opportunities
to become familiar with teaching techniques, used in con-
tent areas, which help students to acquire skills in read-
ing and achieve objectives in mathematics,
4. School personnel and parent participants will have been
provided additional opportunities for sharing of ideas.
5. The skills and e^q^ertise of Reading and Math Mobe Team
Members will be utilized through providing assistance to
subjcet area teachers through demonstrations and cluster
activities.
6. Additional learning opportunities will have been provided
for subject area teachers through the construction of act-
ivities based on the minimum floors in English and the
specific objectives in Mathematics.
7. Participants will have developed the readiness for the ac-
ceptance of follow-up classroom assistance from team mertv-
bers.
Detailed information relative to workshop committees is a
part of appendix H. The summary reports are not included in
this document but were made available to school personnel to
reinforce their skills utilization.
Open-Communication School VJide Activities
Group training sessions, awareness retreats, and instruc-
tional skills workshops necessitated son\o control over group
t
size. However, feedback was continuously used as a means of
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determining ways in which the impact of the Project could be
•
..
.
spread to all students in the school and »to a broader repre-
sentative of parents. Over a three year period, many ongoing
activities were initiated, as a means of providing a multiplier
*
I
effect, based on needs which had been perceived by members of
the school community.
School Wide Assemblies
A series of school wide assembly programs were sponsored
by Project staff over a three year period. Students were con-
stantly appraised of Project activities^ encouraged to raise
questions relative to information contained in the monthly
newsletter, given the opportunity to view filmstrips and slides
of Project avtivities, informed as to how they could partici-
pate in activities and encouraged to use the mechanism of The
Student's Advisory ComiTiittee to the Principal in order to
highlight their concerns.
Career Day Programs
The Open-Communication Project Advisory Committee spon-
sored three annual Career Day Programs, This activity grew
out of the desire by members to sponsor programs in which
their resources might be utilized in the Open-Communication
Project strategy. Career Day was seen as a total school com-
munity effort with Advisory Committee members, parents and
school staff recommending resource people who could relate to
Garnet students on a humane level. The format for the Career
Day Programs emphasized student choices, small group seiTdnars
and informal discussions rather than lecture presentations.
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The organization and inplementation of the Career Day Program
was a joint effort of the 0pen-Communicat4.ons staff arid regu-
lar school staff, especially the counselors. There was no
douht that the objectives of Career Day Programs were met.
Students had the opportunity to choose areas of interest, and
meet with adults informally to discuss those areas in terms of
Ication, and preparation while the entire school communi-
ty had the opportunity to work together as partners to facili-
tate their success.
Parent Day
Parent Day became a regular once a month feature of the
school community life. It provided the opportunity for Open-
- Communication Project parent participants to organize and ad-
minister a regular activity with my knowledge but independent
of any administrative supervision. It also provided a mecha-
nism for parents to be officially welcomed to Garnet-Patterson,
during the school day, to visit classrooms and teachers and to
observe their own children in the regular educational process.
The attendance for these monthly Parent Days has been small
but consistent. There was felt to be a need for better coordi-
nation between administration and parents relating to publici-
ty but the program was sound and we saw it as an inportant
structure in the school community relationship.
Open Beautification Club
The Open Beautification Club met in the 1970-1971 school
year in an attenpt to encourage students to take a more active
role in the maintenance of the school environment. Activities
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Included special clean up and paint up canpaigns. In 1971-
1972 the concept was broadened to a school wide activity in
which all students were invited to participate in several
Cornmunity School sponsored, "Clean-Up and Paint-In" Days.
i A
.
The response was overwhelming.
The Photography Club
The Photography Club has provided an opportunity for stu-
dents to communicate through the visual medium. Under Open-
Communication sponsorship students have learned to take pic-
tures, to develop their film and print photographs on inexpen-
sive equipment. These same students have provided a service to
the school this year by photographing school community scenes,
‘parents at' work in the classrooms and the cheerleaders. They
helped to print photographs for use in the Newsletter, Current-
ly seven photographs from club members have been accepted for
inclusion in the D. C, Public Schools Junior High School Art
Exhibit
,
The Weiqhtwatchers
The Weightwatchers has been sporatically attended as a
mechanism whereby participants have lost substantial body
weight. But it has achieved its goal of bringing parents, school
staff and students together to work on a common problem. The
organization and administration of the activity was shifted to
and accepted by the nurse who is professionally prepared to
assume this responsibility, but who has done so as a result of
her involvement in the Open-Communication Project.
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Curriculum Innovation
.
In 1969-1970 the Open-Communication Project made 'avail-
able fifty dollars to each teacher to use for curriculum in-
novation. This program was instituted on the belief
that teachers need to be able to have the capability to indepen-
dently make small purchases according to their own perception
of classroom needs. In 1972—1973, the school system budget
has included twenty-five dollars for each teacher in a teacher
innovation fund. We feel that this Open-Communication Project
component has served as the stimulus for greater creativity in
the classroom.
Monthly Newsletter
The ninthly newsletter which was the Project's chief
mechanism for dissimination was printed in the schools' print
shop. Students were involved in taking and developing pictures,
setting type and stapling the pages together.
Statement of Progress
In this chapter attention has been devoted to program
modification for 1971-1972 and to the funded program components.
I have shared with the reader the nature of the activities
which represented inportant side effects of the program x-fith
emphasis in those factors which involved the total school popu-
lation. Mindful of the fact that funding was tenporary, I at-
tempted to assist participants in utilizing their talents to
improve the climate of the school beyond the program com|.x>nents
of the Project.
The Advisory Committee members did not receive stipends
for their participation. Never the less the scope of their
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activities reflected the commitment on the part of its members.
Having had the opportunity over a two year period of time to
define their reason for being, the nature of their activities
reflected a confidence in terms of what they were really about
rf A
,
as a part of the schools' self-renewal efforts. It became ap-
parent during 1971-1972 that this group was beginning to see
itself in the position of a change agent on behalf of the
school. Two activities supporting this point of view were the
participation of its representatives in The Board of Education
Ward I Advisory Committee Meetings and the conducting of a
building survey in reference to the needs of the physical piant.
-
This group became so involved in its activities that it voted
'to continue to function with the school beyond the funded period
of The Open-Communication Project.
Continuation of The Open-Communication Av/areness Retreats
and The Instructional Skills V7orkshops by the planning commit-
tee was in direct response to the requests of participants.
It is of interest to note that school personnel and parents
played an even greater role as resource personnel for these
activities. Excited over the knowledge that participant.com-
n^nts, suggestions and reactions v;ere continually used in pro-
gram development. I felt strongly that we V7ere moving in the
direction of building a strong internal on-going support sys-
tem for re-newal efforts.
Upon the coiipletion of 1971-1972 Open-Communication Pro-
ject activities, I announced to the Project participants, the
Advisory Committee and students that I v/ould take a leave of
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absence from September 1, 1972 to July 31, 1973. One of the
proposed activities was to write a dissertation on the field
work conducted durihg the intiation and development of The
Open-Communication Project, My announced plan to make this
i A *
document available to the school and community built in a
measure of rtty accountability to the constituent groups. Si-
multaneously an appeal was made for the continued inter-per-
sonal support as a necessity for meeting the organizational
goals.
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Chapter VII
•
.. .
Presentation and Analysis of The’ Findings
In the previous six chapter, I presented a description of
the development and implementation of The Open-Communication
Project, Attention was given to modifications of program conv-
ponents in such a way as to reflect the evolving and changing
nature of the Project based on in-put from participants and on
external factors which had to do with university participation
and Office of Education funding.
Although extensive evaluation reports were prepared by
the evaluation team for each of the three years of Project
* operation, I find it necessary due to space limitations of
this dissertation to report the findings in terms of each years
program (1969-1970, 1970-1971, 1971-1972), The findings are
based on information^ from the outside evaluation reports^f with
some personal comments in terms of ray own involvement and
observations
,
Survey of Reactions at The End of The Year for 1969-1970
At the end of the year, during the middle and latter part
of May, 1970, the evaluation staff arranged to meet with stu-
dents, parents and teachers and other school staff who had
been involved in the Open-Communication training sessions. At
this time, all participants who were interviewed were asked to
complete questionnaires designed for the particular participant
Russell Cort Jr. and others, Hovjard University-C'g.rnet
Patterson Onan-Communication Project; Final Evaluation Report,
Unpublished (Washington, D. C. - Educational Studies Department.
The Washington School of Psychiatry) 1970 Cliapter
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group. For parents and students, the primary questions were
•
.. .
repetitions of the first two items on the questionnaire given
at the beginning of the training sessions. For teachers, the
form included these and other questions specific to the Project,
I scheduled interviews to provide time for as many students
as possible to meet with the two evaluation team staff mambers
for an hour. Slightly over 50% of all students who had been in
training sessions were involved. After students completed the
questionnaire they were divided into two groups, and each
evaluation staff member talked with a group, asking the same
set of questions. Responses were recorded manually as students
talked, so no statistical treatment was possible or intended.
Similarly, I arranged for all parents coming to the school on
a paid or volunteer basis to meet with two evaluation team
staff members for an hour to complete the questionnaire and to
discuss questions about the Project,
Finally arrangements were made for evaluation staff menv-
bers to meet with teachers and counselors in a series of sn^ll
groups for the same purposes as above.
The following are summaries of these interviews, and of
questionnaire results. Tabulations of the follow-up items
from the pre-training session questionnaire were incorporated
in the final report.
Findings Relative to Parental Participation
At the end of the spring training session in the 1969-
1970 program and just prior to the close of the school year
19 parents were interviewed as a group by the Educational
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Studies Department to determine their feelings about the Open-
Communication Project. Each of these 19 parents*Was a parti-
cipant in one of the three sessions held during the year.
Some had conpleted their obligation tp the Project by serving
as staff aides to teachers and members of the administration.
Some were still working on a regular basis with teachers and
staff. Other parents had used their aide status to nove to
paid positions in the school such as assistant librarian and
community school staff aide.
When asked how they would "grade" the Project on an
academic A, B, C and D scale, parents by and large gave it an
"A" rating using these exanples as grounds:
. Improved my communication with students
. Worked closely with a teacher and found it quite help-
ful and instructive
. Felt the Project was worthwhile and should be continued
. Learned student attitudes
Most parents felt that the Project gave them a chance to
really get to know some teachers well and to communicate in a
meaningful manner. Some, hov/ever, indicated a feeling of ten-
sion with respect to teachers accepting parents' roles in the
school. Their communication with students resulted in making
them feel more a part of the school. Now parents feel that they
can truly understand vrhat goes on in the school with respect to
students. The v/eakest area of communication was expressed in
the link v/ith administration . Parents felt strongly that this
was an area where great improvement was needed. Some expressed
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a need to know more specifically what the principal was doing
with respect to solving problems and a wish that the adminis-
tration show:- more concern with the special problems that
aides were having with rude children and uncooperative teachers.
i A
,
Parents feel that the jobs they performed during this
• u
school year helped unite the school and the community and in-
creased communication among parents.
When asked what would they tell a new group of parents
who would work at Garnet in the future, parents replied:
• Warn them that students will run over you if you are
not forceful
, The experience you will get while working at Garnet is
a better teacher than anything
The opportunity to serve in the school has changed some
parents' basic attitudes toward Garnet. They can better dispel
untrue rvjnors and get first hand information on school pro-
blems. Some parents felt a change in attitude toward teenagers
in general and an increased respect tovmrd them. Other parents
now have a more sympathetic view of the problems that a princi-
pal must face. The Project provided a specific role for parents
but there were some parents who felt it missed the parents
who most needed to be part of the school community. These
parents want to continue meetings as a group after June 12 and
suggested a "Mother's Club".
The educational needs at Garnet as seen by parents enconv-
pass several areas;
, Students need more help in reading
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• Studsnts n©ed inoro training in liow to study
• They need more up to date textbooks • .. .
»
• More supplies for teachers
• More typing, homemaking and sewing teachers and assign
more
' students to these classes (e.g., a student could
take sewing and cooking in the same semester)
^
. Need to separate students by ability, "miy should a men-
tally retarded student be in the same class as regular
students? (Please note that this expressed need is in
opposition to the policy of The Board of Education which
mandates a heterogeneous class grouping)
• Need more specialized courses, e.g,, piano lessons
. More books in the library
. Greater freedom in allowing students to take textbooks
home.
Parents stated that the name of the sessions should be
changed to the learning of specific skills in future sessions.
Some objected to the use of the word "training" since they felt
they didn’t learn skills. Others objected to the use of the
term "Awareness Groups." It was obvious that participation in
the school pointed up to parents, their deficiencies ih the
skills area. They stated that they vrauld have preferred more
subject matter discussion to prepare them for what teachers do
in the classroom and more training on the tasks that they would
have to perform in the classroom. Parents felt strongly that
the length of time that they worked should be clearly establish-
ed at the beginning of the sessions and a clear definition of
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the type of role the parent is expected to play. There was a
resentnent on the part of some parents who, when their first
time for pay was finished, were asked to volunteer their ser-
vices. They also felt that parents should v7ork the entire
school year rather than for some stipulated portion of the
school year. I observed that they saw themselves in a paid
position in the school rather than in trainincr for which they
received a stipend.
By and large they expressed the feeling that the experi-
ences they had this year at Garnet were instructive and vrarth-
while. Itost felt welcome at the school and felt they were
helping to improve the general situation at Garnet.
* Findings Relative to Teacher Participation
On May 25, 1970 a questionnaire was distributed to small
groups of teachers who had participated in the Open-Communica-
tion Project. This questionnaire was designed to obtain from
them some information about and reactions to the Project. As
each group completed the questionnaire a small group discussion
was begun by members of the evaluation team to tease out in
more detail some of the teachers feeling on Open-Communications.
An additional aim of these discussions was to elaborate on any
point teachers found particularly irrportant and to discuss any
areas, overlooked in the questionnaire, which teachers felt
should be included in the final evaluative report on the Project.
The following summarizes the areas discussed and points
raised during these brief discussions.
The majority of teachers said that to them the most signi—
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fleant thing that has conve from the Open-Communication Project
has been an iirprovement of parent/teacher .understanding. Par-
ents now better understand what really goes on at Garnet-Pat-
terson. They felt that the sessions broke down some parental
fears about the school - dispelled some rumors - as well as
some fears parents previously had about teachers. Parents
had previously been rreluctant to come to talk with some teach-
ers; now they do so much more freely.
Additionally, parents' presence in the building helped
them see their children in a different light. They are now
able to see what some of the teacher/student problems are.
All teachers agreed that parent involvement was the best part
" of the Project . However, on the other side of the coin, teach-
ers for the most part felt that parents could have had a more
helpful role if the "training" session offered more classroom
skills to parents. Many teachers said some parents' lack of
familiarity with classroom procedures (e.g. correcting papers,
alphabetizing) was an obstacle to their ability to aid teachers
in the classrooms. Some teachers felt this could be corrected
by providing a three day orientation on school and classroom
operations plus some training session or workshops designed to
help parents develop more skills.
Teachers had mixed feelings about the effects of the Pro-
ject on students. Some felt there have been some negative ef-
fects on children. Tlie sessions helped some children to feel
freer in their communications but had a negative effect on
, Some students became too "mouthy", tootheir school behavior
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aggressive. In the Project everyone was treated equally how^
ever in the classroom that's not the case. Thei^efore during
the Project students were asked to speak up, then told by
teachers to revert to the role of student where they are less
free to be' candid.
Some teachers felt that a lack of maturity made it diffi-
cult and in some cases irrpossible for students to accept this
"equality then go back to a more traditional teacher/pupil
setting. The Project staff hoped that the classroom setting
would be changed in time. Finally some teachers felt the Pro-
ject reached too few students.
Some area of concern to teachers was that the program
^communicated only with a portion of the total faculty. They
expressed a need for more widespread communications. "Even
in Open-Communications," they said, "we broke into small groups.
Rarely did the total group meet. Therefore, communications was
limited to those people within a particular group.
"
Additionally, interchange between program administrators
and participants was perceived to be negligible. In some cases
teachers felt they never communicated with them and to some it
appeared that organization was poor. For exanple there were
consultants on the Project whom they did not see until the end
of the Project. Som felt this was true because there was no
scheduling for consultant services. Scheduling of services
was avoided in order to make consultant services available to
personnel upon request.
An added dimension to the feeling that a broader communi-
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cation system is needed was the expressed feeling that those
in a position to change things (congressmen, city .councilmen,
»
school board members) like over crowded classes-weren' t tuned
in. Some teachers felt time was wasted on rhetoric - that
there was^a -lot of talking with no one paying attention, es-
pecially the administration-in building as ^^^ell as city.
Other areas briefly touched on were the need - as some
teachers felt it - for more teacher input in the selection of
parent participants - It was not made clear why.
One counselor asked that professional group leaders be
available for awareness sessions. Most agreed that the News-
letter was a good idea.
The consensus in each group was that despite the problems
encountered there were more positive aspects to the program
than negative and that it should continue. However, they
would like to see the program continue over a period of years.
The feeling was that one year is not long enough to adequately
assess the "workability" of any Project.
Tabulated results of responses to the questionnaire
follow;
Do you believe there has been a change in the learning climate
at Garnet this year?
YES
26%
Somewhat
22%
NO Don't Know
33% 19%
Have you tried using any innovative teaching materials or
techniques this year?
Yes
71%
M2
29%
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Has there been support for new curricrulum ideas and materials
this year?
Yes No
81% 19%
How would 'you rate the value of the training sessions for you,
students and parents?
Extremely positive
Self Students Parents
23% 4% 32%
Generally quite positive 38% 23% 36%
Somewhat negative 0 15% 8%
Generally quite negative 4%
Extremely negative
How do you generally view Projects at Garnet-Patterson?
' Burdensome 3%
Require time from teachers without their prior consent
or approval 3%
Time consuming, sometinves worthwhile 14%
Time consuming, but worthwhile 38%
No inposition on teachers 3%
View Projects as part of rny regular job 31%
Other (Please Describe) 8%
Findings Relative to Student Participation
The evaluation staff inteirviewed two groups of Garnet-
Patterson students, all of whom had participated in one of the
Open-Communication Training Projects, There were 26 students
interviewed. The purpose of the interviews was to find out hov7
the students felt in June, 1970, about Open-Communications, its
benefits to them as students and to Garnet-Patterson.
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The first area covered in the group discussions was "What
do you think of the Open-Communication Project?*' ‘Did it do
anything, if so what?" The initial response to this question
was rather negative. Most students quickly said they didn't
think anything had come from or been a direct result of the
Project, However, after more discussion about half of the
students agreed that they felt they now Icnow teachers a little
letter, as people, than they did before the Project began,
SoiCie students expressed a feeling of improved understanding not
only between students and teachers but also between parents and
teachers. Here the feelings was that it had been beneficial
to have these three groups, parents-teachers-students, talking
.with one another about the school, \7hile these opinions of
wliat the Project had done were expressed by many students, a
few continued to maintain that as a whole the Project has made
no changes they could see,
• In the areas of their recommendations most students said
they didn't feel their recommendations have been carried out.
In both discussion groups it was mentioned that one recommen-
dation - that of mailing report cards home - had been executed
but that some suggestions they think more inportant have as
yet not been followed through on. Here the exanple most often
cited was the recommendation that the school get new curtains
for the auditorium. It should be noted at this point that
since the interview with students, the school has obtained a
new set of stage curtains and drapes in keeping with the stu-
dents' suggestion.
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A conparative question was asked of 8th and 9th graders.
"Conpared to last year are there any difference 'in' your classes
this year?" There was a difference in the opinion in the two
groups. One felt that there are no differences this year
while the majority in the other group felt there have been
some changes. The only specific mentioned in the latter group,
was that Open-Communication teachers could talk to students
better. In the former group the students felt if there were
any changes, and they could see none, they were the result of
students themselves not the Open-Communication Project.
Interestingly, all students in both groups said to them
money was not the decisive factor in their participation.
Many said they were reluctant at first but that after a time
they really enjoyed the sessions. Most liked the opportunity
to talk and give their opinions. All said they would have
participated without the monetary incentive.
• \\fhen questioned about the quality of education at Garnet-
Patterson most students felt the quality could be raised.
They said, for example, that they feel other area schools
offer more to students. They based these feelings on conver-
sations they've had \o.th friends v/ho attend other D. C. public
schools. Students also expressed the feeling that perhaps
Catholic schools in the area offer more. SoiTve of the conplaints
students had about the educational program was "shaky" student
teachers, cooiDerating teachers vrtio don*t come and teachers v;ho
give students busy work.
Furthermore the consensus among students interviewed was
that the present curriculum at Garnet-Patterson wasn't preparing
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them adequately for what they want to do. They seemed to feel
they are getting help in some subjects but not in others, it
was difficult to get specifics in this area. Students in one
group discussed the topic of tests and their fairness. How-
* i .
ever most girls felt that a needed inprovement is full year
home economics courses (e.g. cooking, sewing)
.
During the interview students in both groups were asked
about their aspirations. "What", they were asked, "do you
want to do when you finish Garnet-Patterson? High School?
College if you go?" On this subject the main concern was
where students would be going to high school, l^ny felt it
unfair that they are required to go to the school in their
‘zone. Some students expressed a desire to go to McKinley or
Coolidge. They seem to feel these two high schools offer more
of what they want than Cardozo. As for their plans beyond
high school, most talked of getting a job rather than of going
to college.
Students were asked to grade the success or failure of the
Open-Communication Project. Most gave the Project a B or a C
No one, hov/ever, failed the Project or gave it a D grade. Ex-
anples of vfhy students rated the Project as they did follow:
A- "V7e talked about a lot of things-about things the
school needs"
B- "It was all right but it didn't accomplish anything -
all v/e did was talk"
.
C- "Tl-iey didn't get everything v;e wanted - got a few
little things that anyone could get".
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Another question asked of students was "what attitudes
and behaviors would you look for if you were going to 'evaluate
changes in a school?" in one group the students said they
would look to see if there was writing on the walls, they would
look at bulletin boards to see if they were "Plain", They
further said, they would look at attitudes and "feelings" but
gave no indication of what attitude or how they could neasure
the "feelings". In the other group students said they would
make some observations in the classrooms to look at student
participation and interest. They would be interested in the
"niceness" of teachers when students ask questions. These
students would want to know what kinds of classes are offered.
But they too would look at the physical appearance of the build-
ing - clean halls, and v/alls. In both groups students all said
they are interested in the change that would take place in the
school.
When asked how students could communicate to parents and
teachers the things they find important, some students suggest-
ed informal conversations. For the most part, however, students
discussed the problem of working parents and their unavailabili-
ty, Rather than talking about how this communication could be
brought about, they talked about why it isn't being done at
present,
Itost students interviewed agreed they want a role in devel-
oping school policy. Some said they wanted to be able to vote
on policy questions. Here again students talked about needed
courses — they restated their feeling that more cooking and
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sewing are needed. They also expressed a desire to have a
school canteen. They suggested that as a’ way to let teachers
know about these ideas they might have use a suggestion box or
petitions.
i A .
The interviewers were left with the feeling that though
students have some complaints about the Project, they general-
ly felt it was worthwhile and that students would like to see
the Project continue.
Narrative Conunents by Teachers
I perceived the Open-Communication Project as a training
strategy for all participants which would through their efforts
result in the self-renewal of Garnet-Patterson. In keeping
with this perspective. I feel it necessary to provide the
reader with a further appreciation of the reactions of school
personnel to the first year's program. A listing of comments
made by these participants in response to three questions is
shared.
Question; Do you believe there has been a change in the learn-
ing clintate at Garnet this year? If yes, or some-
what, in what way or ways? (positive, negative?
Give an example).
Students are more involved in classroom work.
There seem to be less "hall walking" which has helped a great
deal with classroom control.
A majority of the students seem to be j.nterested in attending
class and working tov/ard an education.
Parents learned from direct contact how school operated and how
teachers and pupils reacted and interacted. Parents have
been more understanding. Pupils sometimes did not care
about parents being around.
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Better rapport between parents and teachers. More aqgressive-
ness, students participating in relation, to .the teachers
and administration - negative.
More comfortable climate - easier to relate.
I haven't been here long enough to say, "Yes or No".
Positive — teachers and other adults seem to be more together
and seem to understand the children better.
The lack of discipline negates learning climate.
As the children leave 7th grade they seem able to adjust better.
Question : VSHiat was the best or most successful feature of the
Open-Communication Project, in your opinion?
Group discussions - all or some very inportant points were
brought out.
The presence of parents and students speaking their minds -
giving honest opinions.
Role playing in which teachers and parents reversed roles re-
lative to "irate" parents appearing at school in regards
to disciplinary problems involving their children.
The most successful feature of the Open-Communication Project,
in opinion was the active involveiment of parents in the
discussions on "school problems."
Tlie' fact that many parents were made av/are of the problems the
school is confronted with. This caused many to renew their
support and take a nx^re active role in the school ' s pro-
cedures .
Parents, students and teachers were able to discuss problems in
a more relaxed atmosphere. Parents of "trouble shooters"
were able to observe the behavior of their children and
thereby discover some of their needs,
Tlie ability to get together with parents and students. Being
able to know these people brought about understanding of
problems we all have to face.
The most successful feature v/as the meeting of the minds of
parents, children and teachers to tackle problems v;ithin
the school and the coiTmunity. It also set out to resolve
the issues in constructive ways,
^
The opportunity for parents to participate in the routines of
the school.
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Interaction between parents and teachers which in my- estimation,
produced a more comfortable atmosphere fo'f^'workinq to-
gether,
,
The parents were able to see what was happening in the school
and were able to understand the nature of the problems.
Interaction of three inportant elemants of school community —
teachers, students, parents. It seemed to break down
some major fears parents had of approaching school and
school-related activities. The Project also seemed to
loosen teachers in terms of allowing outsiders into their
classrooms - a very important step toward communication.
Having parents involved actively within the school.
The parents were able to get a better vision of the jobs of
the teachers and some teachers were able to better commu-
nicate with the parents, I had two wonderful parents
working with me. I received materials which were very
helpful
,
Bringing parents into the school, giving them a feeling of
worth as well as a stipend has raised the level of self-
esteem for many of them, I-iany parents have expressed a
greater understanding for the problems parents have been
able to have a positive influence on their children's be-
havior as a result of their involvement,
I consider the "Project" as the most successful and most inpor-
tant, I could see a direct response from it.
The general involvement of teachers, parents, and students and
the sharing of ideas relative to both problems and solu-
tions.
The most successful feature of the Open-Communication Project
was the fact that v/e did get the community involved by
having some of the parents in the community come into the
school and participate.
In my opinion the successful feature of the Project was the
getting to talk to parents and students, to talk about
how they feel about the v/ay our schools are run, and v/hat
changes they recommend we make.
Togetherness of children, parents and teachers, and parent
aides in the building to help us.
Increased the potential for comniunication between teachers,
students, and parents.
Tlie discussions in themselves enabled parents, teachers and
students to get to Icnow each other better and to see each
as individuals.
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I think one of the ^st features of. the Open-Communication Pro-ject was to bring the parents into the school' and. to letthem see some of the problems the schools have with dis-
cipline. To let them see what the teachers have to work
with ( supplies )
.
This Project brought to Garnet an involvement of parents,
teachebs and students that was surely needed. It opened
up the school to the parents, so that they participated in
the every day running of the school. Students became
much more "free" in their actions and speech. The teach-
ers learned more about the direct community and parents.
Opened channels that provided insight into parental problems,
student problems and problems of the teachers.
Group discussions.
Open-Communication brought the teachers, parents and students
close enough to talk about problems that concern all menv-
bers of the community.
Question; What would improve the Open-Communication Project
most if it could be done over?
More parents and students on a longer period of time.
Eliminate Saturday sessions, have more livelier activities,
show more up-to-date films on "issues" being discussed.
If the larger salaries v;ere eliminated to some degree and the
. money spent on more supiolies and obtaining more parents.
More directed discussions. Problems listed in order of irrpor-
tance. Definite objectives to be discussed in each group
session. To be held during the school day.
If there was a way to shorten the training session periods.
It is a long time, even with the breaks, to sit on Satur-
days, I know it was exhausting to have those three days
right in a row.
The improvement that I see in the program should be centered a-
round an orientation program for parents during the regu-
lar school day before entering the program. I think then,
the insight of the parent about school problems would
seem more realistic.
More group meetings after initial meetings - should meet during
balance of year - periodically. a3so my experience with
my parent v/as not fruitful, ray parent could not come regu-
larly and, therefore, was not able to be depended on.
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Change the name of the training session. Select parents v/ho
could really be of help in the* classroom&c.^nd in the
building. Have a "training" session^ or workshop 'for
parents so that they will be able to’ assist both the
students and the teacher, A workshop that will show them
how to correct papers, write on the board, etc,
I would make the people operating the program more accessible
and more communicative in terms of goals, procedures and
expectations. Often the program seemed to be wallowing
in verbalization with absolutely no direction, I had
feelings of uselessness and futility - not at all construc-
tive feelings in a program of this sort.
Have a training session for parents before using them as aides
in classrooms. Clarify the purpose of sessions. Some
feedback from suggestions that are made.
Change the name of the sessions because they V7ere not training
sessions, (This teacher can only see training as it re-
lates to cognitive skills),
I think you should conduct your questionnaire immediately after
the Project, I don't think there was enough of the real
.
problem kids in the Project,
Seek ways to deal with those problems that are beyond the scope
of the school. Certain problems discussed are inherent in
the community they have a great influence on the school,
but the school does not have the jurisdiction over such
problems etc.
The- Open-Communication Project can be inproved by having more
parents involved and involvement of teachers in the plann-
ing of the program.
More money to hold parents for full year, get more students
involved.
Single directorship.
Increased orientation, increased background on objectives.
To bring in parents with more experience to work in classrooms.
Greater involvement of our student population. More men in the
Project. Rotate the groups from one consultant to another.
Include mere staff members (custodial, cafeteria, etc.)
14ore groups over a longer time period.
More parents, more teachers.
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Participation by members of the U. S. Congress or their staff
members, especially those who serve on cojranittee dealing
with education and appropriations. Also" selected members
of the D. C, School Board should attend sessions.
Recommendations From The Group Training Sessions for 1969-1970
The responses of the evaluation team interviews and ques-
tionnaires -refer to the recommendations which were made in the
group training sessions,
I viewed group training sessions as ones in which parti-
cipants could get to know each other better and learn to under-
stand more about their ability to make a contribution in the
renewal efforts of the school through a discussion or diagnosis
of the conditions in the school and its immediate comnninity,
^Hopefully, parents would understand that the school was a re-
flection of the community which it served and the school leader
ship was anxious to have all groups stop blaming someone else
for the existing conditions and get busy, using a positive ap-
proach, with efforts to enhance the image of the school.
Each group was facilitated by an outside consultant v/ho
attenpted to help its members concentrate on the tasks. By
the end of the year, 189 recommendations had been developed in
the group training sessions and the out-comes to each were
presented from an administrative point of view to the entire
school faculty before the close of school in June,
A sanpling of the one hundred eighty nine recommendations
as consolidated by Project staff, consists of nineteen recom-
mendations, and the outcoiites.
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CURRICULUM
R^prnroendations ; Two opposing recommendations ^ere' submitted.
Training Group I wants Black Studies integrated into
the regular curriculum and not taught separately.
Training Group II wants a separate Black Studies pro-
gram, Training Group III made no recommendation re—
^garding Black Studies.
T. Several teachers have attenpted to integrate contri-
butions of outstanding black persons and literature
into their traditional units of work - ie,, a Unit
on outstanding Painters and Periods of Art History:
A Multi Ethnic approach, and a unit on Neglected
Literature, Others have attenpted to initiate coirv-
plete units in Black Studies ie,, Afro-American Music
and Grooming for Girls of Color.
Modernization
Recommendations : Keep curriculum modern.
Outcomes ; Teachers have ordered some of the most current materi-
als in their subject matter area. An increase in the
amount of money for supplies, as coiipared with pre-
vious years, has been made available through the cen-
tral administration. Especial attention should be
directed toward materials for Home Economics ordered
by teachers in this area.
Recommendations : There should be double periods for such sub-
jects as shop and Home Economics,
Outcomes : To be explored for developing the September schedule.
Reading
Recommendations : Obtain some library books about sports.
Outcomes : Yes. Paper back books purchased for library.
Recommendations : Teachers should have interesting classes us-
ing new materials and new ideas.
Outcomes ; New materials ordered through the Project.
Teacher interns and teacher associates were free to
use innovative methods and tried these out in their
classes.
Substitutes
(
Recommendations
:
Teacher substitutes should be known to be
competent, othen-zise word gets around and students
either don't go to class or attend and misbehave.
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Outcomes ; The School Board has just adopted a policy to hire
persons from the community as short term substitutes
who presumably can relate to student&i • .This, assumes
that rapport between substitutes and students will
inprove the behavior of students.
Recommendations ; Students preparing to teach should have more
direct experiences in the community as well as in
‘the school. Besides their assignment to supervised
student teaching their training period should include
tutoring, work with pupils, or similar age groups in
clubs, assistance with athletics, individual help to
pupils having legal difficulties, supervised field
team work under the Pupil Personnel Department,
academic assistance to pupils returning to school
from long absences occasioned by illness, incarcera-
tion in institutions, and child bearing.
Outcomes ; Inplementation of these proposals is basic to the
training of personnel being trained through Open-
Communication. Teacher Associates and intern teach-
ers have time in the day for participation in such
activities. The school has accepted 27 junior
students from American University for pre-student
teachirig participation.
MATERIALS AND PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Recommendations
;
Need transparencies.
Outcomes : Material ordered and transparencies made by Howard
University audio-visual center.
Teachers developed some at Howard's curriculum lab-
oratory.
Recommendations ; Repair window shades.
Outcomes: Request submitted.
PROCEDURES
Recommendations ; Discuss tentative rating with teachers earlier
in the year so meaningful improvement can be made.
Outcomes; Results of classroom observations are made available
to teachers in writing v/ithin twenty-four hours after
the post observation conference.
AIDES
Recommendations ; Provide guidelines for teacher aides.
Outcomes : Periodic meetings held to review practices and pro-
cedures.
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R^coiTOT
,^
nd^tions ; For every teacher-aide combination there
should be one planning period.
Outcome: Some ti^ could conceivably be .used for planning be-fore and after school where people feel strongly
about this. ^ ^
PARENTS
A A •
Recommendations ; They also said they would like to see more
cooperating with the school and that correc-tion starts in the home.
Outcomes ; Presentation of Project certificates to every parti-
cipant was designed to inspire persons to increase
-their cooperation with the school.
Recommendations ; Announce a regular weekly visiting day for
parents at the school. Parents should be utilized
in all phases of school operation.
Outcomes: Thirty parents were available to assist when the
Union threatened to have a teacher walkout.
, STUDENTS
Recommendations : Need tighter control in assenODlies and
cafeteria.
Outcomes : Being dealt with through "Project Tighten-Up".
Recommendations : V7e should celebrate our school by having a
Mr. Garnet-Patterson as well as a Miss.
Outcomes : Recommendations given to the Committee in Charge of
Assemblies.
COMMUNITY ADVISORY COUNCIL
Recommendations : Should get publicity for the Project. One
role is to study Garnet-Patterson community and re-
commend irrprovement : Civic, recreational, economic,
health, housing, welfare, education and beautification.
Outcomes : Assisting in Publicity. Article in one Afro-American
edition. Newsletter widely distributed now.
GROUP TRAINING SESSIONS
Recommendations : Need to keep each group's identity intact.
Outcomes: Provisions to be made through after school workshop.
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Questions
Recornrnendations ; Could tliey fonn a special pdirerit* Club?
Outcomes : Yes.
Student Affairs
RecoiTffnendations : Restrict Garnet—Patterson enrollment to stu-
dents who maintain, at least, a "C" grade average.
. Oy^tcomes: Legally, we have to attenpt to educate all children
who live in our school zone.
Findings - 1970-1971
The findings for the 1970—1971 Open—Communication Project
are reported on the basis of the following data from the evalua-
tion report^^. The data was obtained from interviews which
were conducted'during the regular school day. I arranged a
flexible schedule in order to allow participants to free up
for participation in the evaluation process.
INTERVIEWS
A. Staff Interviews
As was stated in Section II, General Learning Corporation
evaluation team interviewed 15 staff members who were randomly
selected from among teachers, administrators, and support staff
at Garnet-Patterson. These same 15 people were interviewed at
four different times between January and June 1971. By con-
ducting interviews with the same sample, the team attempted to
assess staff attitudinal growth and change as a result of Open-
Communication Project efforts. This section presents a brief
summary of our findings.
^
Russell Cort, Jr. and others, A Report on The Evalua-
tion of The Second Year of The Open-Communication Project at
Garnet-Patterson Junior High School . Unpublished Document
(Washington, D.C. General Learning^Corporation Evaluation
Systems Department) 1971 Chapter IV.
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1* Coinmunications
The chart on the following page shows the type of re-
sponses made by the 15 staff members to the question of how
they viewed the level of communication at Garnet. The numbers
represent the staff's attitude on this question at different
.times during the year.
. Three represents a positive attitude
• Two represents a somewhat positive attitude
• One represents a neutral attitude, indicating no
change in communication whatsoever.
The reader should note that these numbers have been as-
signed to subjective comments made during interviews. The
.scorer reliability of these ratings has not been verified.
(Interviews were purposely designed to be open-ended in order
to allow respondents to discuss their views at length). For
the sake of brevity, the comments elicited during these 55 in-
terviews have been summarized.
STAFF ATTITUDES
Re: Level of Communication at Garnet
Respondent Interview 1
Januarv
Interview 2
March
Interview 3
Mav
Interview 4
June
1 3 3 3 3
2 1 1 1 1
3 2 3 — —
4 3 3 3 3
5 3 3 2 3
6 3 3 2 3
7 3 3 3 2
8 3 2 2 3
9 3 3 2 3
10 3 3 3 -
11 3 2 3 -
12 3 3 2 < 3
13 3 3 - 3
14 3 3 3 -
15 3 3 - 3
Averaae 2.80 2.73 2.42 2.73
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In January resp>ondents were asked specifically who if
anyone was speaking or listening more (i.,e., self / teachers,
parents, students, etc.). In March and May they were asked if
they had noticed any change in communications in the previous
two months. They were asked this question again in June, but
in relation to the entire school year.
As can be seen from the chart, most staff members had
noticed an improvement in communications at Garnet by January
of 1971, Of these, all but one felt that an improved level of
communication at Garnet since the Open-Communication Project,
But the nurabers do indicate at least the existence of a positive
feeling concerning communications in January, Several staff
. members specifically commented that their speaking and listen-
ing attitudes towards parents had changed, mainly because Open-
Communication brought parents physically into the school and
thus created an opportunity for this type of communication to
occur,
A few staff members felt that the level of communication
had deteriorated somewhat in May. Some stated that at times
cooperation at all levels was not what it could be; others
stated that they saw less of the parents in the school than
during the first semester. However, the majority of respon-
dents felt that communication efforts at Garnet v;ere sustained
at a fairly positive level throughout the year. It is inter-
esting to note that several staff members cited specific groups
and even individuals whom they felt had made increased efforts
to communicate during the year
.
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2. Staff Attitudes
a. Towards Garnet
The team also made an effort to determine or at
best "get ^a reading" on the attitude of staff towards Garnet-
Patterson, In January, staff were asked if their feelings to-
wards Garnet had changed in any way during the Fall. As we
stated in the January report*, several staff members had chang-
ed their opinion of Garnet since September. It is interesting
to note that one respondent saw the change not in Garnet but
in his understanding of the situation. Another responedent. in-
dicated that the opportunity to get to know people better had
mde him change his thoughts about Garnet.
The majority of staff indicated that their attitude tov/ards
Garnet was initially positive and that it remained so through-
out the school year. Two staff members cited the administra-
tion's increased concern over students cutting classes as a
factor which indirectly made them feel more "positive" about
Garnet. Other staff commented that their attitude was now
more positive due to individual changes which ranged from in-
creased staff cooperation to general inproveraents in the pro-
gram at Garnet. It should also be noted that at least a few
staff men^rs did state that Open-Communication efforts v/ere
directly responsible for their change in attitude,
b. Towards Teachers
VThether Open-Communication is directly responsible for
changes in staff attitudes toward other teachers is impossible
*Results of December Interviews, GLC, Evaluation Systems
Department, January 1971.
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to say, but of the 12 staff members interviewed in June, five
stated they had changed their attitude toward other teachers.
In ali cases this change was in a positive direction, with
staff becoming "more understanding and more open, " The re—
t A .
inaining seven staff members felt no different towards teachers
at Garnet, but they also indicated that a positive relation-
ship already existed.
c. Towards Administrators
Eleven of the 12 staff members interviewed in June felt
they had not altered their feelings towards Garnet administra-
tors. Six of the 11 also pointed out that a positive rela-
tionship already existed. The one respondent whose feelings
'did change, stated that the ability to see two points of view
had created a more positive attitude, on his part, towards the
administration. It is interesting to note that this respondent
felt this change resulted from communication efforts begun in
the Open-Communication Project.
d. Towards Parents
Six of the 12 staff members interviewed in June indicat-
ed a change in their feelings towards parents. They found
parents (by June) to be more helpful and more cooperative.
They also felt they had a greater understanding of parents and
that "parents are good to have around." Once again, it is im-
possible to directly correlate this change in attitude with
Open-Communication activities; nevertheless, it was the Open-
Communication Project that brought these parents into the school
and thus afforded staff the opportunity to develop this under-
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standing,
.
e. Towards Students
,
-
Some staff indicated they had changed their feelings
towards students as a direct result of Open-Comraunication Pro-
ject efforts. One staff member felt more lenient tov/ards
students; another felt that he is learning more about students
ss time goes on; and a third found it easier to work with
students
.
f. Toward Parent Assistants
Four of the 15 staff members interviev/ed during the se-
cond semester had parent assistants working v/ith them. Of this
small group, most felt that parent assignments went fairly
‘ smoothly. Only one staff member who had a parent assistant
the first semester requested not to have one during the second
semester.
One staff member commented that the parent working with
him' found it difficult initially to adjust to her classroom
role. This staff member stated in May that the parent was now
performing her duties faily smoothly. Another teacher comment-
ed in I^rch that it was difficult to assign activities or tasks
to a parent. Again, however, the situation seemed to have
been resolved by May when some staff members commented that the
assignments v/ere going well and that the parents seemed eager
to contribute
,
One point raised by several staff members was the need
for some type of formal orientation for parent assistants.
The one-to-one introduction given to second semester parents
by the departing parents, v;as beneficial.
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Additionally a few staff members also felt it would be bene-
•
.. .
ficial to allow more time for parents and, teachers to itteet
with each other at the beginning of the semester. Comments
seem to indicate a need (by staff) for parent assistants to
* A .
have more training in order to perform their specific assign-
ments*. According to one staff member, parents need a job
description that fits their particular assignment so that they
will know specific tasks they are to perform.
3. School Climate
One of the objectives of the Open-Communication Pro-
ject was to lessen tension within the school. In an effort to
determine the relative extent to which tension existed this
“year, interviewers asked staff in June to .compare the school
climate (tension, student and staff attitudes, etc.) at the
end of the year with the climate at the beginning of the year.
Four respondents commented that no noticeable change oc-
cured in this area, Tliree staff members indicated that they
thought attitudes had inproved — teachers were working to-
gether to a greater degree and were making a concentrated ef-
fort to implement plans. Respondents also stated that, in
general, the climate seemed more relaxed and that teachers'
attitudes seemed more optimistic.
When asked to conpare school climate this year with the
climate last year, the majority of staff members reported that
there v/as a definite inprovement . Specifically, comments in-
dicated that a more relaxed or settled atmosphere existed;
^Parents have also repeatedly made this point.
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that "things are better," and that the staff seems even closer.
•/'tin
.
,
Five respondents attributed changes in the climate directly to
the Open-Communication Project. One staff member stated that
this past year was exceptionally busy and that "we wouldn't
have had all the cooperation for the many Projects and commit-
tees if not for Open-Communication."
4. Follow Up on December Retreat Assignments
At the Deceiriber retreat, students were assigned activi-
ties or projects to help promote Open-Communication. In Jan-
uary at the skills \\^Drkshop students requested help from teach-
ers in conpleting these assignments. In March and again in May,
staff members were asked if they had assisted students in im-
'plementing these retreat assignments. Of the 15 staff members
interviewed, six recalled being "drafted" to assist students
and, of these, five reported they were unable to coirplete the
assignments with the students because they were unable to meet
with the students involved. However, the reason they cited
most often was that the students failed to approach them.
5 . Overall V7orthv:hileness of the Open-Communication Project
The most direct source of feedback on the inpact of
Open-Comnoinication activities can^j from the participants them-
selves. The evaluation team attempted to address this issue
by periodically asking staff hov/ worthv/hile they thought re-
treats and workshops were. The general staff view of the merits
of the Project at any point in time v:as ovenhielraingly positive.
It is interesting to note, however, that in March and in May
some respondents indicated that Open-Communication activities
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had produced good effects, but that these were "wearing off."
One staff member felt there should be better spacing of work-
shops and retreats so that there would be consistent Open-
Communication activity every month rather than having two re-
* i A .
treats in the Fall and one at the end of the school year.*
Overall, however, staff found the Open-Communication acti-
vities to be extremely worthwhile. Individual responses varied
but staff comments did indicate a strong endorsement of Open-
Communication efforts that:
. Encouraged parent involvement at Garnet
. Opened channels of communication between teachers,
parents, and students
• Created a "feeling of togetherness" and provided
* opportunities for communication to occur
• Provided a financial reimbursement to parents and
students interested enough to participate.
It should be noted that staff members viev^'ed Open-Commu-
nication activities in a positive light even at a time v;hen
the requirements of the central administration resulted in
heavy staff pressures. In fact, when asked in r-lay how they
felt morale V7as, some staff replied "low, " v/hile others made
specific reference to the fact that they were "tired and dis-
gusted" and "worn out." One respondent felt that Open-Commu-
* Since there were Open Communication v7orkshops scheduled dur-
ing this time, v/e can only assume that this respondent did not
attend or vra:s confused about v/orlcshopc were strictly Open-
Communication activities. Retreats were in September, December
and Hay.
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nication activities produced the cooperative climate so badly
needed during the year when so much staf f
^
committee* work was
required. When asked to grade the Open-Communication Project,
four respondents gave it an A and seven gave it a B, These
high grades indicate staff member satisfaction with the Project.
When asked what was the most successful feature of the
Open-Communication Project this year, the majority of respon-
dents replied that the retreats were the most satisfying. Two
staff menibers cited parent involvement as the best factor,
while two others commented that the relaxed feeling on the part
of students and everyone involved was the outstanding feature
of the Open-Communication Project.
Along these same lines, staff members were also asked
what they considered to be the weakest feature of the Open-
Communication Project, or the part most in need of improvement.
One staff member expressed a desire to improve workshops be-
cause he felt they basically repeated the same points rather
than presenting new techniques. Another felt workshops were
scheduled late in the day and a fatigue factor existed. The^
irerging of Open-Communication sessions v/ith the Academic
Achievement Program sessions presented a conflict for at least
one staff member, who felt people were v/orking on too many
committees. The need for greater numbers of parents to parti-
cipate in Open-Communication was also cited by one respondent
as an area in need of inprovement. Planning of retreats was
viewed by one staff member as a weak point; he felt that the
organization of all three retreats was generally the same and
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that the same general questions and, exercises were used.
The evaluation team also asked Garnet staff how the Open-
Communication Project had affected them personally, of the 12
staff memibers interviewed in June, none made specific references
to personal changes resulting from their involvement in the
Open-Communication Project. Their responses included:
• A greater awareness of other people
• An increased ability to communicate with each other and
with parents.
• A "better" feeling resulting from the opportunity to
communicate with parents and students without adopting
a formal teacher role.
Three felt that the Project had not affected them.
Staff members also made specific references either to
groups or individuals whom they felt Open-Communication had
directly affected, A few staff members commented on student
attitudinal changes resulting from Open-Communication: one
student seemed to have a better outlook; other students had
"changed for the better" and seemed "more relaxed". Two other
staff members commented that teachers seemed warmer and that
one teacher in particular had exhibited a change in attitude
tov/ards both students and parents. Staff also indicated that
parent attitudes had changed and, as one respondent commented,
"I've heard some parents say that since the retreat they have
a different outlook on the school,"
6. Needs at Garnet
Staff members were asked periodically to comment on
v/hat they viewed to be the outstanding needs at Garnet. Re-
sponses included: the need for an improved, up-dated curricu—
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lum; a need for learning centers; a need for smaller classes
•/'S. ....
and more teachers; and a need for a specific time or opportu-
nity for teachers to communicate with their students on a
more personal hasis. The great majority, however, cited one
overwhelming need, namely, to lessen the numiber of students
who roam the halls and disrupt classes.
B, Student Interviews
Eighteen students were interviewed to assess attitudinal
growth or change which may have occurred as a result of the
Open—Communication Project. The following groups of students
were randomly selected;
. 6 attendees at the Septemiber retreat
*
. 6 attendees at the May retreat
. 6 students who did not participate in any of the
retreats.
The six students who attended the Septemiber retreat were given
follow-up interviews throughout the year. The non-retreat in-
terviev/ees were not always the same six students, but they v/ere
randomly selected for each interview period. (Tliis was done
to get a cross section of non-retreat students. ) The six se-
lected from the group attending the May retreat were given
follov7-up interviev7S at the end of the year.
It should be noted here that follow-up interviews with
some students who participated in the September retreats were
imiDossible to complete. The difficulty of locating particular
students, coupled v/ith the number of students absent during in-
terviev/ periods, limited the results obtained. A total ox 38
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student interviews were administered, of the six September
retreat students only one was inteirviewed > all four tines. The
total number of interviews given to this group was 14 (out of
a possible 24). Each of the six students in the December re-
i A .
treat group, however, was interviewed all four times.* The
following section presents a brief summary of the interview
findings.
1. Student Participation
One overall objective of the Open-Communication Pro-
ject was to increase staff and student morale and motivation.
The evaluation team tried to document indicators of student
motivation by asking how "active" they were in Garnet, i.e.,
'with what activities or Projects were they involved. Addition-
ally, interviev/ers attempted to assess student iniative by
asking what, if anything, students were doing for Garnet-Pat-
terson. The responses of students who attended the September
retreat indicated only minimal participation by this group in
any activities. Also, none of these students volunteered to
undertake any activity which would benefit Garnet. But, as
one student stated, he did not volunteer because there was
nothing to volunteer for. He felt that no organized activity
along these lines existed,
Tlie students who attended the December retreat showed a
much higher level of previous participation in school Projects
and activities than the students in the SeptenilDer retreat
group. Serveral of the December retreat students stated in
*See Summary Table of Open—Communication Interviev/s, Section II
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January tliat they were participating in and volunteering for
Projects. None, hov/ever, felt their part^ipation was a direct
result of having been in the Open-Communication Project, /vlso,
as the year progressed, participation lessened. Thus, there
is no direct evidence that Open—Communication activities en-
couraged participants to join or "volunteer" more.
The evaluation staff Hieiribers were able to interview only
four of the six randomly selected May retreat students. Three
of the four, however, stated they had noticed a change in conv-
munications at Garnet. Students commented that teachers in
particular "get along better" with students and that now teach-
ers seem to listen at least some of the time. During each in-
'terview period (January, March, and May), the evaluation staff
randomly selected six students (two students per grade), who
had not participated in Open-Communication activities. It was
hoped that information gathered from these students would
serve as a baseline against which some gross comparisons in at-
titudinal change could be made between Open-Communication and
non Open-Communication students. The responses made by the
students were, however, quite general, and their participation
in school activities or in volunteer projects to help the
school v;as minimal.
2. Communications
Responses made in Oanuary by the September retreat stu-
dents concerning communications tended to remain constant
throughout the second semester. In January, v;hile the majority
of these students did not feel anyone v/as listening any better.
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half the students interviewed felt they were speaking out more.
The majority of SeptemlDer retreat students did ^*eel ' others
were speaking to them more and that they themselves were list-
ening more. During each subsequent interview, students v;ere
i *.
.
asked if they had noticed any new change in communications at
Garnet (i.e., more listening, more talking). From their re-
sponses, it appears that no change occurred in student views
regarding communications from January to June.
Responses made in January by the December retreat students
concerning communications were overi'/helmingly positive. All
felt that at least some element of the school (i.e., students,
teachers, administrators) were speaking out and/or listening
'more. This positive viewpoint was consistently maintained un-
til June by five of the six students. The other student also
felt that communications had increased at Garnet by January,
but he stated in May that this level of coromunication seemed to
be v;earing off. In June, however, his view was that overall
during the year there had been a change in communication v/hich
resulted from the fact that people were both listening and
speaking out.
Three of the four students vmo attended the May retreat
indicated that they sav7 an improvement in communications at
Garnet during the past year. Teachers in particular seemed to
listen and talk vjith students more.
TdDOUt half of the non-Cpen-Comraunication students felt
that communications had improved at Garnet during the month
prior to their interview. Specific responses, hov/ever, as to
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who was communicating more, were quite vague,
3, Attitude Toward Garnet—Patteryinn
Of the six September Open-Coimnunication students who
were interviewed, two reported at a later interview that their
views of Garnet had not changed. The actual feelings of these
two students towards Garnet were quite general; one student
responded "It's OK," and the other made no comment. One stu-
did indicate in January that his views towards Garnet had
changed. "This year things are better... it makes me feel ^
better about the school." In March, May, and finally in June,
this student maintained this positive view. It is interesting
to note also that the remaining two students did voice more
'positive feelings for Garnet as the year progressed.
Three of the six December retreat students stated in Jan-
uary that they had changed their feelings towards Garnet-Pat-
terson. One student responded, "I used to call Garnet a pri-
son^ but since the rGtreat,.,we changed our opinion," Another
replied that when he first came here he thought it was terrible.
This year he feels it's much better, especially since Open-
Communication has more trips and things and they are involving
everybody, " These three students also thought that the Open-
Communication Project (i.e., the retreat) was responsible for
the change in their thinking. All three continued to vie\i;
Garnet in a positive light throughout the second semester. As
one student said in June, "In September I thoughtiGarnet was
dull. Now Garnet is a good place; we have activities. Open-
Communication gives us a chance to relate to others."
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It is Interesting to note also that one student changed
his behavior towards Garnet as his feelings toward' the Op>en
Beautification efforts changed. This student responded,
"First I used to write on the lockers. Now because of Open
Beautification (I) see students trying to keep the school neat
and ny writing has slacked off."
One student did not feel he had changed his views about
Garnet but he stated his view was positive all along.
Finally, there was also one student whose feelings towards
Garnet became more negative as the second semester progressed.
In June, this student cited the following as his reason for
feeling this way. "I did change my feelings about Garnet after
> I came back from the retreat, but not now. After the retreat
I thought teachers might change. Some did, but others are the
same so my feelings went back to what they were before."
The majority of students interviewed who attended the May
retreat commented that they had not changed their feelings a-
bout Garnet during the past year. Only one student elaborated
on his feelings by stating he felt Garnet was "OK". One other
student did indicate a change from feeling negative in Septenw
ber to positive by the end of the school year. His reason was
that classes and activities at Garnet since December interested
him more.
Tlie majority of non-Open-Coramunication students interview-
ed had little to say about what they thought of Garnet-Patter-
son. Their overall feelings about Garnet did not bhange over
time; many felt Garnet was "OK", a few made no comment at all
on this point. One student did state that fighting had de-
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creased. Another coraraant made indicated student concern with
the poor facilities at Garnet,
,
.
4* Overall Worthwhileness of Open-Conununication Project
The interviewers periodically asked the six September
retreat students how worthwhile they felt the retreats and
workshops were. Two students responded positively. One was
personally affected by the Project; he now talks and speaks
to other people, "Before I didn't hardly talk to anyone, now
I do," Another student who attended the retreat in September
responded in March that the Open-Communication Project had re-
sulted in less fighting and in more people talking to each
other. In May, this student still maintained that Open-Commu-
'nication efforts were worthwhile.
One September retreat student when interviewed in January
and in March felt that, although the retreat was enjoyable.
Open Communication did not have any real effect on the school.
In llay, however, this student did cite one positive effect,
namely, that the retreat had enabled him to talk more freely
cind to get to know teachers cind students better. At the end
of the year this same student responded that the Open-Communi-
cation Project is v;orth^-/hile, but could not cite any specific
reasons for feeling this way.
Finally, one September retreat student when interviewed
in March stated that he could see no changes resulting from
Open-Communication as far as students were concerned. Teach-
ers, this student felt, did speak out at the retreat and said
"they'll do things, but, "back at school things still remain
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the same,"
In June, the evaluation team was able to interview only
two of the students from the September retreat group. In re-
sponse to the question, "What was the best part about the
4 A .
Open-Ctomraunication Project?" one student said "retreats," and
the other replied "the assemblies were the best feature.
"
Neither could cite any weakness in or need to iitprove the Pro-
ject. Both students e^qjressed a desire to have the Or>en-Coro-
nainication Project continue next year. As one student comment-
ed, "Let other people have a chance to see how it is."
December retreat students were also asked periodically to
provide direct feedback on what they felt v/as the impact of
'Open-Communication activities. The overall view -of these stu-
dents concerning the merits of Open-Communication was extreme-
ly positive. Individual responses varied, but their comments
do indicate that students noted the following as worthwhile
effects:
.
Increased ability of students to express themselves
• Teachers listening to students and students seeing
teachers as "humans.
"
• Less roaming through the halls as a result of Open-
Communication parents serving as monitors.
.
Increased communication, with more people talTiing
to students now and more teachers listening to stu-
dents ' problems
«
.
Enjoyment in participating in Open-Communication
activities.
When asked in June what was the best part of the Open-
Communication Project, five of the six December retreat students
replied "the retreats." Tlie one remaining student commented
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that everything about the Open-Conrounication Project was good.
Additionally, students were asked what they themselves
got out of the retreat. Their individual responses indicated
that their level of communication increased. Specific comments
* « .
serve as exanples; "I listen more; I speak more freely;" and
"I have a better understanding of the teachers."
Students who attended the May retreat were also asked if
they felt the Open-Communication Project as a whole was worth-
while. These students were unable to comment on all Open-
Communication activities throughout the year. They were, for
the most part* \inaware of the Project until they attended the - '
retreat. Nevertheless, their comments, even after their brief
Texposure, are worth noting. One student commented that the
Open-Communication Project had resiilted in better teacher-
student relations. Another commented that the Project gives
people an opportunity to know teachers as they really are and
provide a way for everyone (parents, students and teachers) to
communicate better. Three of the May retreat students inter-
viev/ed graded the retreat an "A", VJhen asked specifically what
they got out of the retreat, student comments indicated their
endorsement of the discussion groups in which everyone (teachers,
parents and students) talked together and said what they really
thought. One student commented that this retreat resulted in
a better understanding on his part of the administrators.
VThen asked what v:as the best part of the Open-Communication
Project, two respondents stated "the retreats." Others cited
as the best features of the Project the stipend and the oppor-
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tunity to get to know people better. None of these May retreat
students could cite any weakness in the 0pen-(^1rrttnunication
>
Project. They all stated that they wanted the Project to con-
tinue next year.
Few Of the non-Open-Coinniunication students were able to
give an opinion of the worth of specific Open-Communication
activities. These students commented that they did not really
know anything about Open-Communication at Garnet. However,
the majority of non-Open-Coinmunication students did feel that
Open-Communication is a worthwhile Project. They related the
following points to the Open-Communication Project; teachers
are doing more to help students; Open-Communication resulted
^in Garnet getting new auditorium curtains; Open-Communication
parents seem like fun to work with; and that students are not
marking on walls as much.
5. Needs at Garnet-Patterson
One overall Project objective was to make the
school more responsive to the needs of its students and the
Garnet community. Students were asked periodically what they
felt were the pressing needs of Garnet. Responses from the
sartple of September retreat students varied. They ranged from
a request for a longer lunch hour and fewer rules to an ex-
pressed need for improved facilities, more discipline, hall
monitors, and less class cutting.
December retreat students were also asked what they felt
were the pressing needs of Garnet. Again responses varied,
but comments stressed the need for less roaming through the
halls and for keeping older students from entering and disrupt
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ing classes. Other stated needs included; more or inproved
facilities; changes in certain teaching methods;' more male
teachers; more regularly scheduled activities; and nore ways
of showing students the good things about Garnet, how Garnet
"is together,
"
The one outstanding need cited by the May retreat students
was for improved physical facilities and equipment.
The non-Open-Communication students were concerned with
the same general areas. Comments indicated that even the non-
Open-Ck)mrnimication students wanted less hall roaming, fewer
disruptions in class, more student respect for teachers, and
improved physical facilities and textbooks,
C, Parent Interviews
1* First Semester Ooen-Coimminication Parents
In January, the evaluation team randomly selected
and interviewed six parents involved in the Open-Communication
Project at Garnet, The results of these interviews were re-
ported in the January report,* By March, these parents had
completed their assignments and were no longer with the Pro-
ject, The evaluation team again intervie\^ed these same parents
by phone in an effort to see how they viewed the Open-Communi-
cation Project in retrospect.
Parents were asked what they got out of participating in
the Open-Corririunication Project, Responses indicated that, in
general, parents gained a greater understanding of the students
and of their children. Feelings of satisfaction and a
* Ibid.
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sense of closeness resiilted from the cornmunicatjLon which tooX
place among parents, teachers, and students. Their comments
indicated that they felt the Open-Communication Project provid-
ed them with an opportunity to draw their own conclusions a-
bout Garnet. As one parent stated, "I found out that Garnet-
‘ Patterson was not as tough a school as people would have you
think.
"
These parents thought that the Open-Communication Project
was worthv/hile and had definitely helped Garnet-Patterson. In
particular, one parent cited the fact that student class cut-
ting was reduced as a result of the presence of parents. An-
other commented on the fact that better relations with the
administration had resulted from parents being in the school
and seeing the responsibilities faced by the teachers and the
principal
.
When asked what they thought vras the best part of the Pro-
ject, parents had much to say. All agreed that an outstanding
feature of the Project was the opportunity it gave them to be
in the school and to w^ork daily with the students. Also the
communication between parents, teachers, and students resulted
in a sense of togetherness and a greater understanding by par-
ents of the internal operations at Garnet.
Parents \vere also asked to comment on what they felt was
the vreakest part of the Open-Communication Project. Their re-
sponses varied:
,
Open-Communication needs more workshops and retreats—
with less time lag in between
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• Open-Coramanication needs a way of providing those par-
ents who are extremely interested in the
-program with
an opportunity to work in the school on a regularbasis (as volunteers)
• C^n-Communication needs to work at sustaining the im-
proved conununications resulting from the retreats
‘ 4 A «
• Open—Communication needs to give all parents specific
class duties; some parents did little in the classroom
• Open-Communication needs to clarify exactly v;hat parents
are allowed or not allowed to do.
An overall objective of this Project was to increase the
level of communication. Parents were asked if they had noticed
any change in communications at Garnet during the tine they
were there. Only one of the six parents felt that parent eind
teacher communication was lacking. The remaining five thought
-‘that, as the semester progressed, there was greater freedom to *
speak and that everyone v/as "opening up." In general, the par-
ents felt that by January, communications in the school v;ere
much more relaxed.
The evaluation team was also interested in determining
whether parent participation in the Open-Communication Project
produced any kind of a "ripple" effect in the Garnet community.
Parents were asked if they ever talked to other people in their
neighborhood about the Open-Communication Project. Four of
the six replied that they did, and stated that they spolce fair-
ly often with other neighbors and, in one case, with parents
at another school. In general, the Open-Communication parents
talked about the Open-Communication Project, the retreats, and
the fact that Garnet as a school, "is doing good things."
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2. Second Semester Parents
Throughout the second semester, 1;he e^iiiators at-
tempted to interview six new Open-Communication parents on a
regular basis. The evaluation team talked with these parents
in March, in May, and again in June. Because of scheduling
difficulties it was not always possible to interview all six
such time. The data gathered, however, are summarized
below.
a. Selection ;
All parents interviewed stated that an Open-Conw-
munication staff member contacted them by phone. This was
followed up by a letter of acceptance to each parent.
b. Assignments :
All parents were given tlie opportunity to choose
from a list of assignments in different subject areas. In
cases where tvro parents chose the same area, Open-Communication
staff made the final selection. All parents interviewed stat-
ed they were satisfied with their assignments. One suggestion
was made, however, concerning parents who have children at Gar-
net; that is, that they should be allowed to visit their child-
ren in class.
By May, parents had a little more to say concern-
ing assignments. A couple of parents felt that there should
be more for parents to do in the classroom and, specifically,
that there should be an orientation during which parent duties
should be clearly defined.
c. Attitudes Tovrards Garnet
The second semester Open—Communication parents
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differed from the first parent group .in that they had no
qualms or doubts coming to work at Garnet,.* A couple of par-
ents interviewed knew about Garnet from their experience in
the PTA. The others had heard little about Garnet prior to
6 .
their coming. In general, parent attitudes towards Garnet
were positive when they began their assignments and they re-
mained positive throughout the school year.
Parents Views on Open-Ctommunication Goals ;
The majority of the second senester parents repli-
ed ' I that the main goal of the Open—Communication Project was
to help the children at Garnet and to understand them better.
Getting parents to know teachers was cited as another Project
goal. Finally, one parent commented that the goal of Open-
Communication was to get parents and other out aiders to feel
free to come into Garnet so that Garnet will be viewed by
others as a better school. In May, the parents intervievred
still supported these Open-Communication goals,
e. Needs at Garnet-Patterson
The need to reduce class cutting and hall rQaming
was cited by two parents as a pressing issue at Garnet, Stron-
ger discipline, in general, was also a strong concern of two
parents. One parent commented that there was a great need for
increased parent participation at Garnet and for teaching more
(and more modem) trade skills to students. It is interesting
to note that even though parents cited "problems, " their over-
<
all morale as they reported it was high. All felt satisfied
with their work and no complaints were voiced in March or in I4ay,
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In May# after they had been working in the school
for awhile# parents were asked how they viewed the communica-
tion among parents# teachers# and students. All replies were
* ^
.
positive. The general feeling was that communications between
teachers and parents were good with both groups talking and
listening to each other more. Parents still felt this way
about communications in June. They also specified that now
(in June) more students were talking and discussing things
with parents. In fact, two parents stated in June that they
had changed their feelings about students since coming to '
Garnet.
g* Overall Worthvrhileness of Op^n-Communication
Parent views on the worthwhileness of the Open-
Communication Project were always positive. Specifically par-
ents commented that the Project helped them to understand both
the students and the adiidnistration in a itanner not possible
through participation in the PTA. They commented that another
worthwhile effect of Open-Communication was the actual parent
learning (skills or acedemic) that took place.
H^en asked what the best feature of the Open-
Communication Project was# parents replied that working daily
in the school was the best part of the Project. One parent
added that the most successful feature of Open-Communication
was the fact that children gained from the Project,
Comments concerning the weakest part of the Open-
Comauinication Project varied. One parent stated that more ef—
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snould t>o dlirectsd towaxd gstting incr©as$^ parent parti-
cipation from the Garnet community. Another parent felt that
everyone in Open-Communication should work together so that
all Open-Communication participants would be aware of Project
plans.
Two parents felt that Open-Communication had af-
fected them personally. One now treats her daughter different-
ly and understands her better, and the other stated that she
has a greater understanding of people as a result of working
at Garnet.
D. Open-Communication Project Staff Interviews
The Open-Communication Project staff were continuously
and directly involved with Project activities throughout the
year. Also, all but one of these staff members* had served
on the Open-Communication Project during the previous school
year and, therefore, they had first-hand knowledge of Project
goals and could view the progress of Open-Communication efforts
retrospectively.
In June, Open-Communication staff members v;ere inter-
viewed concerning the overall Project objectives, the success
of specific Project components, and Open-Coiiimunication progress
to data. Staff were also asked to comment on changes within
Garnet resulting from Open-Communication. Interview data are
summarized belov/.
1, Project Objectives
^
Since one of the objectives of the Open—Comnuinica—
tlon Project was to reduce tension in Garnet, the evaluation
team asked Open-Communication staff if they felt the Project
four Project administrators and staff*That is, three of the
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accomplished this objective. Their
-responses j^ndicated that
this objective was met. It should be noted, however, that staff
viewed this as a long-range objective, and that Open-Communica-
tion activities moved people along in an "evolutionary" fashion
towards this end. As one staff menber commented, "There are
^^ttled—up tensions which Open—Communication is getting people
to communicate about". Staff members felt that Open-Communi-
cation parents had gone beyond the stage of being polite and
were beginning to really open up. Parents, in particular, were
more responsive and less "frightened". As a result, there was
a feeling of acconplishment at having reduced tension,
A second Project objective was to develop internal con-
trol, resulting in a reduced need for external authority,
Open-Communication staff unanimously agreed that the Project
accomplished this objectives. Staff cited specific indicators
or achievement towards this goal including;
, Fewer cases requiring police action at Garnet this
past year
, Fewer referrals of students by teachers, and more indi-
vidual visits by students to administrators
, Increased responsibilities assumed by parents, and in-
creased parent initiative, (e,g,, parents required no
external administrative authority in organizing for
Parent Day at Garnet)
, Increased student initiative in planning activities
, Acceptance of increased resixjnsibilities by teachers and
administrative staff this year, (External deimands
from the school system have increased and many are as-
suming mtore than their regular dxtties and often serve
without payment,
)
Open—Communication staff stated that these objectives did not
undergo revision or change during the course of the year. They
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did point out, however, that activities stemming from Open-
Coimnunication (the photography club, and the 6peri Beautifica—
Committee) did increase* More—over, the various services
and activities provided by these clubs coincided with overall
Open-Coinmunication objectives.
2* Chancre s, in Education and Learning Environment at Garnet
The Open-Communication Project has served as a vehicle
for change at Garnet—Patterson during the last two years*
Open-Communication staff were asked to assess any changes which
had occurred with respect to education and the learning envi-
ronment* Responses from Open-Communication staff indicated
that there has been an iirprovement in the total school climate,
.with more teachers \7orking together* Some teachers also felt
that students were working harder, and that, by the end of
this school year, they were not fighting among themselves* One
staff member felt that it was increasingly possible for bright
students with academic interests to perform openly*
Open-Communication staff also comnK)nted that the Academic
Achievement Program (aAP), introduced by the D* C* School
System, affected the learning climate at Garnet* The AAP re-
sulted in Open-Communication efforts aimed at increasing teach-
er slcills through interdepartmental workshops*
3, Structural Changes at Garnet
Open-Communication staff were also as]>ed if any struc-
tural changes had resulted from the Project this year (i*e*,
changes in policies, procedures, programs, comitiuni'.iy relations).
The responses indicated that since many school policies are
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established by the Superintendent's office, relatively little
structural change would occur in the course oi ^a. year,' Soma
changes were cited, however, and these included the develop-
ment of the Advisory Committee into a regular working group;
i ^ ,
the inplementation of a regular Parent Day Program; the im-
plementation of the extended homeroom; and the initiation of
teacher visits on a voluntary basis to students' homes.
While the Open-Communication Project has not directly
affected student achievement (in any measurable sense), staff
members did feel that parents were more concerned about test
scores this past year.
4. Parent Participation
' The heaviest single expenditure of the Open-Communi-
cation Project was the allotment to the parent participation
component. Given the constraints on evaluation time and the
unique type of Project being dealt with, it was inpossible to
undertake any type of cost benefit analysis. All that can be
determined at this time are the subjective perceptions of the
Open-Communication staff and participants concerning the value
of the parent participation component. The Open-Communication
staff viewed this conponent as vital. Staff thought that these
parents provided feedback to the community and served to build
trust between the school and the community. The responses also
indicated that the behavior of some students had inproved as a
result of having parents assist in the classroom.
Open-Communication staff commented in retrospect on the
pressures which facilitated or inhabited the progress of the
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Open-Communication Project. Staff credited Project facilita-
tion to parent involvement, the concern o£ certain Advisory
, Committee members, the grovrth of Garnet staff, and the growth
of parent self-confidence. Inhibiting forces cited by Open-
i 4
Communication staff included the poverty conditions and ghetto
activities that operate around the school and in the
neighborhood community? a need for more organized activities
for students; and the need for fuirther coodination and rede-
finition of roles and responsibilities.
5. Staff Questions About the Open-Communication Project
The evaluation team wanted to determine the issues or'
questions that Open-Communication staff themselves had regard-
ing the Project. They recognized that people had mixed feel-
ings concerning Open-Communication and they wanted to kno\'? how
people really felt about the Project. Tliey were also interest-
ed in learning how to continue to "free up" individuals so that
they' would not be threatened by authority.
6. Essential Features of Open-Communication Project
Finally, the evaluation team a.sked staff to comment
on the essential features that should be considered if the
Open-Communication Project is to be vieii^ed as a model that could
be inplemented by others. Responses indicated that Open-Com-
munication staff vie\-/ed the following features as necessary
for iitplementing a successful Open-Communication Project:
.
The establishment of an Advisory Committee
.
Concerted "patience" in attenpting to establish an
effective Advisory Committee (the Committee's involve-
ment is a developmental process)
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. A willingness on the part of the Project director and
principal to be available and actively.^involved in
Project activities, including participation' in* aware-
ness sessions /
• A concerted effort to enlist parent involvement in the
Project and an awareness that parents do want to get
involved
• Some type of group process, such as retreats, which
will keep parents, teachers, and students in contact
with each other
• An activity designed to open-up the school to be
community Ce.g. Parent Day)
• A willingness, when necessary, for committees to
modify their activities so that the external demands
of the school system are also being met
.
A method of providing adequate preparation and assign-
ment of duties to all parents worMng in the school
. Some type of instructional slcills workshops for teachers
Care should be taken to adequately plan for all wrk-
shop participants, particularly parents if they attend.
The evaluation team felt that the factors listed above
are largely self-explanatoryand that they describe key elements
of the Open-Coinmunication Project at Garnet-Patterson.
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Findings 1971-1972
•
.. .
The findings for 1971-1972 are presented in terms of a
summary of questionnaire data as was presented in the evalua-
tion report,
.SUMMARY OF QUESTIONAIRE DATA
Parents, teachers, and ninth grade students were asked to
comment both on individual program components and on the over-
®11 sffectivienss of the Open—Communication Project, This
section of the report summarizes opinionnaire results in four
main areas: Skills Workshops, school atmosphere, retreats, and
general questions about Garnet and Open—Communication,
Skills Workshops
Teachers were asked to what extent most Open-Communication
Skills Vtorkshops helped them with instructional planning and
with incorporating the teaching of reading and math into their
classes. Twenty-seven teachers responded to these questions.
Forty-eight percent of those teachers said the Skills Work-
shops had helped them a great deal with instructional planning;
another 41% said the Workshop had given them "some" help with
instructional planning. Eleven percent thought the Skills
Workshops had helped them slightly. In the area of incorpo-
rating the teaching of reading in their classes, 48% of the
teachers felt that the Skills Workshops helped them a great
deal and 48% felt that the V7orkshops provided "some" help.
H, Russell Cort Jr. et.al. End of The Year Survey of
The Open-Communication Project at Garnet-Pa"tterson Junior High
School Unpublished Document, General Learning Corporation Ed-
ucational Services Division, Washington, D.C. 1972.
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Only 4% felt that they had been helped slightly by the Work-
shops. Twenty-three percent of the respondents thought that
the Workshops had helped a great deal to inprove their ability
to incorporate teaching math into their classes; 69% felt the
i ^ .
Workshops had helped "some" in this area. Four percent said
the Workshops helped only slightly, and another 4% said that
they didn't help them at all with incorporating the teaching
of math into their classes.
We asked teachers to what extent the Skills Workshops had
promoted improved communications. Seventy percent of the 27
respondents said the Vforkshops had helped inprove teacher/
teacher communications a great deal. Nineteen percent said
they helped "some" and 11% said they helped only slightly with
teacher/teacher communications. Teachers were less positive
about the inprovement of teacher/adininistrator communications
than they had been about teacher/teacher communications. Forty-
eight percent of the 27 respondents felt that teacher/adminis-
trator communications had been helped a great deal by the V7ork-
shops while 37% felt it had been helped "some". Seven percent
said the Workshops helped teacher/administrator communications
only slightly; another 7% said they did not help teacher/admin-
istrator communications at all.
Fifty-two percent of the teachers strongly agreed with the
statement, "the Skj.lls Workshops have helped inprove teacher/
student communications, " while 41% "somewhat" agreed, and 7%
<
"somewhat disagreed. " The majority of teachers——82%——strongly
agreed with the statement "the Skills Workshops have helped
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improve teacher/parent coiranunications. '• Eleven percent "some-
what" agreed with that statement, while 7% "strongly disagree"
with it* Thus we see that while the Shills Workshops provide
teachers with some instructional and planning knowledge, the
i A ,
greatest benefit seems to have been in the area of inproved
communications among participants, if responses to the ques-
tionnaire items are indicative of relative benefit.
Although it was felt that the Skills Workshops may have
been beneficial to all participants in some way, we asked teach-
ers to indicate for whom they thought the Workshops were most
and least beneficial. Not all teachers responded tp these
questions; however, 36% of those 25 who did respond to the
‘question, "For whom were the Workshops most beneficial?" felt
they were most beneficial for teachers; 44% said they were most
beneficial for parents; and 20% said they were most beneficial
for students. Sixty-five percent of the 23 teachers v;ho re-
sponded to the question, "For whom were the Workshops least
beneficial?" responded "other staff (counselors, custodians,
cafeteria workers ) . " Seventeen percent said students gained
least while another 13% thought administrators benefited least.
Four percent said parents benefited least from the Skills
Workshops
.
Ninety-five percent of the 20 parents who answered our
questionnaire had attended a Slcills Workshop. Seventy-nine
percent felt it had been very helpful for them and 21% felt it
had been somewhat helpful. As with teachers, parents v;ere ask-
ed for whom they felt the Workshops i>rere most and least banefi-
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clal. Not all 20 parents responded .to this question, but of
those 17 who did, 47% felt parents had benefited nost; 24%
said teachers; and 18% said that students—
-in their opinion-
had benefited most from the Skills Workshops, Another 6% said
i ^ .
that administrators had benefited most from the Skills Work-
shops, and 6% said that other staff received the most benefit.
Parents, like teachers, felt the Skills Workshops were
least beneficial for "other staff" (73%), Twenty percent said
students benefited least while another 7% thought parents had
gotten the least from the Skills Workshops,
Students were also asked about the Skills Workshops, Most
(75%) 9th grade student respondents indicated that they had
'never attended a Skills Workshop, The other 25% said they had
attended at least one Skills Workshop, Those who attended
found it very helpful (59%) or somewhat helpful (25%). Sixty
percent of those who said they had attended a Skills Workshop
indicated they had done so last year, not this year.
Retreats
Teachers were asked if the Retreats had helped inprove
communications and rapport among participants. All 27 respon-
dents said yes; Retreats irtproved teacher/teacher communica-
tions and rapport. Seventy-eight percent said it ircproved
greatly while 22% said it was somewhat inproved.
Nearly all of the 23 teachers felt the Retreats helped im-
prove teacher/adjninistrator communications and rapport. Fifty-
eight percent said it was inproved a great deal and 33% said
it was somewhat inproved. Another 8% felt that there was only
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a small amount of inprovement. Teacher/student communication
and rapport was inproved by the Retreats according to 93% of
the teachers. It was the opinion of 60% of the teachers that
it irrproved a great deal. Another 24% of the teachers said it
i ^ »
improved some while 16% said it inproved a little. Communica-
tion between teachers and parents was seen as the area of
greatest improvement by teachers—96% said it had inproved be-
cause of Retreats. Of that 96%, most felt that communication
had inproved a great deal.
Parents were also ashed about inproved communications. Of
the 20 parents who responded to our questionnaire, six had at-
tended one Retreat, two had attended two Retreats, seven attend-
-ed three Retreats, and one had attended all four Retreats.
While parents felt there was inproved communications among
all participants, their greatest agreement was in the area of
parent/student communication. All 16 parents felt the communi-
cations and rapport between the students and themselves had
improved. Twelve of those 16 said it inproved a great deal;
for said it inproved some. The second ranlced area of greatest
inprovement was parent/teacher communications. Lihe teachers,
parents felt that there was greater understanding between par-
ents and teachers as a result of the Retreats. Fifteen of the
16 parents who attended Retreats felt parent/teacher rapport
had increased; only one did not. Twelve of those 15 felt it
had inproved a great deal; the other three felt it had inprov-
ed some. Parent/administrator relationships v;ere viewed as
inproved by 15 of the 16 parents in attendance at Retreats.
However, there v/as more divergence of opinion as to how much
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it improved than there was in other areas. Twelve parents
felt parent/teacher coiranunications improved a great deal; two
felt it inproved some, while one felt it only improved a little.
it can he seen that both from the parents' and teachers'
point of view the Retreats were outstanding for effecting
overall inprovement in communications among participants, and
particularly good in improving parent/teacher communications.
Although it is evident from comments made that parents
and teachers found the Retreats beneficial, each participant
was asked—along with students—to indicate for whom they felt
the Retreats were most and least beneficial.. There was more
agreement on who benefited least than on who benefited most.
All three groups of respondents
—
parents, teachers, students— -
agreed that "other staff" (cafeteria v/orkers, custodial staff)
benefited least from the Retreats. This was indicated on the
opinionnaire by 40% of the students who attended the Retreats,
80% of parents vjho attended, and 52% of the teachers who attend-
ed. However, parents felt that students and parents benefited
most and equally from the Retreats while students felt they
themselves had benefited most. Fifty-tv/o percent of the stu-
dents in attendance at Retreats said students benefited most,
after which they felt teachers and parents benefited most and
equally. Teachers, on the other hand, were divided in their
opinions; nine teachers said teachers benefited most, nine
said students benefited most, and nine said parents benefited
most. From this we can summarize that Retreats had positive ef-
fects on all participants. No group viewed itself as the group
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who benefited least and all felt their own group had benefited
to about the same degree as any other group, ^This" is further
substantiated by the verbal feedback participants provided to
those people who did not attend Retreats, Parents and students
who did not attend Retreats were asked if they had heard a lot
about the Retreats from those people who attended and if, based
on what they heard, they thought they might like to attend. All
parents and 80% of the students who did not attend a Retreat,
ir^dicated that they had heard a great deal about Retreats and
that they would like to attend one.
General Questions
All participants were asked some general questions about
^Garnet and the Open-Communication Project, We hoped that
through these questions we would be able to find out if or to
what extent the Open-Communication Project had an impact on
the school's atmosphere. Teachers and parents were asked to
what extent they agreed with the statement that the Open-Conv-
munication Project helped create a better learning environment
at Garnet, Parents felt more strongly than teachers that the
Project did create a better learning environment. Seventy per-
cent of the parents said they "strongly agreed" with the state-
ment and 29% said they "somewhat agreed", while only 37% of the
teachers "strongly agreed" and 44% "somewhat agreed". Another
11% of the teachers "somevrhat disagreed" and 7% J.'strongly dis-
agreed" with this statement. We have no data that indicate
what criteria parents or teachers used v/hen answering this
question. However, teachers were asked v/hether they thought
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students had inproved academically over the past three years.
They answered with the same reservations they had' about the
learning environment. Forty-five percent agreed "somewhat"
that students had improved academically. One can only specu-
late that perhaps teachers feel that academic achievement is
more directly tied in with the overall learning environment
than do parents, thus influencing their feelings about the
level of improvement in the general learning environment at the
school
.
In the area of student discipline, teachers and parents
again disagreed. Eighty-nine percent of the parents felt the
Project had at least improved student self-discipline somewhat
jtfhile only 40% of the teachers felt that way. Fifty-nine per-
cent of the teachers disagreed—22% strongly—with that idea.
Sixty-eight x>ercent of the students themselves felt they had
become more disciplined because of parent involveiTiant in the
schools (made possible by the Project), Again, we have no
data that indicate the criteria used in making these judgements.
Therefore, no explanation can be given for the differences in
the opinions of teachers, students, and parents. One can again
only speculate that expectations may differ across groups, in-
fluenced by role and task. Teachers, because of their role
and tasks, may have a greater need for inproved student disci-
pline than do students themsleves or parents, Tims their
criteria for what constitutes improvement may be more strin-
gent, <
Teachers and parents agreed that the Project has helped
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reduce tensions in the school. Eighty-five percent of the
parents and 82% of the teachers said yes when 'as’Ked
' whether
>
the Project has somewhat or greatly irrproved tensions in the
school. Here we can only conclude that while teachers and
parents differ on the specific areas of improvement (e,g,
discipline)” and the extent of that improvement in the school
the Project, its overall influence is seen—almost
equally by both teachers and parents—as positive. As for
what the Project has done to give parents and teachers a feel-
ing of having greater influence in the school, 72% of the par-
ents felt "strongly" that the Project had given them more in-
fluence in the school and 22% felt they had become at least
."somewhat" more influential in the school because of Open-
Communication, On the other hand, only 23% of the teachers
felt "strongly" that they had become more influential in the
areas of school operations and policies and 42% "somewhat"
agreed that they had become more influential,. Since we have
no baseline data, it is not possible to determine what the in-
creased feelings of influence on the part of parents and teach-
ers mean in any concrete sense. But we can hypothesize that
since parents had not traditionally been as actively involved
in the day-to-day school operations as they were during the
Open-Communication Project, they began to feel more influential
as they participated in school activities and performed various
new roles—aides, librarians, assistants, tutors, community
liaison personnel, ad hoc counselors, etc. Thus, it would
seem that as a result of their increased active participation.
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they felt they exerted a greater direct influence in the school.
Parents, students, and teachers were, ’asked about their
feelings of involvement with Garnet, we wondered if the Open-
Coimnunication Project had made participants more concerned
vlth the school. In all cases there was some indication of
increased involvement and concern which was attributed to the
Open-Communication Project. Again, parents felt the strongest
about this as they had about their increased influence in the
school; all parents felt the Project had made parents as a
group more interested in Garnet—78% felt parents were much
more concerned with Garnet due to Open-Communication,
,
and 21%
felt parents vrere somewhat more concerned about the school be-
cause of Open-Communication. Itost teachers—81%—thought the
Project had noticeably increased the sense of personal respon-
sibility for and involvement in Garnet felt by teachers, stu-
dents, parents, and administrators. Half the students in our
sarrple felt the Project had made students more interested in
Garnet. Tliirty-five percent "somewhat agreed" v;hile 17% "strong
ly" agreed that the Project had made students more interested
in Garnet. Here it is interesting to note that 18 of the 20
students (90%) in our sanple who attended a Retreat* felt the
Project had made students more interested in the school, while
13 of 27 students** who did not attend a Retreat felt students
w^ere itore interested in the school. This might indicate that
the more direct involvement a student has with the Project,
* tU.though 27 students attended a Retreat only 20 responded
to this question.
** The difference in N for this question from the total sample
(N=126) reflects loss of data through non-response.
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the more positive his feelings are about the Project's influ-
ence.
Parents and teachers were asked if they thought school/
community understanding and relationships had been inproved
through the Open—Communication Project, Ninety percent of the
parents agreed strongly that it had, and 5% agreed "sonewhat"
that school/community relationships had improved. Teachers,
on the other hand, while they agreed that school/community
understanding had improved, were more divided on the extent of
that inproveraent. Fifty—two percent agreed "strongly" and
41% agreed "somewhat" that th<^re had, been inprovement due to
Open—Communication , Because of a lack of baseline data we can
'only hypothesi z:e what this difference in opinion between teach-
ers and parents means. We felt it may indicate the intensity
of parents' past feelings of alienation from the school. Per-
haps their increased participation in the daily workings of
the school served to reduce their feelings of alienation and
to promote better school/community understanding and relation-
ships.
Finally, parents and students were asked if they thought
Open-Communication had mde Garnet a better school. Nineteen
percent of all student respondents said that the Project had
made Garnet much better, 35% said it was somewhat better, and
25% said Garnet was a little better because of Open-CoiTimuni-
cation. Only 12% of the sample said Garnet had not changed at
all because of Open-Communication.
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Seventy percent of the parents in oinr sample felt the Open-
Communication Project had made Garnet a much better sctiool.
Twenty percent felt it was somewhat better because of Open-
Communication; 5% felt it was a little better because of Open—
i *. .
Communication, No parent felt the school had not improved at
all because of Open-Communication,
Parents and teachers were asked if they knew what the
Garnet Advisory Committee was and what it did. They were also
_
asked how much contact they had with Advisory Committee members
during the past year. Data indicated that while parents and
teachers know of the committee, they have only limited contact
with and information about its specific activities.
The goal and objectives of the Open-Communication Project
dealt, in the main, with attitudinal change, which is diffi-
cult to measure because of its subjective nature. From the
data collected, however it is evident that participants feel
that positive attitudinal gain did occur, most noticeably
among parents but significantly among teachers as \ircll. There
was certainly little, if any, indication that Open-Communica-
tion was considered a neutral or negative influence in the
school. Rather it appears to have been a positive force which
served as a mechanism for iitproving the school • s internal har-
mony as well as for improving the school ' s relationship with
the community.
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Chapter VIII
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Reactions# Conclusions and Implications
for Further Stn<^y
The major purpose of this study was to identify, describe
and analyze from a participant-observer point of view the ma-
jor actors, events and time frame in development of the Open-
Communication Project and its effectiveness as a strategy for
self-renewal of an urban junior high school. Tlie. objectives
which were set forth that have been met will be discussed in
the conclusions. - . - - .
'A description and analysis of the existing circumstances
and conditions in the school and its social setting prior to
the development of the Open-Communication Project has been
presented in Chapter four. The report and analysis of the
modification and implementation of the Open-Communication Pro-
ject from 1969-1972 has been presented in part in Chapter four
and completed in Cliapter five and six. A delineation of the
areas of effectiveness of the Open-Communication Project as a
strategy for self-renewal of an urban school must be drawn
from the findings as presented in Chapter seven.
Participant-Observer Reactions to The Open-Communication Project
From a participant-observer point of view, it is inportant
for me to share some of my reactions to the Open-Communication
Project.
.
Any school vfhich servos a coiriiTunity in which parents
have extra time during the day, can initiate activities to
utilize their efforts to some e:ctent in improving the learning
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environment of the school.
.
• In the interest of scheduling activities at a con-
venient time, and for the sake of communication I deem it
best to operate on a single school basis in order to facili—
4 .
tate self-renewal efforts.
Support from Central Administration and The Board of
Education need to be obtained as a means of enhancing the vi-
sibility of the schools self-renewal efforts and changes for
success* It would be helpful if that support took the form of
additional resources beyond the initial funding period
• Tlie principal needs to be prepared to accept informa-
tion and utilize it as a basis on which to make decisions that
are necessary to achieve the goals of the institution
• The principal needs to feel confident enough not to be
threatened by apparent criticisn\s directed at the administra-
tion* He or she must understand that it is easier for people
to biame others than to admit to personal inadecxuacies, how-
ever, once people who are affected by decisions understand
that they have some influence on those decisions, they will
tend to increase their efforts to achieve the goals of the in-
stitution* Boards of education must provide adequate time and
support for principals to develop this confidence*
• Tlie principal needs to be able to modify his style of
leadership according to the situation* He must be prepared to
analyze the situation in order to determine when his style
should be high-task and low-relationship, lovr task and low re-
lationship, low task and high relationship or high task and
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high relationship
• The principal must recognize and accept the * responsi-
bility for the inprovement of the instructional program and
must seek many other ways in addition to classroom super—
vision, Open-Communication and community participation help
. The principal must understand that change is a slow
and gradual process and any efforts utilizing outside change
agents in the self—renewal process should be so designed as to
eventually negate the needs for their services and replace
them by services of people on the staff whose skills should
improve during their participation in the change efforts
• Re-training needs to be a continuous effort because
'as persons with increased skills are promoted to other posi-
tions, the process is necessary for newcomers to the school
to feel committed to the institution.
Conclusions
The evaluation findings from this study support the ex-
pectation that the Open-Comiromication Project would help to
bring about a climate of mutual respect among teachers, other
school personnel, students and parents. However, it should be
pointed out that for 1969-1970, it was apparent that as indi-
cated the weakest area of coxmiuinication was expressed in the
link with the administration. This may have been due in part
to the fact that the principal did not participate in the group
training sessions and the consultants functioning in the role
as outside change agents could not respond to questions as
they wore raised by the participants. For the subsequent two
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years of Project activities the principal was involved in all
activities, .
>
Also, obvious was the lack of understanding on the part
of parents that the group training sessions were designed to
bring about a closer relationship among the participants as
they worked towards the conpletion of specific tasks. The
fact that many parents were seeking to inprove their own basic
skills was attended to by granting permission for an English
teacher to develop and implement training sessions for irrv-
proving the effectiveness of classroom parent aides.
The e2Q>ectation that the Open—Comniunication Project would
facilitate the kind of leadership and administration which
'utilizes the participation process as a means of providing in-
put for decision making was found to be a sound one. Recommen-
dations from the 1969—1970 Group Training Sessions were catego-
rized by the Project Staff and acted upon by the principal.
Outcomes were made available to all participants and where re-
comrrendations necessitated a change in Open-Communication Pro-
gram format the changes were made, l-There recommendations ne-
cessitated action on the part of students, teachers and parents,
the administration initiated procedures to bring about the de-
sired outcomes. As has been pointed out earlier, regular
school procedures were modified to provide the kind of flexi-
bj.lity in scheduling which v;as necessary to inform the total
/t.C'
' Brittania W. Capers, A Proposal For and Conduct Of a
Practlcmn Utilizing Training Se ssions for Iimproying_ thQ.^£|ec>-
tiveness of Classroom Parent Aides at Garnet—Patterson Junior
High School , Unpublished Masters' Thesis (Washington, D.C.
Federal City College) June, 1972,
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student body of Open-Corranunication Project Activities as well
as to conduct special workshops to allow schootpereoTi^iel to
examine and provide suggestions
-for the. operational pro-
cedures of the school,
'
i ^ 4
The expectation that the Open-Communication Project would
enhance the image of the school internally and externally
proved to be a legitimate one. During the total three year
operation of the Project few complaints as conpared to other
years were received from irate parents, several principals
from other schools called to obtain additional information
about the Open—Communication Project, visitors who were re—
ceived from other cities inade positive comments about their
‘Observations and compliments were paid by lumbers of the Cen-
tral Administration and The Board of Education, One member of
the Advisory Committee vras elected as Ward I Representative to
The Board of Education having used as a part of his campaign
platform the accomplishments vdiich were being made at Garnet-
Patterson because of the Open-Communication Project,
Tlie final expectation that the Open-Communication Project
would open-up the school to the comrrtunity thus malcing it more
responsive to the needs of the students was justified on the
basis of the number of parents who can^ into the school to visit.
Also on the grounds that the Advisory Committee has chosen to
continue its activitio- beyond the funding stage of the Project
and for the 1972-1973 school year is continuing to meet on a
regular basis.
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As a participant-observer in the Open-Communication Pro-
ject not only did I have expectations at the beginning 'of the
field work, but I am now able to draw some additional conclu-
sions from this study which relate to the statements made by
Averch et»al* and after they reviewed eight studies, enconpass-
ing within system and cross system studies, pertinent to the
organizational approach to change as reported in Chapter two
of this dissertation.
Statement 1; There is a positive correlation between size
of system and degree of innovation,
findings in Chapter seven direct attention to the iiiv-
proved communication at Garnet—Patterson over a three year
period which resulted in part from the Open-Communication Pro-
ject, Yet as principal of the school, on leave to study, and
Project director for the second and third years of program
operation, I am aware of the need for continued inprovement of
the communication process among students, teachers, school staff,
parents and administrators. That there was some irrprovement
within this particular school as a unit or system indicates
that the limited size of the school was helpful in breaking
down some of the communication barriers.
Statement 2 ; Large educational bureaucracies and large
numbers of rules decrease innovation and
adoptation.
The support from the two Assistant Superintendents of Tlie
Itodel School Division during the three years of Open-Communica-
tion Project operation was valuable in that we were given some
leeway in by—passing the intermediate central office staff and
able to communicate directly with the Assistant Superintendent
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relative to Open-Coimminication Activities. The policy grant-
ing principals the right to try different
,approaches as a
means of improving the learning opportunities for students
provided the necessary flexibility not previously available.
i A •
On the other hand, the fact that Howard University, Department
of Education withdrew its support from the Open-Coinniunication
Project is a concrete exanple of the complexity of involving
school system and university personnel in bringing about change
when staff has to deal with large educational bureaucracies.
The 1969-1970 organizational structure which included a direc-
tor from Howard University and three co-directors, two from
Howard and one from Garnet—Patterson was too bureaucratic in
'nature. The leadership team also included the chairman of the
Advisory Committee and thus a complex situation became more
cumbersome. When the Project office was moved from Howard to
Garnet-Patterson the factor of time to get back and forth to
the office, to find a parking space and to try to reach con-
census with university personnel who brought to the Project
the point of view of other professionals wanting definite de-
grees of control was re-directed to internal communication.
Although our efforts of prolonged cooperation with the univer-
sity in this effort failed, we have since been able to re-es-
tablish our cooperative concerns and are worlcing together to
provide "team" support for pupil gro\rth and achievement.
Statement 3 ; Rigidities in a school system can be partly
overcome by an appropriate choice of teach-
ers.
Good relations with the Model School Division's Personnel
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Officer made it possible for me to screen prospective teachers
prior to the time of their appointment to
,
the ^ school • ' Once
appointed during any of the three years of Project operation,
participants were extended the opportunity to affiliate with
' 4 « .
the Open—Communication Project* Teachers who were involved
in the Open—Communication Project enjoyed a much enhanced re-
lationship with students, parents and other school personnel.
Statement 4 ; Rigidities in a school system can be partly
overcome- by appropriate choice of princi-
pals.
The Model School Division involved school principals in
the screening and selection process for n&vf principals. This
procedvure was intended to make the best choices relative to
^principal assignments. At Garnet-Patterson I found it nec-
essary to aggressively attack the problem of initiating action
rather than constantly reacting to crisis situations. It was
this type of effort that became the basis for the Open-Com-
munication Project, Hov/ever, the action initiated had more
to do with process than v/ith program structure which had to
remain flexible to the extent that participants who shared in
the diagnosis of the school's needs also needed the opportunity
to share in the carrying out of recommendations.
Corollary to Statement 4; A principal ' s effectiveness in
carrying out change is posi-
tively related to the amount of
support from higher administra-
tive levels.
This support was evidenced at all central administration
levels. Thus some parents and teachers believed that son^~
thing could and did happen by virtue of the support efforts of
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the school superintendent and the District of Columbia Board
of Education. •
>
Staternent 5 : Innovations in a school system depend upon
exogenous shocks to the system*
Support. for this statement is substantiated by the initial
pilot program with the D, C, School Desegregation Office.
The expertise from the Washington School of Psychiatry and
finally funding from The Office of Education.
During the three years of the Open-Communication Project,
ny role as participant-observer made it possible for me to
function as a leader, as a manager and as just another meiiiiber
of many different kinds of groups. I perceived these role
functions to be critical to ny understanding of the formal and
informal group structures operating with the school. Having
understood some of the dynamics of the human interaction I
was able to modify ny leadership style as the situation demand-
ed in order to utilize information from many different sources
in the decision making process.
The staff-development committee v;hich functioned during
the second and third years of the program replaced the initial
leadership team. Thus in this one area persons perceived as
outside change agents were replaced by others who were a part
of the institution involved in the change process. In as much
as the need for reassessment and renewal is an ongoing process
I saw us begin the process of working our way out of the need
for continuous outside assistance, thus moving tovfards a kind
of stability in terras of an internal support system.
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Because this dissertation is based on action research
attention to some of the important events ds critical,'
The funding agent for the Open-Communication Project set
a precedent when it agreed to accept as valid a process which
6 4 .
would make it possible for parents, students, school personnel
and community representatives to determine the existing condi-
tions in a school and work out a specific course of action to
improve those conditions in their efforts to bring about self-
renewal, Thus the program design for the Open-Communication
Project evolved over a three year period.
It was found that cooperation from Howard University's
Department of Education was critical to the process of deter-
Tnining a course of action for initiating change and group
training sessions# designing group training session activities
as a mechanism for bringing participants together in the help-
ing, sharing relationships needed to diagnose the needs of the
total school. The frustrations of finding a funding agent and
meeting agency guidelines without distorting the direction of
future activities were easier for me to cope with because they
were shared by Howard's personnel and personnel from the Wash-
ington School of Psychiatry,
In addition the opportunity to gain some expertise in
dealing with other organizations and agencies v;as enhanced be-
cause of the cooperative effort. A specific example was the
need to determine qualified consultants at the national and
local level. In the interest of including some of the local
school personnel as leaders in the group training sessions, the
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Washington School of Psychiarty made a scholorship available
for Charles Fields, one of the assistant principals, to attend
a two week intensive group awareness training session at
Holyoke College prior to the first series of Group Training
Sessions; ' touring the first full year of program oi^ration
Valerie Green, the assistant principal who replaced Margaret
when she was promoted to principal of Langley Junior
High School in August, 1969, received a scholarship from the
Washington School of Psychiatry to participate in a two \ieek.
group awareness training session. Both of the scholarship re—
cipents became group session leaders thus emphasizing the
motion that people \fho receive help from others ought to be in
a position to help themselves.
After the completion of Group Training Sessions in 1969-
1970, it is ny iirpression based on comments shared with me by
group participants that there v;as a great deal of concern about
the fact that the number of students in each group vras inadequate
to make an impact on the activities of the group. This may well
have been the case but I am convinced that the physical presence
of students in group training activities caused adult participants
to function in a different kind of relationship V7ith each other.
Student reactions as expressed by them indicated that they lilced
the way parents talked up to teachers. Could these reactions
rrvean that parents were beginning to see theraselves as having
some direct influence in the group? I suppose this v;ar> indeed
the case and this very fact was the beginning of the e:q5losion of
the rryth that professionals are "all loiovjing" in terms or providir
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services to and for children. This situation was seen as
critical to the beginning of effective coiranunication anong
the various groups,
Coirplaints of parents who participated in the initial
group training sessions had to do with the behavior of many
students. Reactions ranged from concern over the need for more
^^scipline in general to shoch over the language patterns (use
of profanity ) of students in their interaction with each other
and with adults. The need to focus on self-respect and re-
specting others was explicit. Thus it was found that efforts
to assist students in developing self-discipline by allowing
them to make some choices relative to elective courses and
“participation in after school activities v/ere enhanced. Over
a three year period it because obvious that parents who in
too many instances had viewed teenagers as destructive and
negative began to talk about their concern and respect for
students many of whom spoke to them and in some instance joked
with them out in the neighborhood.
Evaluation reports together with ny o'i'm observations point-
ed to the in-school participation of parents as the most signi-
ficant Open-Communication Project conponents during the first
year of activities, I suspect that teachers were gleeful over
the opportunity to have parents see from a first hand vantage
point the difficulties with which they had to cope. Beyond
that sharing, hov/ever, was the decided advantage of having
another adult in the classroom to respond to the great need of
students for adult attention. It was comforting to me to feel
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that the responsibility for coping with the many problems was
being shared with parents who needed to vinderstand and 'gene-
rate to their children the impression that education is im-
portant and can make a difference to the future life style of
*
.
students.
For the second and third years of the Open—Communication
Project the parent-in school participation conponent ran a
close second to the Group Awareness Retreats as an inportant
component of the renewal process. Students were continually
elated over the opportunity to live in the same facility with
school personnel and other parents. The informal conversations
at meal time, having adults participate in recreational activies
with them and the opportunity to work together in simulations
and in task oriented activities was a new experience for them.
On the other hand the adults seenved to share the same type of
enthusiasm
. Even though the school ' s schedule was revised to
provide time blocks for teachers to plan and work together it
was apparent that there exists among school personnel the need
for more opportunities to comitiunicate with other adults.
Tlie ongoing Advisory Committee proved to be an important
component of the Open-Communication Project. Established from
members of community agencies and organizations based on a
sur^^’ey of the school attendance zone# it consisted of repre-
sentatives from these agencies, from the Central Administra-
tion of the D. C. Public School System, from Howard University
and from Garnet-Patterson. The members of this coimmittee ac-
cepted the responsibility of advising the principal as well as
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the Project Staff. Early in its development, the members
participated in their own awareness training session ±h order
to facilitate their ability to function together in a helping
sharing relationship. Over a three year period they progress-
ed to the extent of taking an active role as facilitators for
protecting the rights of the school.
A concrete example of such action was their organized
effort to have the school continued by the Board of Education
as a Title I School for the academic year 1972-1973. Highly
terms of specific activities, the committee fornw
ed sub groups to prepare a presentation to the Boards Budget -
sub-committee to canvass the community for supporters in terms
'of attendance at the meeting, to arrange a car pool to provide
transjportation for interested supporters and to present its
case at the meeting. This total effort was successful and thus
the members of the committee were able to recognize the exis-
tence of their potential power in influencing institutional
change
.
The Advisory Committee progressed from a nunber of indi-
viduals with a comriK)n interest, spending a lot of time worrying
about their function to a group of persons who joined together
to assist the school in its general efforts to better meet the
needs of the students and the community. Thus their efforts „
are seen to be very important in improving the communication
process to imke it one in which information flovjs into the
school from the community and from the school to the community.
This capability for effective two v;ay communication enhanced
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the image of the school in its social setting.
•
.. ,
The curriculum development phase of the Open-Communica-
tion Project after 1969-1970 was incorporated in the overall
staff develojpment activities which were designed to up grade
the competencies of skills of teachers# support personnel and
.the school administrators. Parents# students and community
representatives were influential as resources to these training
efforts. Having received from participants the recommendation
for instructional skills training# the Project staff incorporat-
ed these activities into the Open-Comitainication Project as
major program components for 1970-1971 and 1971-1972. A iiove-
ment from utilizing the services of many outside consultants
to an emphasis of utilizing the services of school personnel
in their areas of expertise proved to be a significant one.
The results of these efforts contributed a deal to providing a
stability to the change efforts.
Perhaps one of the best indicators of the effectiveness of
the Open-Coramunication Project is that during the school year
1972-1973 the school has been able to provide the internal
leadership from among its personnel to carry on its functions.
The assistant principal with system and building seniority#
Valerie Green# was named acting principal and a teacher Allie
McAdams was named acting assistant principal. With continued
support from other school personnel# parents and the Advisory
Committee# the growth process has been continuous.
Having taken a leave of absence to broaden ny professional
and educational perspectives it is my intention to return to
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the principalship of Garnet-Patterson with this dissertation
as a resource document for the school and ,the conirtnihity.
Feeling a strong measure of accountability to the school, it
should now be possible for us to repeat the process of ex-
amine our past efforts as a basis for diagnosing the conditions
of the school and moving through the change cycle again to
provide greater support, stability and enhanced educational
opportunities for students# Re—newal is a continuous and on-
going process. Our charge is to live up to the challenge.
Implications for Further Study
This study is a report on the actual events which occurr-
ed in an urban school's self—renev/al efforts. 14any questions
'remain unanswered because of the global nature of Tlie Open-
Communication Project. Some of the unanswered questions, v/hich
if researched, would provide some practical answers for educa-
tors are the following:
.
To what extent does parent participation in the class-
room influence the academic achievement of their own children?
. To what extent does community participation in a school
bring about feelings of ovmership and power?
.
What additional administrative responsibilities are inv-
posed on the principal who initiates in-service training activi-
ties for staff?
<
.
To what extent should students be involved in training
activities for staff?
.
What techniques can be utilized to iiiprove parent-stu-
dents, parent—teacher, teacher—student, teacher-administration
relationships?
Appendix A
Lists of Advisory Committee I'feniber
1969-1970, 1970-1971, 1971-1972
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY - GARNET-PATTERSON OPEN COI-IMUNICATION
Advisory Committee * •'
'
1969-1970
CHURCH
Father Kemp
St, Paul Church
15th and V St., N.W.
PTA
Mrs, Lauretta Jackson
410 U St., N.W.
COMMUNITY
Mr, I, Bennette
1007 U Sts,, N.V7.
YMCA
Mr, Johathan Eugene
7101 9th St., N.W.
D. C. RECREATION DEPT
Mr, Laurence Goffney
3976 Clay Pi., N.E.
QilLDRENS* HOSPITAL
HILLCREST COMPREHENSIVE QIILD CARE CENTER
Mrs, Dorothy Hiller
1307 W St., N.W.
COMI-IUNITY SCHOOL
I4r . Carter Bowman
c/o Garnet-Patterson
10th Sc U Sts., N.W.
D.C. DEPT. OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Dr. Anita I, Austin
c/o Garnet-Patterson
loth St U Sts,, N.W.
PARENT REPRESENTATIVES
Mrs . Katherine Latney
1917 6th St,, N.W.
l*Irs, Corine Ford
411 Elm St., N.V7.
UPO
Mr. Donald 14urray
Friendship House
619 D St., S.E.
CITY COUITCIL
Mr. Sterling Tucker
District Building Rm.505
14th Si E Sts., N.W.
Mrs. Loretta Belfield
1109 Clifton St., N.W.
Mrs, Ethelene Itorrov;
2347 11th St., N.W.
Mrs. Evelyn Baylor
2234 12th St., N.W.
Mrs, Betty James
URBAN LEAGUE 1016 W St,, N.W.
Rev, Donell Johnson
1009 Nev7 Jersey Ave., N.V7.
COUITCIL FOR com. DEVEL .
Mrs. Louise Spruill
414 U St., N.W.
SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES
Mrs. H. A. Moss
c/o Garnet-Patterson
Mrs, Beulah Pinn
267 V St., N.W.
TEENY-BOPPER CE^TTER
Mrs. Louise Thonms
2126 10th St,, N.W.
PRINCIPAL GARNET-PATTERSON
Mrs. Margaret G, Labat^
24 Burns St., N.E.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE • .. .
1970-1971
CHURCH
Father Kenp
St. Paul" Clnirch
15th & V St., N.W.
Rev. Harvey Lewis
Star of Bethelehem Church
2033 nth St., N.W.
PTA
Mrs. Merrill Mack
960 Florida Ave., N.W.
Mrs . Lauretta Jackson
410 U St., N.W.
COMMUNITY BUSINESS
.
Mr. I. Bennett
1007 U St., N.W.
Mr. Richard Lee
Lee*'s Flower and Card Shop
1026 U St., N.W.
YI4CA
14r. Jonathan Eugene
7101 9th St., N.V7.
D. C, RECREATION
Mr. La\irrence Goffney
3976 Clay St., N.E,
CHILD HEALTH CENTER
Joe Massi
1307 W St., N.W.
TEENY BOPPERS CENTER
Mrs. Louise Thoms
2126 loth St., N.V7.
JUNIOR CITIZENS CORPS
Mrs. Eva Norfleet
720 Barry Pi., N.W.
PIC
14rs. Andrea Yelder
651 Florida Ave., N.W.
MICCO
Miss Saundra Palmer
920 U St., N.W.
PARENT MID CHILD CENTER
Mrs
. Ruth Holliday
Community Liason Specialist
1100 W St., N.W.
GALES CLINIC
Mrs. Dorothy Miller
65 Mass. Ave. N.W.
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KELLY MILLER CEITTER
Mrs. Leola Bynum
233 V St., N.W.
CITY GOVERNr^I<IT
Mr. Sterling Tucker
District Building
14th E St., N.V7. Rm.505
COMt^IUNITY SCHOOL
Mr. Carter Bowman
c/o Garnet-Patterson
SCHOOL HEALTH
Dr. Anita Austin
Mrs. Hester Moss
c/o Garnet-Patterson
PRINCIPAL
Mrs. Margaret G. Labat
24 B\irns St., N.E.
OPEN-COMT-IUinCATION STAFF
.
.. ,
PARENT REPRESENTATIVES
Mrs. Ann Anderson
2119 Flagler Pi. N.W.
Mrs. Corine Ford
411 Elm St., N.W.
Mrs. Etheline Morrow
2347 11th St., N.W.
Mrs. Evelyn Baylor
2234 12th St., N.VJ.
Mrs. Loretta Belfield
1109 Clifton St., N.W.
Mrs. Betty James
2726 13th St., N.W.
Mrs. Beulah Pinn
265 V St., N.W.
I*Irs. ICate Jones
401 Oakdale Pi. N.W.
Mrs. Katherine Latney
Mr. Stanley Perelman
c/o Garnet-Patterson
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1971-1972
.
v'S. ...
.
SCHOOL BOARD
Father Raymond Kenp
St* Paul. £4
,
Augustine Ch,
1425 V St., N.W.
CHURCH
Rev. Albert Venson
True Deliverance Church
2107 10th St., N.W.
Rev. Harvey Lewis
Star of Bethlehem Church
2033 nth St., N.W.
PTA
Mrs. Merrill Mack
907 W St., N.W.
Mrs. Lauretta Jackson
' 410 U St., N.W.
COin»miTY BUSII3ESS
Mr. I. Bennette
Bennette • s Barber Shop
1007 U St., N.W.
I4r. Richard Lee
Lee's Flov;er &, Card Shop
1026 U St., N.W.
YMCA
Mr . Jonathan Eugene
7101 9th St., N.W.
D, C. RECREATION
I-lr. Lawrence Goffney
3976 Clay St., N.E.
PAREITT REPRESENTATIVES
Mrs. Ann Anderson
2119 Flagler Pi., N.W.
Mrs. Corine Ford
411 Elm St., N.W.
Mrs. Kate Jones
401 Oalcdale Pi., N.W.
COMMUNITY ORg\NIZATIONS
Teeny Boppers Center
Mrs. Louise Thomas
2126 loth St., N.W.
JUNIOR CITIZENS CORPS
Mrs. Eva Norfleet
720 Barry Pi. N.W.
Pier
Mr. Andre Boyer
2146 Georgia Ave., N.W.
MICCO
Mrs. Helen Sheffield
920 U St., N.W.
PARENT £4 CllIJJD CENTER
Mrs. Ruth Holliday
2241 14th St., N.W.
KELLY I'gLLER CENTER
Mrs. Leola Bynum
233 V St., N.W.
COMI-lUiqiTY HEALTH AGENCY
Gales Clinic
Mrs. Dorothy Miller
65 Mass. Ave., N.W.
GARiqET-Px\TTERSON STAFF REPRESEN-
TATIVES
Principal
Mrs. Margaret Labat
24 Burns St., N.E.
Community School
Mr. Carter Bowman
c/o Garnet-Patterson
School Health
Mrs. Elaine Harper
OPEN-COMI-tUI^ICATION ST;\FF
Mrs. Sallie McICLssick
Mr. Stanley Perelman
c/o Garnet-Patterson
Mrs. Ora Morris
2365 nth St., N.W. #32
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Appendix B
Report on Advisory Committee Group Session
i
I
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.
Advisory Committee Group Session - October 31, "1970
9:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.
’
Attended
:
Dr. Anita Austin
Mrs. Eva Norfleet
Mrs. Leola Bynum
Mrs. Lauretta Jackson Consultant:
Mrs. Betty James Mr. Stanley
Mr. Carter Bowman Jacobson
Mrs. Katherine LatneyMrs. Dorothy Miller
Mr. Joe Macio
Mrs. Corine Ford
Mrs. Mary Deans
Mr. Stanley Perelman
The Advisory Committee met together on Saturday, Oct. 31,
1970 from 9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m, in the library at Garnet-
Patterson Jr. High School. This meeting vras scheduled because
of the desire on the part of the Advisory Committee to have time
together in a more informal atmosphere from that of the regular
business meeting. The committee felt that they needed the op-
portunity to practice some Open-Communication of their own i.e.
learning more about each other as people and sharing some human
feelings with each other. In addition, the maeting was held to
provide time for some open ended planning relative to the various
resources which the members could bring to bear supporting the
Open-Communication Project and each other's agencies.
The procedure which Mr. Jacobson followed in his position
as facilitator involved:
.
Having the members discuss their reason for attending
. Writing ten qualities which each member felt was an intrin-
sic/' 1 . = part of himself, rari3d.ng them in importance, shar-
ing them V7ith both a small group and the large group
. Having those present discuss their particular strengths
and resources which they might offer to the school-com-
munity of Garnet-Patterson JHS.
Among the various suggestions for Advisory Committee action were:
.
Information relating to available health sorvices should
be coordinated and distributed to Garnet families
.
Establishing a relationship between Garnet-Patterson
students and the Senior Citizens of the area
.
Establishing a dialogue between the parents at Garnet-
Patterson and the Police Department
.
Establishing a Weight Watchers Club
.
Agreeing on a Career Day for Spring
.
Discussing closer Junior Citizens Corps - Garnet-Patter-
son ties
Appendix C
Minutes of A Sampling of Advisory Committee ^)eetings
August# 1970
February, 1971
March, 1972
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GARNET—PATTERSON OPEN—COMMUNICATION PROJECT
Minutes of the Advisory Committee Meeting Au^st
'
26
,
1970
Held at Garnet-Patterson Jr. High School
In attendance; Mr. I. w. Bennette - Community Business
Mr. Jonathan Eugene - YMCA
Mrs. Dorothy Miller - Child Health Center
Mrs. Saundra Palmer - MICCO
Mrs. Ann Anderson - Parent
Mrs. Merrill Mack — PTA President
Mrs. Corrine Ford - Parent
Mrs. Louise Thomas — Tenny—Boppers
Mrs. Eva Norfleet — Junior Citizens Corps
Mrs. Evelyn Baylor - Parent, Community School
Mrs. Margaret Labat - Principal
Mr. Larry Goffney - D. C. Recreation
Mrs. Katherine Latney - Field Coordinator
Mr
. Stan Perelman — Field Coordinator
Meeting called to order at 7:05 by Mr. Stan Perelman
,1. Review of Scopt of Project
The school wishes to establish effective communication with
the community. Open-Communication for pupils, parents, and
teachers for a maxiraura learning situation is the major goal
of the Project.
The new fiscal agent for 1970-1971 is D. C. Teachers College,
Staff for 1970-71: Mrs. Margaret Labat - Director
Mr. Stanley Perelman-Field Coordinator
Mrs. Katherine Latney-Field Coordinator
Mrs. Catherine Thorrpson-Admin. Asst.
Mrs. I'lary Deans-Liason with D.C.T.C.
2. Function of the Advisory Committee
To continue to see what is going on in the school; to find
ways that the various organizations represented on the
Council can work with the Project,
3. History of Advisory Committee Projects
Career Day sponsored by the Advisory Committee
Lead Poisoning Education sponsored by the Child Health Center
Comniunication of agency activity tlirough the newsletter,
4. Program for 1970-1971
Fall Awareness group sessions will be held in the form of
retreats the first to be held Sept. 11-12, for an out-of-the-
city stay. The aims are to hash out current problems develop
and strengthen a sense of community identity and to plan for
the year. Parents, students, and school staff will partici-
pate.
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5,
On the basis of recommendations there will be a series ofreading workshops to involve parents, teachers and 'students.
Discussion by Advisory Committee of possible functions forthe coming year.
Each agency can do something to help the school through in-
service .referrals, etc.
Garnet can use its human resources to help agencies carrv
out various projects.
The Newsletter can be used as a source of information about
activities going on in and around the community. Also it
can be used to list services available to the community.
Mrs. Miller suggested that Garnet students be involved in
tutoring elementary students referred to Child Health Center
as an extension of the Youth Serving Youth concept.
It was suggested that an orientation—awareness group session
he planned for the Advisory Committee in early October.
It was suggested that more input from each agency could make
the newsletter a focal point for community communication.
Newsletter information must be submitted by the 10-12 of
each month. Pictures can be used also.
6. School Report by Mrs. Labat
Advisory Committee
Meeting schedule will remain the 3rd Thxirsday of the month.
Time is 7:00-8:30 PM
Mrs. Labat recently attended a two week workshop in curricu-
lum at Columbia University, People from all over the country
attended. Mrs. Labat spoke about the Open-Coiianunication Pro-
ject and took along soma work to display. She urged the
members of the Advisory Committee to make a determined ef-
fort to keep a positive outlook about the school,
Reviev; of Project Recommendations
More involvement of all concerned; Parents, Students, Teachers
Inprove communication through retreat mechanism: three will
be scheduled
Improve instructional program for school-Reading Vtorkshops
Longer homeroom periods
Performance geared to the whole child
Parents, students and teachers involved in workshops to im-
prove communication and performance in academic areas
as well as personal development of pupils.
7, In order to improve participation and efficency for Advisory
Committee several memibers vrere selected to serve on school-
wide committees . <
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Finance Committee - Mr. Jonathan Eugene
Evaluation Committee - Mrs. Lauretta Jackso;^
Planning Committee - Mrs. Katherine Latney
‘
'
Program Committee - Mrs. Dorothy Miller
8, In-school coordination of student related activities will
be in the form of an Open-Communication Club which Mr.
. Perelman will sponsor.
9. Mrs. Thomas reported that Garnet-Patterson is still working
with her organization and the program is still operating
without formal funding. They are in the process of ob-
taining a T.V. for children to participate in the Sesame
Street program.
10. New Officers for the Advisory Committee were elected
Chairman ; Mrs. Corrine Ford
Co-Chairman : Mrs. Ann Anderson
Secretary ; Mrs. Lauretta Jackson
11. This year the Open-Communication Project is affiliated with
the I-lodel Cities and Office of Education. The Project
Office is at Garnet-Patterson in Room 220.
12. The neeting was adjourned at 8:30 P.M.
Minutes Respectfully Submitted
Lauretta C. Jackson
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GARNET—PATTERSON OPEN COMMUNICATION PROJECT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE * -' •
MINUTES: FEBRUARY 18, 1971 'Meeting
Members present: Mrs. Corine Ford
, , ,
Mrs. Katherine Latney
Mrs. Merrill Mack
Mrs. Louise Thomas
Mr. Stanley Perelman
Dr. Anita Austin
Father Raymond Kemp
Mr. Carter Bovmian
Miss Saundra Palmer
Mrs. Margaret Labat
Mrs. Ruth Holiday
Mr. Joe Massi
Mr. I.W. Bennett
e
Mrs. Lauretta Jackson
The meeting was opened by the chairman, Mrs. Ford
Announcements by Mrs. Labat
1.
She recently attended the Principal's Association Convention
meeting in Houston, Texas. Mrs. Valerie Green and Mr. EarnestDevoe also attended. Mrs. Labat spoke about the Open—- Commu-
nication Project. Many principals shared information about
current problems among and in Junior High Schools throughout
the country
. It was a most interesting experience for the
participants.
2. The Title I Committee met-the Homemaker Skills Center Group
will submit another proposal for the coming summer.
3. Garnet is making progress toward academic achievement in
school. They aim to assure each pupil a day's program of
uninterrupted learning. Parent conferences are being held to
inform parents about pupil test scores and progress.
4. The Reading Mobilization team meets weekly in the mornings as
does the I4ath Mobilization Team to increase and improve skills.
5. Two pupils won awards-Angelo Vaughn a savings bond in an
Environmental Inprovement Contest sponsored by Sears. Gail
Rotan won an art award in a contest sponsored by the Hecht Co.
Career Day Report
Career Day will be held on March 18, 1971. Questionnaires have
been sent out to pupils about their various interests. The
Faculty is helping to get names. Everyone is enthusiastic about
this activity .
Sex Education Workshop Report
Form letters have been sent out to parents inviting them to a
meeting to discuss problems of sex education.
Community School
Progress is good. Typing is available. Sewing 3-6 daily. A
study skills center could be used advantageously. There is
an Income Tax workshop from March 1 - April 15, 1971 3-9 pm.
Also a skating and a reading program are in progress.
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Open- Communication Project News
tteif anf seirester-have. conpleted
bulldnni^o^f, second group of parents are now in '^e
on ^^2 ^071 The last retreat will be
^ Marathon activity from 8:00 AM - 10-00 PMAdvisory Coumittee members are invited to partici^te. Itealfand transportation will be provided,
^ec^wil]^t>i of people from an Atlanta, Ga. pro-
fltl d^i They will spend au 1 ay here on the 22nd and a half day on the 23rd.
• Advisop Cor^ttee members will coordinate a community touras part of the activities, ^
shared a letter from Mrs. Abrams, New Haven, Conn,who expressed an interest in the Project activities.
Community Announcements
Miss Palmer of MICCO announced the opening of an Apt. House at7th and R Sts. N.W. on Feb. 1971
Mrs, Thomas of the “Teeny Boppers" has been assured funds
through Model Cities for the summer program,
Mrs, I4ack announced the next PTA meeting for April 27, 1971
Mr, Massi begins a course in Landlord-Tenant Law shortly and
hopes to share new information with us in the future.
Father Kemp announced that the Garfield Sunflower Community
Market has opened in the basement of the Senior Citizens Build-
ing in Garfield Terrace. Mrs, Lillian Tymus is in charge.
Young people are being trained in this program. The store is
open Monday-Friday from SAM to 8PM, Saturday from SAM to 7tPM,
and on Sunday from 8AM to 2PM.
A storefront library at 1419 Vee St, will be opening soon.
Also a new Day Care Center will open in the old Captiol Radio
building on 14th and V.
A student, Morris Green was voted the outstanding player in the
Christman tournament.
Dr. Austin reported on the Weight-Off Club v;hich is to be open-
ed for the new parents at 12:00 on Fridays,
Mrs, Latney announced the next Parent's Day as March 31, 1971,
Mr. Bownnn and Mr, Perelman showed a film of the 2nd Retreat
which everyone enjoyed.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 PM
Minutes Respectfully Submitted,
Mrs, Lourctta C, Jackson
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GARl^T-PATTERSON OPEN-COMMUNICATION PROJECT
Garnet-Patterson Jr. High Schoor^^' * ,
loth & U Strees, N.W.
Washington, D, C, 20001
Meeting ; Open-Comraunication Advisory Committee
Date i‘ 'March 16, 1972
Time : 7:00 PM
Place : -Garnet-Patterson Jr. High School
Attending: Mrs. Ann Anderson, Mrs. 14errill Mack, Mrs. Eva Norfleet,
Mr. Richard Lee, Mr. Andre Boyer, Mr. Stan Perelman,
Mrs. Doris Jenkins, Mrs. Johnnie Dyson, Mrs. Louise
Coleman, Mrs. Celestine Smith, Mrs. Delores Jackson,
Mrs. Ora Morris, Mrs. Sallie McKissick, Mrs. Margaret
Labat.
Meeting conducted by Co-Cliairraan, Mr. Richard Lee
I • School Announcements
Newsletters were distributed. Tlie theme of the Newsletter
was Academic Achievement VJeek with coverage of the special
services available to students. Other items included an
article on the Pupil Personnel Satellite Project, the ninth
grade Class Officers, the Youth Serving Youth Program and
a poem by Ricardo Taylor.
The Pupil Personnel Retreat which occurred on March 10,
and 11 was a great success. School staff, parents and
students all worked at building trust and inproving their
. ability to work in groups. The next activity of Pupil Per-
sonnel Project will be an Open House and Site Visit to be
held on March 28, with visits to Garnet-Patterson. Center
IV, and Howard University.
Community School is finally about to begin. Four parents,
fourteen student assistants and various teachers will con-
centrate their efforts on providing additional help in
math and reading for 7th graders.
II. Community Announcements
A successful Parent's Day was held on March 16, 1972. As
usual it was coordinated by the Open—Communication Parents.
PIC is having a Kiddie Cabaret, Sat, March 18, 1972 from3-6 PM at the PIC building. The admission is free and
children ages 0-12 are invited with adult accompaniment,
PIC is also providing free Income Tax Service.
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^s, Norfleet, from JCC, reported that a series of Binqo
March 24, and I^rch 3't..from 8 - 10 PM
at 920 Bar^ Pi, Also, the cabaret of , the JCC Volunteers
will be held on May 27, 1972. Tickets are available.
This has been a busy week for JCC. Today, March 16, JCC
almost 100 children to the circus and Friday nightthey will carry two bus loads of children to see the Bullets
t)asketball, Mrs, Labat reported that the annual Junior
Citizens Corps dinner will be held on April 27, at the
Shoreham Hotel.
Mrs, Mack announced the PTA meeting will be held on April
4, 1972, Mrs, Mack also thanked the group for their
sympathy during her bereavement.
Mr. Lee discussed the formation of a branch of the JAYCEES
to serve the people at this area and provide leadership
training for young men looking for a way to become involved,
III, Career Day
Mr, Perelman reported that the planning of this year's
Career Day is v;ell underway. It is scheduled for April 18,
1972, A list of occupation needs was passed out to the group.
Students have had the opportunity to choose the career areas
about which they are interested in hearing. Advisory Coitv-
raittee members are asked to support this activity by sub-
mitting names of people v;ho might like to become involved,
IV, Work Session
A list of needs which relate to programs and facilities at
Garnet-Patterson has been compiled by parents and community
people. These observations, together with other informtion,
will be firmed up, docun^nted and sent to the Supt., Hugh
Scott as he has requested.
Minutes Respectfully Submitted,
Mrs , Lauretta Jackson
Appendix D
Description of Curriculum Units
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TEACHER CURRICULUM UNITS - 1969-1970
^t*D^art^nt Periods in Art History:^
' • Realism, Inpressionism Expressionism, and
, j T . ^ Abstract Expressiorism, " A unit designbased on the Relief that Black studies must be presented as an in-tegral part of daily classroom presentation and not as a separate
Black artisits were smoothly intergratedinto this unit which traditionally presented the work of only
white artist. The students were also encouraged to take a newlook at their world and the beauty of their own lives as they at-tempted to express themselves in the mode and style of the artistdiscussed.
I^s. Helen Brice "Get Ready to Cook" A unit v^hich attemptsHome Economics to solve the problem of providing the
student with experiences which would be
carried into the home. It is an attempt
to have the student participate in "real-life" homemaking activi-
ties. The cooking unit utilized food replicas v/hich could be pre-
pared, served, v/ashed, and reused.
I'lrs. Brittania Capers "The Use of the Newspaper in Classroom
Mrs. Sylvia Jones Instruction". The outcome of this unit
English Department which was designed to help students de-
velop better skills in the use of the
newspaper and to develop language skills, was a student v/orkbook
and teachers manual and a class newspaper. The student workbook,
"Stop the World I Want to Get On" v/as designed to be used with the
Washington Post
.
I4r. Herman Cannon A complete reorganization of the method of
Physical Education presenting physical education activities.
Teacher One revision was a change from the tradi-
tional presentation of one skill in depth
each class period to the presentation of several skills each period
for several periods with time allowed for students to practice
those skills which they enjoyed or found difficult. Tliis iTiethod was
used most successfully with the unit in gymnastics.
Mrs. Olivia Dixon
English Department
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"Poetry, a Neglected Literature" The
choice,
by 9th gr
libraries uxiirougn x.ne city.
purpose of this unit was^^to develop aninterest in poetry through 'the informal
presentation of rhythm, rhyma, and word
I4rs. Winefred Dodd
Mrs. Susan Rosenbaum
Social Studies
"A Unit in Urban Geography" This unit wasdesigned as a mini unit to serve as a
possible guide for reorganizing 7th grade
This unit attempted to put geographical concepts in a more easily
understandable framework of familiar places in the urban setting.
Particular en^hasis was on developing and improving the students
appreciation for himself and his environment by pointing out the
interdependency of living things and the need for V7ise use of
natural resources.
the direction of Mr. Farmer, instruction was given to classes of
English and social studies on the use of library and developing
better study habits.
Pupil Personnel Worker ed to establish a netv;ork of community
aid in keeping the community aware of special and free services
available to them. The center also served as a referral office
for community families.
Negro history through music thereby removing the shameful stigma
that many students associate with African culture. This unit
emphasized the development of critical listening skills by cortv-
paring the musical quality of African music with that of other
ethnic groups in American, spirituals, classic, and "soul" music.
Mr. Charles Epps
Science Teacher
"Life and Living Things" This unit of
work was designed to present a visual ap-
proach to the teaching of science.
Mr, Kistler Farmer
Librarian
"Library Open House: Fun and Facts" A
special week of activities held in con-
junction v/ith National Library Week. Under
Mr, William Holloman A Community Communication Center v/as form-
workers, parents and community agencies to
Miss Blanche Hammond A unit on Black Music (American and
Vocal Music Teacher African), This unit was an attempt to
bridge the gap betv^een African History and
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Social^Studies^Teacher Contributions to American History:>ocx i s Using original source materials, visual
Negro this unit Presented^i^l?%?v?d!y^?inS^f
«ln ?^f?2-reorL""^"i"^ °f l-Zeff^tfwafa^reco^ndationana PJ-an tor the reorganization of 7th and 8th qrade historv and
loS^SS^fo combine the two subject mltter arlaHuril.-
tbe rolt depth development of American history andh e of minority groups in America.
.
^
^s. Geraldine Johnson "Cleanliness and Grooming" A unit to helpPhysical Education develop a greater self-confidence and prideTeacher m black teens. Using Iiet«s Face It . a
^ok on grooming designed to ansv/er the specific questions of blackteenage girls, the teacher attenpted to help students maximize the
natural beauty that is theirs as black girls.
Mrs. Vera Lindia
Mr, Eugene Randolph
Encounter Groups and Career Orientation.
With the assistance of a project consultant
the members of the guidance department as
s team organized ninth grade student
participants in the project into encounter groups. The purpose of
this activity was to help students better understand themselves and
aspirations and the community and larger world in which they live,
with enphasis on human responsibility.
Miss Betty Meeks Concerned with the development of basic
Math Teacher mathematical skills the teacher began v;ith
an exploration of hev; uses of the vrorkbook
and practice drills. This activity lead to the development of a
mathematics programmed vrorkbook designed especially for her classes.
The workbook was submitted as part of her Master thesis in the
spring of this year.
Mrs, Jewel Walden "Rhythmic Stroking to Develop Typing Speed"
Typing Teacher The purpose of this unit was to use popular
music designed especially to help students
develop smooth, even stroking patterns of typing, thus increasing
speed. This approach was used at Garnet-Patterson for the first
time with her ninth grade students. Students responded positively
to the unit because of their apparent increase in speed and their
enjoyment of the music,
Mr, Jilbert Williams "Model Construction" With the use of
Mechanical Drav/ing plexiglas materials, which were not avail-
Teacher able to the teacher before the project
students were able to construct models from
drav/ings done in class, thus gaining a greater appreciation for this
work. The concepts of architect's scale also becanB more tangible
and rrvore understandable for the student.
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The following units and project will be continued or corrplet-
ed in the following year
:
/'
,
Miss Levonne Montgomery "Percents" The development of games and
the use of commerical materials in the
teaching of percents.
Mr. Emory Reddick
Instrumental Music
Teacher
Miss Grace Glover
Sewing Teacher
School Marching Band recommended by the
summer group session V7ill be in opera-
tion as of September of the 1970-1971
school year.
"A Special Project in Sewing": is a
club which meets after school designed
to give more intensive attention to
students with advance sewing skills.
Mrs. Ernestine Mebane
General Business
Teacher
"Building Basic Business Skills" is
an attempt to provide the student with
realistic but simulated business ex-
periences.
Mr. Carter Bo\-raian
Printing Teacher
Mr. Jack Gilr.^re
Industrial Arts Teacher
Mr. Clifton Rowls
Social Studies Teacher
I'lr. George Rutherford
Physical Education
Teacher
The Drug Workshop: The Drug VJorkshop
was an outgrowth of concern expressed
by the fall group sessions. Under the
direction of these instructors in con-
junction with the community school and
community agencies, special guest, met
with students and small talk sessions
were held. A more in depth program is
planned for the coming year.
Appendix E
Introduction to A Unit on Poetry
with Original Student Poems
and
A Curriculum Unit in Music
Music Unit
1969-1970
Prepared by;
Mss Blanche Haramond, Teacher
for
Howard University-Garnet-Patterson
Open-Communication Project
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
"t©r0sting qualities of Black Music*
Included in this unit are provisions for the student to list-
en ^sing, play musical instruments take field trips as well asindividually create songs, poems, plays, etc.
Through building u^n music skills and attitudes discovered
previously in Public Schools, music students will be encou-
raged, (through planned opportunities) to develop individual
appreciation, grovjth and performance,
OBJECTIVES
A, Understandings
1, When listening to any kind of music pupils will be
able to detect traces (if present) of Black Music
(The Universal appeal it has),
2, Pupils will be able to recognize serious compositions
by Black Conposers (Black Serious Music can be good
listening)
3, Pupils will be able to recognize true Negro Spirituals
and Authentic African Music,
4, To understand in simple terms the meaning of;
B, Skills
1, Pupils will be able to identify African rhythm instru-
ments by sight and sound,
2, Pupils will be able to identify traces of African
musical characteristics found in Black Music,
A, Notation
B, Rhythm
C, Chant
D, Improvisation
E, Culture
F, Percussion
G, V7ork Song
H, Blues
I, Antiphonal
J, Syncopation
K, Jazz
L, Spiritual
M, Classic Blues
N, Dixie Land
O, Rhythm and Blues
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3. Pupils creative abilities will be developed
through their planning and perforining various act—
tivities such as play productions' on bur Black Cul-
tural Heritage.
4. To be able to conpare
^
A. Present day Rock N' Roll to Blues
' B, Jazz to Blues
C. Big Band sounds to Small Combos
D, Spirituals to Contemporary Gospel songs
.
E. Minstrel Shows to Present day Variety shows
F* African Chants to Spirituals
5. By increasing pupil knowledge of Black Music liter-
ature they will be able to cite contributions made
by Black musicians in every area.
6. Pupils will be able to read and write musical
notations.
C. Attitudes
1. To develop within each pupil a desire for and know-
ledge of techniques in listening.
2. To increase pleasure in Black Music by extending
the scope of the material they perhaps, are norma-
lly exposed to both in performing and listening.
3. Recognize that Black music reflects the same thoughts
and feelings of the Black American throughout his
plight in America.
.
4. To develop a greater enjoyment of all Black Music
of a permanent value.
III. CONTENT OUTLINE
A. Listening
1. Listen to African Chants and Rhythms
Ao Identify African instruments by soundo
B. Distinguish call and response from group singing,
C. Compare the complex African Rhythms to Negro Folk
Rhythms as well as other Aimerican Rhythms.
.
Listening to recordings of Black American Folk Music
such as: Spirituals, Vfork Songs, Blues, Rhythm and
Blues, Jazz and Gospel Songs.
2
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A.
B.
C.
spiritual and are spiri-
Folk
rhythm and blues, Dixie' l&nd
-and JaL,i Spirituals and Gospel songs,
SntioSd'^irta)?'’^*'
stimulate the making of the styles
Discover the European musical climents that
ed^ Black Folk Music.
influenc-
recording of individual and class sing-ing Black Folk Music. ^
A, Develop the habit of listening to ones' own voice as
well as to others.
B, Learning how to harmonize with another part.
C, Develop the technique—or playing conplex, syncopated
rhythm patterns on rhythm instruments and the piano.
4, Listening to teacher or guest perform.
A, Listening to develop the technique of responding to
music with an accompaniment.
B. Listening to appreciate live performances.
B. Singing
1. Build a repertaire of Black Folk Songs
A. Spirituals E. Gospel
B. Work Songs F. Rock N' Roll
C. Blues G. African Chants
D. Popular
2. Emphasis placed on Good Singing Habits
A. Proper breathing
B. Good posture
C. Care of the adolescent voice
D. Good diction
E. Tone quality and appropriate interpretation.
3. Performing songs in both melodic and harmonic parts
C. Rhythm
1. Participantion in free Rhythmic interpretation of Black and
African Folk songs.
2. Creating dances to accompany songs
D Music Literature
1. Becoming acquainted with the ^nusic^f black serious
conposers and arrangers
William Grant Still John W, WorkSanwel Coleride Taylor Margaret Bonds
' , ,
Nathaniel Dott Harry T, Burley
VJilliam L, Dawson James R, Johnson
2. Becoming acquainted with Black Blues, Jazz and
Rock composers
W*C. Handy Curtis Mayfield
Duke Ellington b. B. King
Ray Charles
3* Becoming acquainted with outstanding Black performers,
Marian Anderson Duke Ellington
Leontyne Price Roland Haynes
Josh VJhite Harry Belafonte
Ella Fitzgerald Lou Rawls
Ysef Latef Nina Simone
Dianne Warwick Michael Olatunji
ACTIVITIES
A. Initiary Activities
1, Listen to recordings of African Chants, and Cere-
monies followed by recordings of Negro Spirituals,
2, Have class sing (a) several African Chants Tshtrhologn,
and Lizalie Indiangn Lahko, (b) several Negro
Sprituals,
,
3, View film on The Plight of the Black Man in America,
Film strip Folk songs in American History
A, The Civil War, (B) Reconstruction and The South,
B, Developmental Activities
1, Collect pictures of great Black Musicians and/or
performers,
2, Study the Correlation between the different Black
Folk song styles,
3, Study ways in which Black Folk song styles have in-
fluenced other American Contemporary songs,
4, Play rhythm instruments in acconpanying Black Folk
songs sung in class.
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5. Prepare a time line on one of the outstanding
Black Musicians.
6. Listen for familiar present day Black performers on
radio and television. Keep a list of performers,
the program and date of appearance.
7. View film of The First Negro Arts Festival held in
Africa 1969.
' i
-s .
8. Take a trip to The Fredrick Douglas Museum of
.African Art to see the African Musical instruments
on display and view the film strip and lecture that
acconpanies the tour.
9. Observe demonstration in class on basic African
rhythm instruments and patterns,
10,
Listen to and compare recordings by Ella Fitzgerald
and Areatha Franklin, Duke Ellington and Cannonball
Adderly, Fisk Jubilee Singers and Edwin Hawkins
Singers, Fifth Dimensions and Sly and The Family
Stone,
C, Culminating Activities
1.
Perform Black and African Folk songs learned in class,
.
2, Arrange background music for Poetry drama on Black
Folk Cultural Heritage.
3, Prepare a talk on the origin of and/or development
of Black Folk songs. Dramatize the origin and de-
velopment of some of the songs,
4, Attend a concert/or recital presented by a black
musican
V. EVALUATION PROCEDURES
A. Procedures to ascertain where pupils are v;hen they begin
the unit
1, Survey of pupils musical background,
2, Question and answer period,
B. Procedures to help pupils rr^asure their own progress.
1. Oral examinations
2. Individual contract conpletions.
3. Written exaiTiinations
.
4. Practical examinations.
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C, Procedures to evaluate pupils' inprovement in understand-
ing, skill development, and attitudes contjeming the
stated objectives, ' " ' •' *
>
1. Examinations (Practical and written.)
2 • Observation
A. Attitude
B,' • Performing ability
VI, Materials -and Resources
A, Recordings
I, Tape The African Idiom found in Black American Music
(Howard University )
,
2 Drums of Passion - Michael Olatunji,
3, Belafonte/Makeba - Songs of South Africa
4, Pischecemetus - Ysef Latef
5, I4arian Anderson in Concert
6, Spirituals as sung by The Fisk Jubilee Singers
7, "O Happy Day" - Edwin Hawkin Singers,
, 8. Binary of Rhythm and Blues - Motoun
9.
Aretha Franklin - "Lady of Soul"
10,
Nina Simone "Silk and Soul"
II, Leontyne Price "In Concert"
B, Books
1. Negro Folk Music U.S.A . H. Courlander.
2, Chronicles of Negro Protest - Bradford
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C. Film '
_
>
1. Folk songs in American History at 3 ahd 4.
2. History of Jazz,
3. The First Negro Arts Festival,
D, Human
'1, Garnet-Patterson Open Communication Project
2, Howard University,
3, Model School Division Cultural Enrichment Coordinator,
Fredrick Douglas Museum,4 ,
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POETRY
A NEGIiECTED LITERATURE
ORIGINAL POEMS
BY
9th GRADERS
of
GARl^ET-PATTERSON
1969-1970
Prepared by
Mrs, Olivia Dixon, Teacher
for
HOWARD UNIVERSITY - Gi^JlNET-PATTERSON
OPEN-COrt-IUNTCATICN PROJECT
• PoGtiry f A NGgl©ct©d Literstuir©
Grad© L©v©l: 9
Introduction
:
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Most young p©opl© are not very wild about poetry. This unit
proposes to develop an interest in poetry through the informal
presentation of rhythm, rhyme and word choice. In this unit the
teacher relies on poems written by young v/riters. It is hoped
that after the students get over the already acquired doubts and
reticence concerning poetry, they will take great pleasure in ex-
periencing moods and ideas expressed in poems.
Poetry is a creative and persistent art. It is a kno\«m fact
that it has suffered, yet survived, much dislike and boredom. No
one knows v/ho first had the idea of expressing a thought in rhy-
thnic, chanting words with strong beats, but evidences remain to
prove that people listened to stories passed dovm through genera-
tions, that were told in poetry form. Poetry, then, v/as thought
of not as a task, but an essential part of the greatness of life.
In order for students to really see beauty in poetry, they
must be exposed to the different kinds of poetry. They must know,
by example, that poetry is v/ritten for specific purposes. They
must be cogniznat of the fact that the poet proposes to tell a
story, to express a mood, to put words to music, to stir imigina-
tion, and to create his style of writing.
Poetry of this unit to which pupils will listen include
poems of adventure that shov7 life in action, ballads of old,
poems of love, poems of praise and patriotism, fables and fantasy,
laughter and rhyme, irystery and terror, and heroes and legends.
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The Stranger
by
Alphonse Shepperson
She has no money
And has to travel far
She hops a ride
V7ith cars a coming
From every v/here
She suddenly tosses herself
In a stranger's car Into the air
He looks so nice If only she had known
And acts so kind The driver was a police
But she says to herself Her youthful life
"He's an evil swine." VJould not have ceased
Suddenly she notices
As he passes her house
That she is as scared
As a little church mouse.
Being frightened
And filled with fear;
She touched her face
And feels a tear.
Very nervous
Heart beating fast
Feeling that that tear
Will be her last.
VThile the car is stopping
For a traffic light.
She opens the door
And faces a horrible plight.
The Beach
Christine Tlionos
Soft, warm sand,
crunching beneath your toes;
The bright love colored sun,
sending warm rays of happiness,
which goes serging
through your body.
The sweet smell of mother nature's
fresh sea salted water sends
a feeling of pureness
through your veins.
Velvet like breezes
seem to beckon
the water to come forth.
To v/atch the tides curl and uncurl
in their ov/n-selfish way.
And to watch them chase each other
to the shore where some particles to remain
and some to return.
Then at night, the stillness
of everything is broken
by the relazing
unrehearsed song
of Mother Natures'
wonderful creation.
A creation which can last.
It cannot be destroyed by man.
Wonder
by
Harry Butler
I wonder what the world is like
I wonder v/hy the sky so high
i A .
I wonder why the moon so fair
I wonder why the tree so big
I wonder why the sun so hot
I wonder why the wind so cold
I wonder why the car so strong
I wonder v;hy the ant so small
I wonder why the birds can sing
I wonder why the bees fly high
I wonder why the stars so fair
I wonder why the door so big
I wonder why I see things
I wonder why you don't
I wonder why the world so bit
I wonder why I wonder why
I wonder, I wonder, I wonder.
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The Conputer '
.
by
James Wood
It's ^program to take care of you and me.
It fixes our breakfast and lunch and dinner.
It washes o\ir bottles and sometimes washes our noses;
Darns our socks and for sone girls, it helps if he
picks the right girl.
But most of all she sticks with you through thick
and thin, through colds, headaches and even flu.
Yes the woman is all v;arm in heart since the day she
was a little girl at start.
To the man of her life;
She is a lady.
An answer to a prayer,
• If there is a conputer in your life that does not
conpute for you.
Check to see what you can do.
Remember that conputers are useless, unless they are fed
LOVE
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On Being A Negro
by
Vem Clark
Being a Negro seems great
We try to love
.While the white man make us hate.
They don't understand
The way we feel.
Just like salt and pepper
The whites and Black
Should be together.
It was meant to be that way
Love one another ever^^ day.
We should respect each others color
And nationality too.
Although they will talk about me
And talk about you.
If the world had just taken the time
To listen to Dr. King
This world would be a
Better palce to live.
Yes, I am a Negro
And proud, too.
Black is a color
Just like Vhite
VJhy should the Negro
Struggle and fight.
He wants to be free
To go where he pleases.
Not to be told that he
can't eat or sleep here or there.
The Negro is a poor
But happy lot.
Mothers work hard
For clothes and food.
People are striving;
Whites are being sent to the moon
•The Blacks are eating with their hands
They have no spoons.
We are Negroes:
We know our rights
We must stand fast
In this struggle, or fight.
Freedom, Please
Appendix F
Professional Shelf Book List
and
Resource Bulletins
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PROFESSIONAL SHELF BOOK LIST
Anderson, Margaret. The Cliildren of the South . New York: Farrar
1858 i A .
The personal experience of a very perceptive teacher
in the,. Clinton Tenn, High School as she learned of the
traumatic inpast of segregation on both White and Black
children.
Andrews, Frances. Guiding Jr. High School Pupils in 1*^3ic Ex-
periences
. New Jersey; Prentice-Hall, 1953.
Suggestion for developing an appreciation for music.
Very useful for music teachers.
Beggs, David. Team Teaching, Bold New Adventure. Indiana;
Indiana University Press, 1964
Describes what occurs in a school when team teaching
is employed.
'Bettelheim, Biruno. Love is Not Enough . New York; Free Press,
1950
The treatment of the emotionally disturbed children,
Bruner, Jerome. Tov/ard a Theory of Instruction . Mass; Harvard
University - Press, 1966,
This book came into being over a period of five years.
Each of the essays has gone through its own metamorphase.
The first draft of one essay would lead to a change in the
second draft of another, and in the end, they might get
fused.
Clarke, Henrik, American Negro Short Stories . New York; Hill
and Wang, 1966
American stories by famous Negroes.
Clarke, Kenneth. Dark Ghetto . New York; Harper, 1965
A dilemmas of social pov/er; a document of the suffer-
ing of the American Negro in the city slums and in white
America.
Conant, James, The Education of American Teachers . New York:
McGraw Hill, 1964.
This book is the result of a two years study of State
^
Certification policies and teacher training programs, partial
contents; h quarrel among educators; patterns of certifica-
tion; The education of elementary school teachers; The
theory and practice of teaching.
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Conant, James. Slums and Suburbs. New York; McGraw-Hill. 1961,
^xr
shocking picture of public^-.schqols in total-
•^y kinds of neighborhood wealthy suburbs andcity slums, •
Cordell, ^Christobal, Dramatizing Business Law . Maines; Welch,
This ^ok is intended to dramatize the value and im-portance of business law, and to demonstrate certain prin-
ciples., of business law.
•Cordell, Christobel, Stories About Business . Maine, Welch, 1965
The sto:^ of American gro\>h:h and progress is largely a
story of business, and of the imagination, initiative anddetermination which have gone into the building of outstand-ing business enterprises,
Davies, Don. Auxiliary School Personnel . Washington; NEA, 1967
Designed to help in the deliberations and decisions
which must take place losally as schools add auxiliairy
personnel to their staffs.
Dixson, Robert J, Essential Idioms in English, New York; Regents.
1951
An attempt to teach idions by means of extensive
practice exercises.
Fair, Jean. Effective Thinking . Washington; Shaftel, 1967
This book reflects several concerns, the healthy and
intensive exploration that characterizes the social studies
today, dialogue among colleagues, and the controversy in
the field inevitably, it also reflects the biases of the
editors and the contributors.
Franklin, John Hope, Tlie Negro in 20th Century America . Nevi; York
Random House, 1967
A reader on the struggle for civil rights, A collec-
tion of documents from diversified backgrounds. Focus is
on the Negro problems in the 20th century.
Gates, Arthur. Teaching Reading
This booklet seeks to present the irtplications of re-
search to classroom teachers. It is not a sximmary of re-
search studies on reading, but it highlights many of the
practical suggestions for the teaching of reading that re-
search has produced,
Gnagey, William. Controlling Classroom Misbehavior . Washington
NEA, ;965.
This book is an effort to report to classroom teachers
the most important suggestions that habe been' produced by
research for controlling classroom misbehavior.
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Goldstein, Mirian. The Teaching of Lancruaaes in Our School . NewYork: Macmillan, 1966. ^
Even an overnight curriculum financed through a crashprogram and insighted by a task force has roots in decades
of research, of insight of vision.
Green^rg, Herbert. Teaching with Feeling . New York: MacMillan,
1969.^ « '
Discusses the effest of teacher's emotions on the ed-
ucational process and emphasizes the teacher reactions which
are largely responsible for the failxire of education in
the slums.
Hall, Olive A. Teaching Home Economics . New York: John Wilev Sons,
1966.
Discusses methods of home economics instruction and
©valuation amided at making the subject a rewarding and
stimulating experience.
Hentoff, Nat. I'm Really Dragged But Nothing Gets Me Down . New
York Simon and Schuster, 1968.
Jersey Wolf, a high school senior
,
is beast by deeply
conflieting responsibilities, to himself his family, to
his country.
Hentoff, Nat. Tlie Nevr Egualitv. New York: Viking, 1964
Discusses the attitudes, actions, strategies, and im-
plications of the Negro movement of the 1960 's
Hentoff, Nat. Our Children Are Dying . New York: Viking, 1966
This book raises and answeres some important questions'
on the education in our schools,
Highet, Gilbert, The Art of Teaching : New York: Knopt, 1950
Discussion of the rewards of teaching and the equali-
ties of a teacher loiovjing his subject continuing to learn
at, like his pupils and knowing the preparation, communica-
tion, elase work, and the methods.
Holt, John Hcn-f Children Fail . New York: Pitman, 1964
Concerning what goes on in the minds of children, and
why they fail in classroom.
Holt, John, How Children Learn . New York: Pitman, 1967
This book tries to describe children in a few cases,
adult using their minds well, learning bodly and effective-
ly, Some of the children described are in school ; most
are not yet old enough. It is before they get to school
that children are likely to do their best learning.
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Hunter, Kristin, Soul Brothers and Sister Lou , New York:
Charles Seribner, 1968, •
Tells how Louretta Hawkins, a lopely teenager in a
northern city, discovers her deep identification with her
own people and learns to be proud of the values of black
life.
Jewett, Ann, The Growing Years Adolesence , Washington: American
Assoc, For Health, 1962
A forward look at meeting the health, physical ed-
ucation and recreation needs of adolescent boy's and girls,
Johnson, Walter: Pupil Personnel and Guidance Services , New
York; McGraw, 1961,
In describing the procedures for developing a total
program of and society need, functions of various personnel
workers, and selected techniques for understanding and
dealing with pupils.
Karlin, Murial, Successful Methods for Teaching the Slow Learning
New York: MacMillan, 1964,
Here are tested methods for teaching the slow learner
that may be used in a wide variety of subject areas.
Katz, Loren, Teachers* Guide to American Negro Histoirv . Chicago
Quadrangle books, 1968,
The purpose of this book is to show teachers how through
trade books, films, partplilets, etc, to integrate Negro
History into the teaching of American history. Includes
chapter on current affairs up to civil rights and the Black
Muslims, Recommended as "anormously useful".
Kvarascus, William. Juvenile Delinquency , Washington, NEA 1958
The author has attempted to draw from reserach materials
on juvenile delinquency the iteiT^ which premises to be of
most help to the classroom* teachers.
. Lade, Robert, Language Teaching , New York: McGraw, 1964
Introduces sorre of the areas in language teaching
linguistics, testing, the language laboratory, culture and
literature, pregrammed learning, and many others that the
instructor should understand in order to take a scientific
approach to his work.
Liebow, Elliet, Tally ' s Corner , Boston: Little, 1967,
A study of the Negro street corner rten, A study of
the vagrant Negro and why he has become that way,
Liften, Walter, Working with Group_s_ : New York: John Wiley Sons,
Lifton examines issues in group process and individual
gro\rth. Also definitions of terras,
situations and methods for the evaluation of the individual
and the group.
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Language of Elenientarv School Children.
Chainpaign : NOTE, 1963, 7"V. . .. .—;
—
4.^
control of language and the
relations ainong speaking, reading, writing and listening.
1
Classroom California: Wabswerlh,1965.
The chapters in this book tell you what has been
taught and done in schools, coiranunity, in treatment andin reaearch.
Mallei^, Normer Miaini and The Siege of Chicaco
. New York: New
American Library, 1968.
An informal history of the Republican and Democratic
Convention of 1968,
Marchwardt, Albert, Lincniistics and The Teaching of English
Bloomington; University of Indiana, 1966
Presents an informed and realistic analysis of possible
applications of linguisties to english teaching at all
levels of instruction.
llerton, Robert. Contemporarv Social Problems . New York: Harcourt,
1961.
Studies the cause and effort of several social problems
that axe found in contenporary society such as crime, drug
addiction and sexually devient behavior, as well as race.
Money, John. Tlie Disabled Reader . New York: MacMillan, 1962
Teachniques on reading inprovement.
Peters, Herman Vocational Guidance and Career Development . New
York: MacMillan, 1966.
This book indicates some of the problems and increase
understanding of the significant developments in the field.
Postman, Neil. Teaching as a Subversive Activity . New York:
Delscexte 1969.
Tiie author attacks the methods of educational esta-
blishment and suggest as an alternative, a new education
based on an approach the teaching profession calls the
inductive method, and that the author call in layman's
language the inquiry^ method.
The Prentice Hall Editorial Staff. Teacher's Encvclopediji >
New Jersey Prentice-Hall, 1966
A copy of original ideas, plans, and programs, cover,
ing all areas of the school administrator's and teacher's
duties and responsibilities.
Prescott, Herbert, English Can Be Fun . New York: John Wiley
Sons, 1956
Learning English fundamentals the fun way.
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Rollins, Charlense. We Build Together. Illinois L, NOTE, 1967A reader's guide to Negro 'life and literature for©lenientary and high school use. >
Schwab, Joseph. The Teaching of ScienpF>
- CarabridgeUniv. Press, 1964
^
The Teaching of science, as strategy for
science in the elemtary school.
Harvard
teaching
Shrader, Hugh. Communications > Maine: Walch, 1964
Communications is designed to provide the student with
activities in reading, writing, speaking and listening.
Shrader, Hugh. Today's Words, Maine: Walch, 1964
Today's word are designed to provide the teacher withdaily materials to bring out correct sentence writing.
Shrader, Hugh. Teacher's Guide for Today's Words . 14aine: V7alch,
1965,
A booklet for learning the language skills with a
teacher ' s guide
.
Smith, R, Frederick, New Strategies and Curriculum in Social
Studies , Chicago: Rand McNally. 1959. ^
In planning this boolc the intent of the authors was
to report and describe to teachers the significant trends
which characterize now approaches to social studies curri-
culum and instruction, particularly as they relate to the
secondary school.
Stoop, Emery, How Jolinnv Learns . New Jersey: Economies Press,
1966,
The purpose of this boolclet is to remind rather then
re-educate. To focus attention on how Johnny Learns, rather
then what he learns.
Strayer, George, The Report of A Survey of The Public Schools
of Tlie District of ColuiriiDia . Washington: Governraer^ Print-
ing Office, 1949,
22 specialists worked with administration and school
personnel on the needs of the school system.
Spencer, Peter. Building I4athematical Competence in the Elemen-
tary Schools . New York: Holt. 1966.
This book was v/ritten by experienced teachers as an
aid to other teachers and to persons preparing to teach
mathematics in the elementary schools.
Thralls, A. Zoe. The Teaching of Geography . New York: Appleton,
1959.
An authoritative text on the development of skills in
geography with separate chapters on the use of such re-
sources as maps, pictures, graphs, the languages, the
landscape, and other aids.
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Wanger, Neil, Elementary Statistical Methods Applied to Business
and Economics Data
. New York: MacItLllan^./l^Se,
Statistical methods are used in ,the collectidn,
analysis and interpretation of quantitative data.
Warner, Sylvia. Teacher
. New York; Simon, 1963.
In this book a passionately dedicated woman to whom
. teaching as well as writing, is a high calling, had
cereated a work of art that will be put to work around the
world,
•West, Jeff, Individualizing Instruction , Washington, ASCD, 1964
This book bocuses on the primary dimension of educa-
tion - the person to person relationship between teacher
and learners.
White, Jane F, Successful Devices in Teaching . Maine: Walch,
1959.
An awareness in recent years that our business educa-
tion programs generally do not provide adequate training
and practice for prospective clerical office workers had
given rise to a special course designated most often as
the clerical practice course.
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Resource Bulletin
Several new and exciting books have been received through the
* A ,
Open-Communication Project. We urge you to stop by the library
and look through them.
Clark, Ransey, Crime in American
Crime reflects more than the character of the
pitiful few who commit it, Mr. Clark asserts. It
reflects the character of the entire society.
Hol^:, John, l^at Do I Do Monday?
....combines Mr. Holt's theories of education
the idea of learning as a growth process. .. .with
practical, easy-to-use ideas and exercise in
reading, writing and mathematics.
Laird, Cliarlton, Language in American
The inpact of man upon language and of language
upon man, as language has been on this continent
from prehistoric times to the present.
Reich, Charles, The Greening of America
Tliere is a revolution coming. It will not be like
revolutions of the past. It will originate v/ith the
individual and with culture, and will change the
political structure only as its final act. It will
not require violence to succeed, and it cannot be
successfully resisted by violence. This is the
revolution of the new generation.
Satu Rebo ed
. ,
This Book is About Schools
Bringing together some of the most appealing pieces
from the magazine ("This Magazine is About Schools")
This Book Is Alxjut Schools / presents a mixed bag of
diverting criticism practical vision and handy
guerilla tactics for teachers, students and. parents.
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Silberman, Charles, Crisis In the Classroom
•
.. .
What distinguishes Silberman from other angry
critics of American education is the empathy he
shows for teachers as well as students, both of
whom are victimized and stifled by the way schools
are organized,
i A •
Toffler, Alvin, Future Shock
Future Shock is about the present. It is about
what is happening today to individuals who are
over\^helined by change,,,,He explodes the chichi
that today's education prepares young people for
the future.
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Appendix G
Questionnaires Adnvinistered by The Evaluation Team
During Tne 1971-1972 Phase of
The Open-Communication Project
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Open—Coniniunication Proj ect
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE >
1971-1972
Tlie Open—Coininunication Project (o.C.) has sponsored many
activities ^and has promoted attitudinal changes designed to im-
prove the Gcirnet learning environment. Tlie Project has been •
operational . for three years now. We would like you to comment
on the Project and its components via this questionnaire. The
questions and your responses are needed to help assess the
irrpact of the total Open-Communication Project as well as in-
dividual program conponents.
How many years have you taught at Garnet-Patterson?
A. Open-Cornmunication Skills Workshops
1. To what extent have most Open-Communication skills
\7orkshops helped you with instructional planning?
helped a great deal
______
helped only slightly
helped some no help at all
2. To what extent have the Reading skills v;orkshops helped
you learn to incorporate the teaching of Reading in
your classes?
helped a great deal helped only slightly
helped some
_____
help at all
3. To what extent have the skills workshops helped improve
teachers/teacher communications?
helped a great deal helped only slightly
helped some no help at all
4. To v:hat extent have skills workshops helped improve
teacher/administrator communications?
helped a great deal
_____
helped only slightly
helped some no help at all
Using the following scale please indicate to what ex-
tent you agree with the three statements below:
5.
1 2
Strongly Some\'jhat
Agree Agree
3
soirev/iiat
Disagree
4
Str9ngly
Disagree
The 1-lath skills workshops have improved my abUity
to incorporate the teaching of Math into my classes.
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.
7,
—
' '
skills VTorkshops have helped inprove teacher/
student communications.
Th© skills workshops have helped iirprove teacher/parent communications.
8. Mthough The Open-Communication Skills workshops may
beneficial to all participants in some way,
we would like to know for whom they were mcs t benefi-
cial, in your opinion: (Check one)
teachers administrators
parents other staff (counselors,
students cafeteria workers,
custodians, etc.)
9* Although the Open—Communication Skills workshops may
have been ^neficial to all partici]pants in some way,
we would like to loiow for whom they were least benefi-
cial, in your opinion: (Check one)
teachers administrators
parents other staff (counselors,
students cafeteria vjorkers,
custodians, etc.
B, General School Atmosphere
Using the following scale please indicate to what extent
you agree with the five statements below:
1 2 3 4
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
1, The Open-Communication Project has helped create
a better learning environment at Garnet,
2, The Open-Comiminication Project has contributed
to increased student self discipline
3, The Open-Communication Project has contributed to
reduced tensions in the school,
4, The Open-Communication Project has helped improve
school/community understanding and relations,
5, The Open-Communication Project has resulted in
teachers having more influence on school policies
and operations.
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C, Open-Communication Retreats
1. Did the Retreats, in your estimation, improve teacher/
teacher communications and rapport?
yes no
yes, how much?
... a great deal
some
a little
2, Did the Retreats help improve teacher/administrator
communications and rapport?
yes no
If yes, how "much?
a great deal
some
a little
' 3. Do you think the Retreats helped iiTprove teacher/student
communications and rapport?
yes no
If yes, how much?
a great deal
some
a little
4. Did the Retreats help improve teacher/parent communica-
tion and rapport?
yes no
If yes, how much?
a great deal
some
a little
Using the following scale, please indicate to what ex-
t,0nt you agree v/ith the staternenus hslov/t
1
Strongly
Agree
2
Somewhat
Agree
3
Somewhat
Disagree
^ 4
Strongly
Disagree
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improved relationship developed during Open-Communication Retreats were evident, through inv-proved day to day interchanges following Retreats.
Retreats affected only a few individuals with nointact on the overall school atmosphere.
7. Although the Open—Communication Retreats may have beenbeneficial to all participants in some way we would
like to know for whom they were most beneficial, in
beneficial, in your opinion; (Check one)
teachers administrators
, .
parents other staff (counselors,
_______
students cafeteria workers,
custodians, etc.)
8. Although the Open-Communication Retreats may have been
beneficial to all participants in some way, we would
like to know for whom they were least beneficial, in
your opinion: (Check one)
teachers
parents
students
administrators
other staff (counselors,
cafeteria workers,
custodians, etc.
)
D. General Questions About Garnet and Open-Communication.
Please indicate whether you
1 2 3 4
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
with the following statements;
1, Over the past three years at Garnet there has been
a noticeable improvement in the behavior of students
at school.
2, During the past three years there has been increas-
ed or inproved educational achievement of students
on the whole.
3 , The quality of teaching at Garnet has improved in
the last three years.
Over the past three years at Garnet there has been
a noticeable increase in the feeling of together-
ness and cooperation among teachers, students,
parents and administrators.
4 .
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During the last three years there has developed anincreased sense of personal responsibility for andinvolvement in Garnet-Patterspn on the part ofteachers, students, parents and administrators.
6. Do you know who the members of the Advisory Committee
are?
< A .
yes no
7. Do you know what the Advisory Committee does?
yes no
If yes, how naich do you know of their activities:
(Check one)
I know a great deal about what they do.
I know something about what they do.
I know only a little about what they do.
8. Have you had an op^rtunity, this year, to talk with
members of the Advisory Committee about Garnet or Open-
Communication?
yes no
If yes, how often have you talked?
frequently
once in a while
rarely
If yes, with how many different Committee merrbers have
you talked?
1 4
2 5
3 6 or more
9. In your opinion, what are the most significant and in-
fluential coir^xjnents or features of the Open-Communica-
tion Project?
a. Most significant
b. Second most significant . .
10. In your opinion, what have been the most important
actual accomplishments of the Open-Commiunication Project
at Garnet?
a. Most important —
b. Second most important - . -
11. If yes had the power to do any one thing most likely to
improve the Project what would you do?
12. Do you have any general comments about the Open-Communi-
cation Project?
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Open-O^iTirtTunication Project
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE >
1971-1972
The Open-Communication Project (O.C.) has been in operation
at Garnet—Patterson for three years. During that time there
have been many Open—Communication sponsored activities for stu-
dents/ teachers and parents, VJe would like to know what you
think of these activities and the whole Open-Communication Pro-
ject, Therefore, we are asking you to complete this question-
naire,
1, How long have you worked with the Open-Communication Project?
2, Have you ever attended an Open-Communication skills workshop?
yes no
If yes, how helpful was it for you?
very helpful slightly helpful
somewhat helpful not helpful
3, Although the Open-Communication Skills Workshop may have
been beneficial to all participants in some way, we would
like to knov; for whom they were most beneficial, in your
opinion; (Check one)
teachers administrators
parents other staff (counselors,
students cafeteria workers,
custodians, etc,
)
4,
Although the Open-Communication Skills Workshop may have
been beneficial to all participants in some way, we would
like to know for whom they were least beneficial, in your
opinion: (Check one)
administrators
other staff (counselors,
cafeteria workers,
custodians, ets,)
Using the following scale, please indicate to what extent
you agree with the statements below;
teachers
parents
students
1 2 _ ... ,3
Strongly Somewhat Somev/hat Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
The Open-Communication Project has helped create a
" better learning environment at Garnet,
5
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6
.
7.
8
.
9.
10
.
12 .
The Open-Coinrnunication Project has contributed to
increased student self discipline. •
>
The Open—Coitrmunication Project has contributed to re-
duced tensions in the school.
The Open—Communication Project has given parents more
•influence in the school.
The Open—Communication Project has helped improve
school/community understanding and relations.
The Open-Communication Project has made it easier for
me to communicate with teachers.
11, you think the Open-Communication Project has helped
parents/student understanding?
yes no
If yes, how much?
a great deal
somewhat
a little
Do you think the Open-Cominunication Project has helped
parents become more concerned with and interested in Garnet?
yes no
If yes, how much?
because of the Project, most parents have become much
more concerned with Garnet.
because of the Project, most parents are somewhat more
concerned with Garnet,
because of the Project, most parents are a little
more concerned with Garnet,
13, Do you think having parents in the building has helped inw-
prove student discipline?
yei no
If yes, how much?
a great deal
somewhat
a little
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14. Have you ever attended an Open-Cornmunication Retreat?
no
3 When? This year: Last year
If you ATTENDED a Retreat, please answer the followingquestions: (If you didn't attend one, please go on toQuestion 15.) x- ^
a. Did the Retreats, in your opinion, improve parent/teach
er communications and understanding?
c.
d.
e.
yes
If yes, how much?
no
b. Did the Retreat help improve parent/administrator
communications and understanding?
yes no
If yes, how much?
a great deal
some
a little
Did the Retreats help improve parent/student communi-
cations and understanding?
yes no
If yes, how much
a great deal
some
a little
Although the Open-Communication Retreats may have been
beneficial to all participants in some way, we would
like to know for whom they were most beneficial, in
your opinion: (Check one)
teachers
parents
students
administrators
other staff (counselors,
cafeteria workers,
custodians, etc.
)
Although the Open-Communication Retreats imay have been
beneficial to all participants in some way, we would
like to Icnow for whom they were least beneficial, in
your opinion: (Clieck one)
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teachers
parents
students
administrators
other 9taf^ (counselors,
cafeteria workers,
custodians, etc.
)
15. If you DID NOT ATTEND
questions
:
a Retreat please answer the following
a. I heard a lot about the Retreats from other parents who
attended.
true false
b. After hearing about the Retreat I thought I would like
to attend one.
true false
16.
Do you think the Open~Communication Project has helped make
Garnet a better school?
yes, has made it much better
yes, has made it somewhat better
yes, has made it a little better
no, hasn't changed it at all
17. Do you know what the Advisory Committee does?
yes no
.If yes, how much do you know of their activities; (Qleck one)
know a great deal about what they do
know something about what they do
know only a little about what they do
18. Have you had an opportunity, this year, to talk with members
of the Advisory Committee about Garnet or Open-Communication?
yes no
If yes, how often?
frequently
once in a while
rarely
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If yes, with how many different Committee members have
you talked? ’ .
.
.
—
X
•’
2 5
3 6 or more
19, What are the two best things about the Open-Communication
Project?
a. Best thing
b. Second best thing
20. If you had the power to do any one thing most likely to
improve the Project, what would you do?
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Open-Communication Project
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE /fi..
.
.
1971-1972
tion Project (o.C.) has been in opera-
^
Gar^t-Patterson for three years. During that time
for studenV?®L^2^ Open-Communication sponsored activitiesparents. We would like to know
as a Whnl Specific activities and the Project
.questlo^airef'®''® this
1. How many years have you been a student at Garnet-Patterson?
2. Have you ever attended an Open-Communication skills workshop?
yes no
a. If yes, how many?
b. VJhen? This year; Last year
c. If yes, how helpful was it for you (check one)
;
very helpful only slightly helpful
somewhat helpful not helpful
3. Have you ever attended an Open-Communication Retreat?
yes no
•If yes, when? This year: Last year
V7ere you in the Student-Teacher-Parent Training Sessions
two years ago?
yes no
If you ATTENDED an Open-Communication Retreat please answer
each of the statements below using the following scale. (If
you didn';t attend a Retreat, please go to Question 4.)
1 2 3 4
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
a. After attending a Retreat I was more interested in
Garnet.
b. After attending a Retreat it v^as easier for me to
talk v;ith teachers.
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c. Mter a Retreat teachers seemed more willinq tolisten to students. '
-/h.
d. The Retreat helped iirprove iry school spirit.
e. After the Retreat I told other friends who didn't
go what it was like.
f. Although the Open-Communication Retreats may have beenbeneficial to all participants in some way, we wouldli^6 to know for whom they were most beneficial . in
your opinion; ) Check one)
teachers administrators
... I
parents
_____
other staff (counselors,
— - - students cafeteria workers,
custodians, ets.)
g. Although the Open-Communication Retreats may have been
beneficial to all participantd in some way, we would
like to know for whom they were least beneficial, in
your opinion; (Check one)
teachers administrators
parents other staff (counselors,
students cafeteria workers,
custodians, etc.)
4. If you NEVER ATTENDED an Open-Communication Retreat please
answer tlrie statements below using the following sclae;
1 2 3 4
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
a. I heard a lot about the Retreats from other
students who attended.
b. I noticed that students who attended a Retreat
seemed more interested in Garnet.
c. After hearing about the Retreats I though I would
like to attend one.
d. Students I Icnow who attended a Retreat seemed to
get along with teachers better after the Retreat.
5. Do you thinlc having parents in the school has helped student/
parent understanding?
If yes, how much? (Check one)
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helped student/parent understanding a great deal,
—
has helped student/parent understanding, some.
helped student/parent understanding a little.
6, Do you thinh having parents in the school has helped student
discipline?
yes. no
If yes,.. how much? (Check one)
has helped student discipline a great deal,
has helped student discipline some,
has helped student discipline a little,
7, Please indicate to what extent you agree with each of the
statements belov/ by using the following scale:
1 2 3 4
Strongly Some\'/hat Somev/hat Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
a, I think the Open-Communication Project has helped
improve student/teacher cooperation,
b, I think the Open-Communication Project has made
teachers more willing to listen to students,
c. I think the Open-Communication Project has made
most students more interested in school,
8, a. Do you belong to any Open-Communication clubs?
_____
yss
_____
If yes, which ones?
b. .Do you belong to any other clubs at school?
yes
_____
If yes, which ones?
9, Do you read the Open-Communication newsletter?
yes once in a while no
10. Do you think the Open-Communication Project has helped
make Garnet a better school?
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yes, has made it much better
yes, has made it somewhat better
.
yes, has made it a little better -
no, hasn't changed it at all
11, What are the two best things about the Open-Communication
Project?
' d A .
Best thing
Second best thing
(
Appendix H
Group Training Sessions Workshop Schedules
and
Instructional Skills Workshop Teams
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OPEN-COMMUNICATION PROJECT - GROUP TRAINING SESSIONS
(APPLICATION PHASE ) .
June 16, 17, 18,
Tuesday
9:00 - lOiOO A,M.
10:00 - 11:45 A.M.
1970 9:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.
Topic
Orientation Session (Large Group) Rm. 218
Administrative Procedures (Small Groups)
Group I - Building Regulations: Rm. 216
Cafeteria Procedures
Auditorium Procedures
Supervision of Corridors
Entering and Leaving Building
Group II - Classroom Management Rm, 218
Manner of Entering and
Leaving Classrooms
(Students)
Classroom Regulations
Substitute Instructions
Record Keeping
Group III - Attendance Rm. 204
Article 30 - Union Contract
(1) School
(2) Class
11:45 A.M. - 12:45 P.M, Luncheon Period
12:45 - 2:00 P.M, Continuation of Morning Small Group
Discussions (same rooms)
2:00 - 3:00 P.M. Group Report Writing - Review and
Reactions (same rooms)
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OPEN-COMMUNICATION PROOECT - GROUP TRAINING SESSIONS
(APPLICATION HiASE)
Wednesday * ,
.
9:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 10:45
10:45 - 11:45
11:45 A.M. - 12:45 P.M.
12:45 - 2:00 P.M.
2:00 - 3:00 P.M.
Topic
Review and Reactions - (Large Group)
Rm. 218
Orientation
Classroom Instruction- (Small Group)
Group I Curriculum Rm. 216
Group II Planning (Motivation) Rm. 218
Group III Instruction (Activities)
Rm. 204
Group IV Teacher-Student Evaluation
Rm. 202
Luncheon Period
Continuation of Morning Small Group
Discussions (same rooms)
Group Report Writing - Review and
Reactions (same rooms)
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OPEN-COMMUinCATIOlI PROJECT - GROUP TRi'.INING SESSIONS(APPLICATION PHASE ) .
>
Thursday
9:00 - lOiOO A.M.
10:00 - 10:15
Topic
Review and Reaction (Large Group) Rm.218
Orientation
Student Performance (10 subject areas)
(Small Group)
1, Related to Behavioral Objectives
2, Minimum Performance Criteria
3, Library Resources
Group I Science-Math-Business Rm.218
Group II English-Social Studies-Foreign
Language Rm, 216
Group III Art-Music Rm. 200
Group IV Home Economics-Printing-
Mech, Dravzing-Joinery Rm, 2110
Group V Physical Education-Health
and Family Living-Guidance
Library
11:45 A.M, - 12:45 P.M. Luncheon Period
12:45 - 2:00 P.M. Continuation of Morning Small Groups
(saiTie rooms)
2:00 - 3:00 P.M. Group Report Writing - Reviev; and
Reactions (same rooms)
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GARNET-PATTERSON OPEN-COMl'IUNICATICN PROJECT
•
.. .
Instructional Skills Workshop
October 21
,
23
,
24
,
1970
’ i <x .
Major Goals:
To be able to isolate and analyze particular skills
To be able to determine particular skill development
needs of students
To be able to demonstrate techniques used in sld.ll
development
To increase the ability to listen
ADMINISTRATORS—STUDENTS—TEACHERS—PARENTS
' To increase the ability of the participants to share
information and feelings
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OPEN-COM-IUNICATION INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS WORKSHOP
November 20, 1971
.
Staff Development Committ.ee
Mrs. liargaret G. Labat
Mr. Stanley G. Perelman
Mrs. Sylvia S. Jones
lirs. Olivia C. Dixon
Mrs. Dorothy A. Hampton
Mr. Charles H. Epps
Mrs. I'^yrtice R. Tobias
Open-Communication Reading Team Groups
TEAM 1 TEAM 3
Mrs. Topps (Leader) Mrs. S. Jones (Leader)
Mrs. Green Mr. Devoe
Mrs. Mikell Mr. Rawls
Mrs. C. Johnson 15rs. Brice
Miss Itontgomery Mrs. Lindia
Mrs. G. Johnson Mrs. Dargan
Mrs. Jen]d.ns Mrs. Coleman
Mrs. E. Anderson
TEAM 2 TEA14 4
Mrs. Dixon (Leader) Miss Kennedy (Leader)
Miss Glover Mrs. Labat
Mrs. McAdams Mr. Gay
Mr. Singh Mrs. Goodnight
Mrs. 14ebane Mr. Reddick
Mrs. Manning Mr. Bovrman
Mr. Epps Mrs. Dyson
Mr. Farmer Mrs. M. Thompson
Mrs. Timmons Mrs. Austin
I4rs. A. Jones
Mrs. Deans
TEAI-l 5
Miss T. Jones (Leader)
lir. Holloman
Mrs. Bacot
Mrs. Hampton
14r. Randolph
Mrs. Bettis
Mrs. Thomas
Mrs. A. Anderson
9:10 - 10:10 Teams ii^et in the Scheduled Rooms
Team 1 - Room 218
Team 2 - Room 218 ^
Team 3 - Room 216
Team 4 - Room 216
Team 5 - Library
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OPEN-COMMUNICATION MATH TEA14 GROUPS
TEAM 1
Mrs, Lindia (Leader)
Mrs, Manning
Mr, Bovmian- ,
.
Mrs, Mikell
Mrs, Topps
..
Mrs, Coleman
•Mrs, Dargan
Mr, Holloman
TEAM 2
Mr, Randolph (Leader)
Miss 14ontgomery
Mr, Reddick
Mrs , Mebane
Mrs, C, Johnson
Mrs, E, Anderson
Mrs • M, Thompson
J«lr, Devoe
Mrs, Austin
Mrs, Brice
>
TEAI4 4
Mrs, Hampton (Leader)
Mrs, Bettis
Miss Glover
Mr, Epps
Mrs, Jenkins
Mrs, Timmons
Mrs, Green
TEAM 5
Mr, Rawls (Leader)
Mrs, Goodnight
Mrs, Dixon
Mrs, Bacot
Mrs, A, Jones
Mrs, Thomas
Mrs, Deans
Mrs, S, Jones
TEAM 3
14r, Singh (Leader)
ItLss ICennedy
Miss T, Jones
Mr, Gay
Mrs, Dyson
Mrs, A, Anderson
Mrs , Labat
Mrs, McAdams
10:10 - 11:10 Teams meet in the scheduled Rooms
Team 1
Team 2
Team 3
Team 4
Team 5
Room 218
Room 218
Room 216
Room 216
Library’’
Appendix I
Certificate of Participation
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THE GARNET-PATTERSON HOWARD UNIVERSITY GROUP PROJECT IN OPEN COMMUNICATION
!„ere held from Octob?r2'’througrOctobe^^25^'^Duri Communication
' 7th grade student*? n;?Y'«ani-c «-p j ’ this phase the groups consisted of
: that' through the eipLience of grou?s"sess?oL'"e«"'’- Ta
l„ill increase their understanding of iIrne?4«?erno;
students and their parents
and its activities. The new participants are
involved in the school
[Parents
I Mrs
.
I
Mrs.
:Mrs.
I
Mrs
I
Mrs
,
[Mrs
I
Mrs
IMrs
I
Mrs.
iMrs
iMrs.
I Mrs
Doris Jenkins
Lattie Phelps
Isabelle Rowe
Johnnie Mae Dyson
Kate Jones
Ernestine Craft
Erma Hipps
Lena Hebron
Erma Rag in
Ann Anderson
Virginia Smith
Ruth Smith
Teachers
Mr. Eugene Randolph
Mr
. Herman Cannon
Mrs. Susan Rosebaum
Mrs
. Betty Topps
Mr. Ernest Devoe
Mr. Jack Gilmore
Mrs
. Winifred Dodd
Mrs. Myrtice Tobias
Mrs. Brittania Capers
Mrs. Jewel Walden
Mr. George Rutherford
Mr. Clifton Rawls
Mrs. Sylvia Jones
Students
Wallace Holman
Yvonne Simmons
Arthur McCombs
Ernestine Tate
Frank Carter
Veronica Todd
Rita Thompson
Julius Speaks
John Watker
Claudia Berry
Anthony Thompson
Odessa Bynum
VISITORS During the fall group sessions we had several visitors both on
an informal and formal basis. Our national and local consultants
spent three-days with us in a variety of activities which included
direct observation of the group sessions, a review of films and
,
group activities, informal interviews with participants, a meeting with the Advisory Council
and a review of the continuing project evaluation. They provided the project staff with
i another source of insight relating to the operation of the program. These consultants
I included Dr. Perry Botwin, Mrs. Pearl Brackett, Dr. Herman Dorsett
,
Dr. Nicholas Long, Mrs.
jEva Nash and Dr. E. Y. Williams.
Other visitors to the project sessions during October included Advisory Council
I members Mr. Johnathan Eugene, Mr. Laurence Goffney and Mrs. Louise Spruill. In addition seven
j students from Howard University’s graduate course in group counseling spent some time with us.
I
In addition to our receiving visitors, one of the Project co-directors. Dr. Irene
I Hypps
,
attended both the first and second regional leadership training conferences for EDPA
I Project Directors. The second conference was held on October 14 - 16 at the Sheraton Park
! Motor Inn, Silver Spring, Maryland.
I
pabents
2
grade Tutorial Program,
Ford has been able- to loin “lChevy Chase High School
afternoons with the Bethesda-
_
- -
-„...... In an effort to brMdeS li f Program and the 9th grade-7thCouncil has invited parent members of the . P^^^^i^ipation , the Advisory
Mrs. Beulah Finn and Mrs. Katherine Latnev join. In the October meeting
Child Care Center of Children’s Hospital as new Miller of the Comprehensive
November e
^ ® tnainbers. We expect more to be with us in
HOWARD SERVICES FOR Howard Univer<?-?r k
GABNET-PATTERSON teachers and service to rL„ ! ET®" ^ fruitful source of materials
labor^toJnf ? ;j^^f-Patterson. Such services as audio-visual
the requSt^S
^'^^iculum Library have been made available at
Benefactors of these services included Mr CharioQ
P^^^^^ipants in the groups sessions,
flepartment and Miss Blanche Hammond, our music teacher*
the Science
a series of seven transparencies he designed thmueh th
received for his classes
Hammond has ordered two tapes of African Musir th^ h ®
au lo-visual laboratory and Miss
If Music.
c through the Fine-Arts Department - the School
drug workshop As an outgrowth of concern for the increasing availabilty ofdrugs in the Garnet-Patterson community expressed by the fallgroup sessions, a series of three drug workshops will be held at
,
-UK ^ *< ^ . school during the remainder of the school year. These work-
teacher participants of the fall session. Hr.
George Rutherford. Mr. Jack Gilmore_, and Hr. Clifton Rawls. Students, teachers, and the
community will be invited to participate in the planning of these sessions.
ewer S glue Happiness is two gallons of Elmer’s glue according to Mrs. Annabelle
Bacot, Art teacher at Garnet-Patterson, the first recipient of
instructional supplies ordered through the project. This glue,
a seemingly small item, will allow Mrs. Bacot to introduce to
her students an excit;^ng new world of glue arts,
OTHER ROTES As participants in the Open Communication Project teachers have
the opportunity to receive thi?ee graduate credit hours for their
work in curriculum development under Dr. Evaretta Rutherford,
co-director in Curriculum Development, by registering for
Independent Study 207-307, Howard University,
SPREAD EFFECT. Much of what has been happening at Garnet-Patterson and the
surrounding aormunity through the Project in Open Cormunication
doesn 't fit into the area of hard data. It has ocoured in the
realm of new attitudes and relations between students
^
parents,
teachers vend Community dt*ganizations. Consequently we hare added a SPREAD EFFECT column to
communicate some of the more elusive outcomes of the program.
Mrs, Louise Thomas who participated in the summer group sessions with her daughter
Deborah has been active in the Teeny-Boppers Center on 10th and V Streets,
w3
S^rB^elirDie^Ind M^sreTZ L^bon ^-cher associates
run organization. Also participating are Urban Teach^rr"^ this coimunity
Mr. Dave Sidewater and Mrs. John Elwell. Regualr faci^tv Brenda Belton,
Center in Garnet's ongoing Community School Ltivities^
^ members hope to link up with the
Working with Mrs. Brice has hp^n =
with. We have gotten to know each other as neonle
^ lovely person to work
is different than I expected. They treat me with
parent and teacher. Everyone
the students.
^ I have gotten to know many of
Mrs. Betty James
As a result of the student rprmp«i+ ir>
. „ j , pi-uueu equest in the summer groups we have recpivpH twr>ping-pong tables and an outdoor basketball court thrnncrh -hh^ n o n I
s:;eH«^nden°t'! iS“on! lllZT.nT'
Ethelene Morrow working with^MisrLXnne^Monnome^ irmat^Sie iad'Snte^stiJlg^experUnces
^oently. Both of their teacher-parents have been ill and they have done an outitandtnr
I
job of assuming responsibility for continuity in the interim.
^anaing
I
Haying a parent, Mrs, Katherine Latney, working in the Counselor's office is a
I
tremendous help, not only with the work load, but in gaining insight into the community
;and needs of particular students.
Mrs. Vera Lindia
I
We'll close this issue with the statement of Mrs. Loretta Belfield, working with
Mrs. Walden vn typing and in the office:
I
Open Communication is one of the best things that could have happened at
I
Garnet-Patterson . It gives me great pleasure to know that I am helping someone along the way,
1
i
j
t
I
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY - OARNET-PATTERSON OPEN COMMUNICATION PROJECT
For the Ooen Comniunication Proiect, April was a time of continuing involve-
ment for parents, teachers and students. Parents are settled into classes and havebeen accented by the students as regular participants in the daily activities at
Garnet-Patterson
. In all events whether regular, community school activities, or
special programs, the parents have been present helping teachers and students, or
simply enjoying themselves.
Mrs. Parks and Mrs. Crawford looks
through nrogrammed math materials
the use of the library and useful library resources,
materials for students and teachers.
April 13 - 17, Open Communica-
tions Project’s Library Open
House and National Library Week,
was an exciting week at the
Garnet-Patterson Library. High-
lights of that week included a
special guest, Mr. Paul Lawrence,
from Behavioral Research who
met with teachers and parents
to discuss new materials in read-
ing and math skill building. It
is hoped that the coonerative
efforts of parents and teachers
to improve classroom instruction
in reading and math initiated
during this week will continue
and that joint planning for the
next school year will begin now.
Other events of the week included
the films "Black Power"
,
a power-
ful documentary on black leader-
ship in America, and "The Owl
that Gave a Hoot"
,
an animated
film on good consumer buying,
special instruction to English
and Social Studies classes on
and displays and give aways of
- 2 -
CURRICULUM
Mrs. Dixon and a few of the
young poets at Garnet
Mrs. Olivia Dixon, English teacher
and winter group participant of the
Open Communication Project in develoo-
ing neglected literature units of
which poetry is included. Mrs. Dixon
viewjj- poetry as a"creative and per-
sistent art" which has Survived
both "dislike and boredom."
She wanted her students to see the
real beauty and meaningfulness of
poetry
. The result of this unit
has been a comnilation of poetry
written by her ninth grade class.
The following poem is amonp these
selections
.
SNOW
by
Larrnj Johnson
The snou is aorring
.
It's coming fast.
It's soft and cold
And here at last.
The trees are white;
All covered with snow.
The streets are gloiHng
With white^ white snow.
The oars are sliding.
The people are falling
The wind is blowing;
And everybody 's cold.
The sky is white
The windcnos are bright
The oars are stalling
While others are cozy.
-3-
Miss Cassandia Williams discusses
modeling as a career with 9th grade
girls
and so many of the faculty including
Carter Bowman and Mrs. Hester Moss.
Boone, Mrs. Rhodes and Mrs. Anderson
un April 30 the 9th grade students
participated in a unique "Career
Day"
. The Advisory Conmittee for
the Open Communication Project
had discussed sponsoring a Career
Day at Garnet-Patterson but they
were concerned that it be relevant
and interesting. They wanted it to
be as open and informal as possible.
We polled the students and accord-
ing to their fields of interest
invited various members of the
community to participate. From
models to economists they came to
Garnet, met with small groups of
students and had lunch together in
the cafeteria. Follow-up visitations
students to participcRts places
occupation were then scheduled.
The reaction of both students and
participants has been wonderful.
We would like to thank the members
of the Advisory Committee especial-
ly Mrs. Lauretta Jackson, Dr. Anita
Austin and Mr. Lawrence Goffney;
Mrs. Myrtice Tobias, Mrs. Ernestine Mebane
,
Mr.
We would also like to thank Mrs. Coleman, Mrs.
who served as hostesses.
On May 1, the sponsors of the Peace-Corns School Partnership Committee
presented Soul '*70 to the Garnet-Patterson Community. The committee members:
Jamie Robinson, Lynette McCullen, Chevy Manley and Diane Dode with Miss Hammond, Miss
Meeks and Mr. Bowman as sponsors, became interested in the idea of raising money for
a community in another countyin order that they could build a school. Numerous
people reflecting the tremendous amount of talent at Garnet-Patterson performed with
"Top Soul" from WOL Soul Radio volunteering his services as M.C.
The students and parents who enjoyed themselves at this performance can be
assured that another community in another county will be made happy also.
-4-
TEENY-BOPPERS The Teeny-
Boppers with the
heln of Gamet-
Patterson Com-
munity School and faculty have been
very active recently.
On April 10, the parents
of the Community School snonsored
a Fashion and Talent Show, Deborah
Thomas was the student co-ordinator
and brought the Teeny-Bopners large
and small to participate. Staring
as the Garnet-Patterson ideal girl
was Celeste Roberts in a blue
evening gown. A typical comment
was that of 9th grader, Raphael Camp-
bell: "I think the Fashion Show
was just unique and we should have
more for the people in the community.'
Mrs. Louis Thomas, Mr. Rosie Parrott,
Miss Deborah Thomas and "Pumpkin" The next joint event of
the Garnet-Patterson Community School
and the Teeny-Boppers was a Gospel
Show at the True Gospel Baptist Church. This program’s purpose was to raise money for
school hand uniforms and a future Teeny-Boppers Day Care Center; various performers
included Mr. William Holloman, M.C, the Israelites, the Youth Choir from the Carolina
Missionary Church, the Garnet Gospel Choir, Janette Latney and Gladys McGill as soloists
Mp. David Sldefwatep and Taeny-Boppers at
the 200
-5-
are doing some very exciting^things^'^^lLv^^'^
teachers: Mr. Perelman, Miss Dietz* Mr Ruthe^f Garnet-Patterson '
s
and one of Grimkie's teachers Miss Sesam Mr. Sidewater
went out in the neighbor^ooran^Lk^r^ a ^ kids
one day in two hours the kids had colLSed $21^
M°"'
(making separate trips) and ^herwerrL^'r tn their cars
Ohlcken, potato sala^ sedL^^^S
-h:t“t'^i:°s!"t^:°-Ha^ri^:a^y t1::^^
take the kids on
planning a Benefical Talent Show May 21 1970 to
nTif.^l ^ofthe. ?i"ren^iLntTsr to f^rJLh
people in the col^lt^ro “rc^aJeTuIkel or"-"'"^$1.75. pur nase a ticket give a donation. The tickets are
For the past several weeks we have been
fortunate to have the father of one of
our students here at Garnet -Patterson
helping in our Project-Tighten-Up
Program. Mr. Calvin Ingram Sr.
,
Father
of Calvin Ingram Jr.,, a 9th grader, was
concerned about his own son’s and
others’ attitude towards school and felt
that his ability to relate to students
and his presence at Garnet might have a
positive effect. Consequently he has
offered to spend his day off at Garnet-
Patterson helping students to get to
class on time and talking to them
about problems they might have at school.
Mr. Ingram is no stranger to this
area. He attended Grimke Elementary
School, Banneker Junior High, and Cardozo
Senior High. He has lived in Washington,
D. C. most of his life. Besides Calvin
Jr.
,
he has four other younger children
three of whom attend Mott School.
Mr. Ingram feels that his nresence
has been of value to the students here.
He treats the other students as he does
his own son--emphasizing respect for self and a sense of responsibility towards others
Both students and teachers are happy that Mr. Ingram is here and we hope that his
example serves as a reminder of the possibilities available at the school fov Garnet
parents who have some time and who are concerned about the education of their
children.
- 6 -
GIRL OF MANY TALENTS We would likew ia to congratulate a very talented younglady here at Garnet-Patterson. She is Gail Rotan,
a 8th grader. She has won recently a First Place ’and
commendation from the D. C. Medical Society for her
r<* r^1 .
Science project "Lead Poisoning in Mice". Tn addition:»she won a First Place in the local Student Art Show with her fashion designs Both
'
Hr. Epps, for Science teacher and Mrs. Bacot, her Art teacher, are to be
'
congratulated also, Gail's accomplishments
represent the goals of any educational facility;
to allow the student to develop his interests in
the broadest ways possible.
Mrs. Labat
,
as one of the Co-Directors
of the Open Communiction Project recently traveled
to Berkeley, San Jose and San Francisco, California
to observe various projects. She spoke with cur-
riculum specialists at the San Francisco Public School and visited Project Community,
dieected by Dr. William Soskin of University of California at Berkeley where she was
able to gain insight into the significance of group activity.
Mrs, Geraldine Foster, a participant
in our July awareness group, and her husband have
opened a grocery store on the corner of 10th and
W Streets. VJe wish them luck and are happy about
their willingness to work with the school to
eliminate this corner as a loitering place for
students during school time.
We would like to thank the members of
Mr. Bowman's advanced Printing class for their help
each month in printing this newsletter. Their
skill is appreciated. The students are Albert
Lewis, Tyrone Thompson, Alfred Smith, Larry
Johnson, Nathan Williams, Ricky Lewis, Alvin Carson
Lensly Simpson and Horace Settles.
9
Cover; Various student* and one of our parents, Mrs. Consuella Boone
served as hostesses for Career Day.
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OUTSTANDING YOUTH AWARD
On Friday, October 23, in a special assembly, an "Outstanding Youth
Award" was presented to Deborah R. Thomas, a 1970 graduate of Garnet-
Patterson. This award was given to Deborah by the Mutual Insurance
Agency, Inc. "to dramatize to metropolitan area residents that, despite
sensational news items about bad kids, the community can be proud of its
youth. " Deborah was nominated for the award by the staff at Garnet-
Patterson because of her exceptional contribution in creating a neighbor-
hood club, known as the Teeny Boppers, and a Neighborhood Youth Center
organized to serve and help youngsters. Both Deborah and her mother
Mrs. Louise Thomas have participated in Open Communication and Mrs. Thomas
is currently a member of the Advisory Council.
The award, which consisted of a beautiful engraved plaque and a
$100 Saving Bond, was presented to Deborah by our new Superintendent,
Dr. Hugh J. Scott. The entire assembled body, including Deboreih's fanily,
former classmated and friends, stood and applauded enthusiastically as
Deborah accepted her award. A brief reception and interview with the press
followed in the staff dining room. We are very proud of Deborah.
^COVm PHOTO:
Deborah with Mr. Henry Kroll, President of the Mutual Insxirance
Agency and Dr. Hugh Scott, Superintendent of the D. C. Public
Schools
.
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PARENT PARTICIPANTS
All the parents are settled into their involvement at Garnet-
Patterson. We thought you would like to know who they are, so we are
listing their names and assignments. If one of the parents is your
neighbor, seek her out and ask her to share some of her experiences at
Garnet with you.
Mrs. Ann Anderson
Mrs. Louise Coleman
Mrs. Ernestine Craft
Mrs. Pearl Dargan
Mrs. Johnnie Dyson
Mrs. Lillian Grissom
Mrs. Arie Harrington
Mrs. Doris Jenkins
Mrs. Etheline Morrow
Mrs. Ida Parks
Mrs. Barbara Rhodes
Mrs. Mary Thompson
Mrs. Celestine Smith
Mrs . Sallie McKissick
Mrs. Lillie Davis
Mrs. Adell Blount
Mrs. Ruth Jackson
Mrs . Ora Morris
Mrs. T. Jones, Mrs. S. Jones (English)
Mrs. Tobias, (Counselor) Mr. Farmer (Library)
Mrs. Hampton (Math)
Miss. McDowell (Math, Mrs. Mebane (Business)
Mrs. Warga, Mr. Epps (Science)
Mrs. Rosebaum (Georgraphy)
Miss. George (English)
Mrs. McAdams (P.E.
)
Miss. Montgomery (Math)
Mrs. G. Johnson (P.E.)
Mrs. Green (Office)
Mr. Williams (Mech. Drawing)
Mr. Farmer (Library)
Miss. T. Jones (Ent . ) Mrs. Rosenbaum (Eng.)
Mrs. Bacot (Art)
Mrs. Lindia (Counselor)
Mrs. Rosenbaum (Eng.) Mrs. Brice (Home Econ.)
Mrs. Capers, Miss. George (English)
Miss. T. Jones (Eng.) Mrs. Bacot (Art)
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INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS WORKSHOP
The 1st Instructional Skills Workshop of the year took place at Garnet-
Patterson October 21,23 and 24» The program sought to implement the goals
of the Open Communication Planning Committee by concentrating on sharing of
concerns through student and teacher panels; departmental cooperation through
small group planning of specific skill micro-teaching units; sharing of
information through teacher demonstrations; and new techniques of presentation
and questioning through o\ir guest consultant, Mrs. Charlette Brooks,
Supervising Director of the Department of English for the D.C. Public Schools.
In addition to the faculty and several students, twelve Open Communi-
cation parents served as observer-recorders with the various panels and groups.
The workshop was held in the afternoons and on Saturday morning—times which
would try anyone’s dedication. But because of the high level of participation,
sharing, and group accomplishment, nearly all the participants judged it a
success.
Mrs. Charlette Brooks
introduces new tech-
niques of questioning.
Workshop participants
share information in
groups
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One of the student participants in the Instructional Skills Workshop,
Janice Darlington, wrote some of her impressions of the workshop to share
with her English teacher, who was unable to attend. She has agreed to
share some of these impressions with you.
On Wednesday, October 21, 1970, when I was participating on the
student panel, it was very interesting to me. For one thing, the second
period class, Miss. Hammond, iry music teacher, was teD.ling us how to gain
self-confidence when we get in front of a group. She said, "Look each
person in the eye". This will let them think that you know what you are
singing or talking about."
So at 3:30, just before the meeting came to order, I want you to
know I was really scared. We, who were sitting at the student panel,
didn’t have any special order so I thought of what Miss. Hammond said
and just started it off, because wouldn’t anybody start talking. After
it was time for the students to answer the teachers’ questions, I found
myself again carrying the discussion. When this happened, all of the
scaredness left me. I was ready to answer their questions just the way I
felt they should be answered. I was glad when Ronald (Aikens) and Donna
(Green) said something too. This let me know, when the teachers asked
the questions and we the students, answered it was the way I think a
really good class would have reacted.
It wasn’t boring at all. We were really communicating. This is
what I think the teachers and students want more of.
WHO WILL I BE ?
Will I Be A Queen For People ?
Will I Be The President’s Wife ?
Will I Be The Girl Next Door ?
Or Will I Be Nobody - I Want To Be Somebody I
Will They Give Me A Chance ?
Will I Be Somebody Like They Or
Will Soul Be Nothing ?
Beverly Adams
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PARENT'S DAY
Our first Parent’s Day of the year was held at Garnet on Thursday,
October 23, 1970, There were approximately twenty parents who visited
the school on that day between the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 2:00 P.M,
Tlie parents in Open Communication served as hostesses, guides, program
selectors and on refreshments. They all did a wonderful job in innking our
visitors for the day feel welcome.
The teachers were very cooperative in making the visiting parents
feel at ease in the classrooms. Many parents came into the Open Communica-
tion Office for refreshments and spent some time with us talking about their
willingness to come back in the near future, when they will be able to spend
the entire day, going from classroom to classroom with their children.
We are planning to have Parent's Day as a regular activity at Gamet-
Patterson and you will be informed of the next date as soon as possible.
LOOKING POREWARD TO YOUR VISIT ON THE NEXT PARENT'S DAY.
Mrs. Woodward visits her daughter
Evelyn in Instrumental Music Class.
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Roberta Lane and friends at the Day Care Center
Q^_ .Students Help At Dav Care
Students from Gamet-
Patteraon are participating in
a special cooperative prograjn
with the Star of Bethlehem Day
Care Center. The following
students are excused from
Physical Education Class one
Day a week from 9:00 - 10:10
A.M. : Delores Loving, Roberta
Lane, Janet Streets, Margeline
Major, Lorraine Caldwell, and
Harriet Puller.
Three girls participate
on Monday and the other three
girls help on Tuesday. Mrs.
Holmes, the supervising teacher
has fo\md the girls very helpful. Each student is assigned to a group of children
with specific jobs, such as reading, singing, playing games with the children.
Thus far everyone is pleased with the project. The students from Garnet are
excited with their new titles. Student Assistants, and their new experiences with
the little children.
Open Beautification Committee
Uie Open Beautification Committee has
completed its first project of the year at
Gamet-Patterson. Wie members decided to
liven up the corridors by painting the bath-
room doors in bright colors. The committee
would like to thank the Metropolitan Paint
Company, H & H Carryout, Lee's Florist, Daco
Heating and Fuel Co., and Mr. Bruce Underwood
for their contribution of money and materials.
We are planning more projects and we ask the
total student body to support our efforts.
Club members relax after painting.
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PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN PILOT DISTRICT PROGRAM
^ ; Mrs. Pearl Dargan
Parent Participant in the
Open Connnunication Project
I was involved in the Pilot Project Program because I wanted to
know the nature of police work and what they are doing in the community.
People complain of the problems we have and I had a chance to learn some
of the jobs of the police in the Third District.
We met at the police station and I spent four and one half hours
with two 3rd District policemen on their rounds in a police cruiser. We
went to a false alarm at the Junior Hot Shoppe investigated a car accident
at Georgia Ave. and Barry Pi., and a stabbing. Otherwise we just cruised
aroimd. One thing I noticed was that no sooner would the police get one
assignment than another one would come in on the radio.
The police have a great responsibility. I think people who live
in the community can help solve some of the problems for better relation-
ships between people and the police. One thing I learned was that they
are overworked. Their job is very frustrating. They need our help in
solving some of the problems. I hope people will be involved - to observe
and to learn how citizens are treated.
(The Pilot District Project is an experimental program to ^proye
police services and police-community relations in the Third Police District.
Its offices are located at 2101 - l6th St. N.W.. The telephone numbers
are 332-3335 or 332-7405. The elected Citizens Board neets on the second
Saturday at 11 A.M. and fourth Thursday at S P.M. of each month.)
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Open Coiran\mication Skills Workshop
The first Open Connn'unication Project Instructional Skills Workshop was
held on Sat\irday, November 20, from 9 A.M. - 1 P.M. at Gamet-Patterson. The
theme of the workshop related to the interpretation and use of Standai^ized
Tests which were administered to District students in September of this year.
We feel that these tests, which measure achievement in Reading and Math Skills,
are a tool which parents and teachers can tise to help in assessing the skill
needs of students and in providing mechanisms to improve their performance.
Workshop activities included making use of Mathematics and Reading Mobi-
lization Team members' skills to share information with other teachers and parents
relating to test questions and test results. Also, parents had the chance to meet
with Mrs. Tobias, counselor and testing coordinator, for an in depth discussion
of Standardized Testing. The key to the success of the workshop was the oppor-
tmity for staff and parents to share information, feelings and ideas which might
help to improve the level of student achievement at Garnet-Patterson.
Open Comm\mication Parents
meet with Mrs. Tobias.
Mathematics Mobilization Team
The Math Mobe Team meets each Tuesday morning to discuss, develop,
and plan what can be done to improve growth in mathematics of all the
children at Garnet. The Math Team at present is concerned with finding
ways of individualizing instruction in all classes so that each child
can be helped to achieve his potential. Our goal is to raise the level
of achievement in mathematics of all students keeping in mind the
minimum floors of the Academic Achievement Program.
Members of the team are: Mr. Farmer, Librarian; Mr. Randolph,
counselor; Mr. Epps, Mr. Singh, Mr. Rawls, Miss Montgomery, Mrs. Manning,
and Mrs. Hampton, teachers.
The Math Mobilization Team
Open Communication In The Class Room
The Open Communication Project has brought to Garnet, through its workshops,
and retreats, many innovative ways of making the students, parents and teachers
aware of the role that each plays in commmicating with one another. To this
end the Open Communication office issued to each teacher 10 GroupTechniques
that could be used in the classroom. These group techniques I have found
very exciting in my classroom. Some of them are: Fish Bowl, The Echo Game,
Stop Action, Brainstorming, Cooperation Puzzle, Diagnosing a Classroom Problem,
Role Playing and Learning About Behavior Styles.
The group technique that is being used on the cover is the Fish Bowl
Design for Discussion. The purpose of this technique is to help increase
participation and broaden each student's awareness of the parts he and others
play in a discussion. This exercise was carried out in about 45 minutes with
30 students in grade 9.
The discussion topic for the group was, "Should we have a curfew for teen-
agers in the District of Colimibia" . The ideas and answers were really thought
provoking, startling and they made for an exciting class. The role of the
teacher was that of an observer.
I have fo\and these techniques which I learned from the Open Communication
Project, have brought a new dimension to the classroom by introducing to
students, parents and teachers, ways by which they must participate in class
not only as an individual, but as one who must share and cooperate in the task
group.
Carter Bowman
Graphic Arts Teacher
9th Grade Classroom, \ising the Fish Bowl design
for discussion.
Cover
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FATHER KEMP WINS SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION
As a result of the November 23, 1971 run-off election,
Father Raymond Kemp will represent Ward I on the
District of Columbia School Board. By winning 74% of
the vote. Father Kemp has established a clear mandate
of confidence for him by the community. His fo\ar
years of work as a community organizer out of Saint
Pa\il & Augustine Church at 15th and V Sts., N.W., has
paid off in this expression of support from all over
the area.
Discussing his campaign and subsequent election.
Father Kemp mentioned the Garnet-Patterson Open
Communication Project Advisory Council as the first
group in the commvinity to give him the go ahead to
make the effort. Father Kemp said, "My experience
with people associated with Open Communication at
Gamet-Patterson has been a so\irce of encotiragement
and inspiration. Working with students, parents and
staff makes me believe that Garnet is a leader in creating a positive climate for
learning among junior high schools in Washington."
Father Kemp sees himself as an employee of the Ward I citizenry and specifi-
cally as a representative of such groups as the Open Communication Project
Advisory Council. He says, "My first goal is to set up a Ward Advisory Council
with representation from such groups as the Open Communication Project Advisory
Council to who I will report monthly and from whom I will expect maximum input
on the issues. I will be working to make the schools in Ward I and the entire
District, competitive academically, socially, culturally, and athletically, with
any school in the Metropolitan area."
When asked what kind of support he wants from the community. Father Kemp
speaks of the need for people to commmicate in an organized fashion. "When
the call comes to go and make a case before the School Board, the City Council
or Congress, we need the people of Ward I to respond and be united. Only an
organized citizenry will get the schools we want a disorganized citizenry will
get the schools that other people want."
In addition to representing Garnet-Patterson on the School Board, Father
Kemp is responsible to the communities of Harrison, Meyer, Gage, K.C. Lewis,
Mott, Morgan, Adams, Monroe, Bruce, Parkview, H.D. Cooke, Raymond, Bancroft,
Grimke, Cleveland and Oyster Elementary Schools, Banneker and Lincoln Junior
High Schools, and Cardozo and Bell Senior High Schools. At least until his
inauguration on January 24, 1972, Father Kemp can be reached at the Church
Rectory, 265-1470.
Soul Winning Project
Something new is happening on 10th Street but the spirit that
makes it happen is very old. It's the spirit of feeling pain at
others' hardships and the spirit of wanting to help. Mrs. Louise
Thomas and her co-workers from the Teeny Poppers Club have teamed
up with Rev. Albert Venson and his wife at the True Deliverance Church
of God at 2107 - 10th St.
,
N.W. in a new program called the "Soul
Winning Project".
The Project grew out of the observation that many people in the
community, from little children to older men and women, had no one to
take time and make certain that they had a hot meal on Sunday, Mrs.
Thomas has had this idea of providing meals for people in the community
for some time. But it took the support and resources of Rev. Venson,
who is very much interested in reaching out to the community, to actually
get the program off the ground.
The members of the "Soul Winning Project" are very much a part of
the Garnet community. Mrs. Thomas is a member of the Gamet-Patterson
Open Communication Project Advisory Committee and works as a parent
participant in the school. Members of cooking committee include past,
present and future Garnet students. The "So\al Winning Project" has
received support in the form of food and money donations and has re-
cently established a food bank. All donations are tax-deductable.
The biggest community event thus far was the all-out effort on Thanks-
giving when over 125 people were served turkey dinners at the ch\irch.
Young and Old are served
Somebody's Mother
Author Unknown
The woman was old and ragged and gray.
And bent with the chill of a wintery day.
The streets were wet with the recent snow,
And the woman's feet were aged and slow.
She stood at the crossing and waited long,
Alone \incared for amid the throng.
Of humaji beings who passed her by.
None heeded the glance of her anxious eye.
Down the street with laughter and shout.
Glad of the freedom of school let out,
Came the boys like a flock of sheep.
Hailing the snow piled white and deep.
Past the woman so old and gray.
Hastening the children on their way.
Nor lending a helping hand to her.
So meek, so timid, afraid to stir.
Lest the carriage wheels or the horses' feet.
Should knock her down in the slippery street.
At last came one of the merriest troops.
The gayest laddie of all the growp.
He paused beside her and whispered low.
I’ll help you across if you wish to go.
Her aged hand on his strong young arm.
He placed it so without hurt or harm.
He g\iided her trembling feet along.
Proud that his own were firm and strong.
Then back again to his friends he went.
His young heart happy and well content.
She’s somebody’s mother, boys, you know.
Although she’s poor and aged and slow.
And I hope some fellow will lend a hand.
To help my mother, you understand.
If ever she’s old and ragged and gray.
When her own dear son is far away.
photograph
by Ralph Butler
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT WEEK
^
February 28 - March 3 was Academic Achievement Week throughout the D. C
.
Public Schools. At Gamet-Patterson, the Reading and Math Mobilization Teams
prepared exhibits which reflected the various activities which are contri-
buting to the educational process. In the following pages we attempt to
show a few of the ways school personnel are \:ising inorder to help raise the
academic achievement of students.
This is 7-202 in their
Georgraphy class develop-
ing skills in drawing
conclusions. In addition
to Mrs. Topps, groups are
being assisted by Mr.
Sanders (D.C.T.C. Intern)
and Mrs. Jackson (O.C.
Parent Participant).
Miss Kennedy assists Science
Teacher, Mrs. Goodnight, as
she helps students find the
main idea in selected
paragraphs from the text.
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CONTENT AREAS
Two students (Verlene Rhea and
Bertha Powell) in General
Music are being tested on their
skills in oral interpretation
and on their self-confidence
and willingness to perform in
front of a group.
These 8th Graders in Mr.
Gilmore's Woodwork class
are being tested on their
ability to grasp the main
idea of an assignment based
on various student projects
and tools used in them.
The girls in a 7th Grade
Foods class are involved
in vocabulary study relative
to food poisoning and its
causes. They are examining
bulging cans which indicate
food spoilage.
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Left to right; Mrs. Evelyn Lee, Administrative Aide; Mrs. Olivia Dixon,
Coordinator j Mrs. Mary Deans, Teacher Replacement.
The EPDA Pupil Personnel Services Satellite Project launched at Garnet-
Patterson in September, 1971 focuses on role changing of professional, proposes
to direct the efforts of all supportive services persons assigned to the school
toward active classroom participation.
The Garnet-Patterson Pupil Personnel Services Satellite Project is one of
six such projects funded by the Pittsburgh University. It is unique in that
it trains on the job personnel to become more innovative in the implementation
of the Academic Achievement Plan.
The concept of "specialist” in a traditional sense is replaced by the
"team approach" to teaching and learning. Each discipline of the Pupil Personnel
Services Program represents a doorway to the creation of a new kind of profess-
ional trained in the techniques needed to effect maximum achievement in reading
and mathematics.
As a result of trainee involvement in seminars, student-teacher-parent
groups, and organized practicum experience participants will be able to utilize
their old and newly acquired skills to help students to meet their academic
and non-academic needs.
It is hoped that as participants redirect their in-service practicum
experiences toward the maximum achievement of students in the classroom, their
roles will be focused on known needs as a result of their own observation and
of consultation with pupils.
Cover; Mrs. Capers and Mrs. S. Jones admire the
K- Academic Achievement Exhibit in the library
.
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(Joan Mitchell, Mrs. Topps, Eddie Williams, Linda Jones, Valerie Brown)
The Class of '72
The time has come for members of the class of '72 to channel their energies
toward graduation activities. We are at present busy drafting plans for fund
raising activities inorder to lessen individual expenses connected with our
culminating activities.
Various class committees (Social, Program, Fund Raising, and Culminating
Activity) will be meeting weekly under the leadership of Eddie Williams, Class
President, to bring to a successful close the academic and social activities
of the class.
Each member of the class feels a very strong sense of responsibility for
all class sponsored activities and pledges himself to the task of making the
class of '72, the best that Garnet has, will, and can produce.
Class Officers
Eddie Williams 9-303
Valerie Brown 9-309
Linda Jones 9-309
Joan Mitchell 9-201
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
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Youth Serving Youth
(Connie E^son and Frank Stewart work with Phillip and
David Richardson at Grimke Elementary School.
)
Once again the Youth Serving Youth program is operating with Garnet-
Patterson students acting as tutors for elementary school children. The basic
philosophy of the program is that young people can help each other to learn.
The tutors and tutees are selected by the Pupil Personnel Department with
the assistance of the teachers and counselors in the schools. Prerequisites
for selection for the program are that participants are Title I children. The
tutors are from 14 to 16 years of age and tutees are generally 3rd and 4th
graders who could benefit from an ongoing relationship with an older student.
Each tutor usually has two tutees who work afternoons from 3:15 - 4:30 daily,
reading, writing, drawing, playing or just talking together.
The following statement by Thomas Harvey, one of the Garnet tutors,
express his feelings regarding the program.
”The purpose of YSY is to assist little kids in reading and math and to
accompany them on field trips. We work with blocks to help their addition and
subtraction. We act almost like real teachers in developing skills by helping
them in reading and math. It makes me feel good to know that we can help each
other learn."
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Here's The Little Child
Here's the little child —
no money,
no home,
no one to care.
Here's the little child —
a thing in society,
another number
burden of the census
a reject in life.
Here's the little child —
in the corner,
no food,
but rats to take him away.
Here's the little child —
no reason to live,
he lives on dreams and fantasies;
he knows.
Here's the little child —
mankind expects too much
society calls for him
the child puts out his hand.
Here's the little child —
the sleeping power,
forgotten, unnoticed,
uncertain future.
Here's the little child —
in a word —
abandoned —
in life,
by Ricardo Taylor
8-218
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